Toy Cars with the real car look!

If you want the most realistic toy motor, built on sound engineering principles and fitted with really correct radiator, insist on a TRI-ANG (Regd. Trade Mark) car. The new models shown here are all wonderfully life-like productions, having pressed steel bodies with opening side doors, facsimile nickel-plated radiators, and adjustable tubular framed wind screens. They are easily propelled by improved double crank drive with rubber pedals, and will stand up to really hard usage. The glossy enamel gives a finishing touch to TRI-ANG (Regd. Trade Mark) cars which puts them in a class by themselves. See the famous Tri-ang trade mark before you buy!

ROVER REGAL is suitable for children 4-8 years old. Ball-bearing back axle to double crank drive. Adjustable windscreen, dummy hood, upholstered seat, bumper, 4 lamps, balloon disc wheels with rubber tyres. 42/-

VAUXHALL CADET.—For ages 2½-3 years. Pressed steel body, beautifully finished royal blue. Facsimile Vauxhall radiator, adjustable screen, nickel-plated bumper, side door, dummy hood. 35/-

BENTLEY SPECIAL.—Plated Bentley radiator, adjustable windscreen, side door, 8” balloon wheels. Upholstered back, dummy hood. Mudguards and steps. Finished blue. For kiddies 2½-5 years. 25 6

TRI-ANG
MOTOR CARS 15/- TO £15-15-0

Count them on the pavement!

*Tri-ang cars are on view at most Toy shops. Write for folder of Tri-ang Cars and other Tri-ang Toys, illustrated in full colours. Free on request.

LINES BROTHERS LIMITED, MORDEN ROAD, LONDON, S.W.19

TRIUMPH SPECIAL—Correct model of Triumph radiator with badge and cap. Adjustable tubular framed screen. Pressed steel body, opening side door, 8” balloon wheels, ¼ rubber tyres. Upholstered back, dummy hood. Painted beige, red lines. Ages 2½-5 years. 29 6
Christmas Greetings To You All!

Once more I have the pleasant duty of wishing my readers in all parts of the world a "Very Merry Christmas." As the "M.M."
1 is published on the first day of each month, my greeting comes
three weeks in advance; but most of us are already preparing
for Christmas, and the days will fly like magic. The year has
been one of great progress for Meccano, and all its world-wide
activities. Next month I hope to refer to this progress in detail,
and to show how the boundaries of Meccanoland still continue
to spread steadily outward.

Mr. Frank Hornby, M.P.

I am sure that all readers will join with me in congratulating Mr. Frank Hornby,
the inventor of Meccano and Managing
Director of Meccano Ltd., on his election
as Member of Parliament for the Everton
Division of Liverpool. This country is
now passing through a difficult period, in
which it is more than ever necessary that
the House of Commons should include
representatives of the best business brains.
From this point of view Mr. Hornby is an
ideal Member. He has had a long and
wide experience of trade and commerce,
not only at home, but with practically
every civilised country. He has a unique
international reputation as the inventor
of the world's greatest constructional toy,
and the founder of a great British business.
His knowledge of the trade and economic
condition of foreign countries has not
been gained at second-hand, for he has
travelled widely on the Continent, and has
made no less than 60 crossings of the
Atlantic. A few years ago, with the
object of increasing still further his knowl-
dedge of nations and their people, he made
a journey round the world. Many readers
will remember the account of this journey
he wrote for the "M.M.,” and his splendid
descriptions of scenes of everyday life and activity in Japan, China,
Singapore, Java, Burma, India and elsewhere.

Mr. Hornby has always been keenly interested in the develop-
ment of the British Empire, and in the closer co-operation of its
many units with the Mother Country. During his election cam-
paign he adopted as his slogan, "Britain First. Empire Always!
" and no words could better express his determination to take every
possible step to develop still further the unity on which depends
the prosperity of the Empire.

Buy British Goods!

There are now in this country something like 2,500,000 work-
people unemployed. There are various reasons for this state
of affairs, but one of the most important is the fact that enormous
quantities of foreign-made goods are bought by British people,
to the neglect of home-produced products. To a large extent
foreign goods are purchased deliberately on account of their
cheapness, no thought being given to the disastrous effect that
such a policy is bound to have on our home industries. In other
cases purchasers accept an article merely because it happens
to suit their particular purpose, without troubling to inquire
whether it is British-made or not. During the present serious
crisis it is the absolute duty of every British subject to buy British
goods in preference to foreign, whenever this is at all possible.
During the next three weeks "M.M." readers will have a great
opportunity of "doing their bit" in this direction. Large sums
will be spent on toys and Christmas presents of all kinds, and
if every "M.M." reader will buy British-made goods himself,
and as far as possible insist that his parents and uncles do the
same, an important step will have been taken towards restoring
British trade and thus reducing the terrible number of unemployed.

A Great Inventor

In the death of Thomas Alva Edison in his 85th year the world has lost one of its
most remarkable figures. He was an inventor of a unique type, an engineer
who possibly may not occur again. His name is closely associated with the development
of electric lighting, and therefore it was a fitting tribute to his memory that was paid
in New York when the whole of the electric lights throughout the city were switched
off for a brief period on the evening following his funeral.

Edison displayed originality and enter-
prise from a very early age. As a boy he
sold newspapers on trains in order to
obtain money to buy chemicals and
apparatus with which to carry out experi-
ments. He even produced a journal of his
own, which is believed to be the first
newspaper ever printed on a train in
motion. He used the proceeds to equip
a small compartment on the train as a
laboratory, and everything was proceeding
smoothly when an explosion occurred,
resulting in his forcible ejection by a guard,
who naturally objected to such goings on!
Edison’s railway work led him to take an
interest in telegraphy, and eventually in
telegraphic instruments, and he devised a successful system of
automatic telegraphy that was adopted in many countries, including
Great Britain.

Edison is probably best known to the world in general as the
inventor of the phonograph, and this is in some respects the most
original of all his inventions. His very first model worked success-
fully, rather to his astonishment; and he is reported to have said
that he was afraid of inventions that worked the very first time!
With his characteristic tireless energy he developed the phono-
graph from a mere toy to a practical instrument that eventually
led to the foundation of the modern gramophone industry.

As Edison grew older his interests widened, and his later inven-
tions covered almost every branch of knowledge. For many years
he took out patents at the almost incredible rate of two in every
three weeks, and up to a few days before his death he remained
keenly interested in the progress of a long series of experiments he
had planned in the hope of producing a substitute for rubber from
golden rod, a plant that grows readily in the United States.

The story of Edison’s life and inventions will be told in a series of
articles commencing in an early issue of the "M.M."

The late Thomas Alva Edison.
The enormous development of engineering that has taken place in the past 100 years or so has necessitated corresponding development in the machinery employed in preparing the component parts of machines, engines and structures of all kinds. Thus has been evolved the precision machine tool, without which the engineering operations of to-day could not be carried on.

We owe our modern machine tools to a small number of pioneers in the art of metal cutting, among whom may be named Maudsley, Whitworth, Clement, Fairbairn and Murray. Nasmyth said of Maudsley, who may be regarded as the father of the precision machine tool, that his character was to be seen in every piece of work he produced. He was a craftsman of the finest type, always striving after greater perfection of workmanship, and regarding first-rate work as an absolute duty. He expected an equally high standard from his workmen, and he would not allow any piece of work to leave his shop unless it fully satisfied his ideas of accuracy.

Even with the most highly-skilled craftsmen, however, it was an extremely difficult matter to produce a number of parts exactly alike in every detail. The human eye, hand and brain are ill-adapted for repetition work that must be accurate to a minute fraction of an inch. Maudsley realised this. He took the tool from the hand of the workman, and placed it in the grip of a machine which, when once adjusted to do a certain job, would repeat it as often as required without the slightest variation. Maudsley succeeded to a great extent in achieving his ambition to produce machine tools that should be largely self-acting and self-regulating, and which should make up for carelessness or lack of skill on the part of the workman. He is most commonly identified with the invention of the slide rest, which revolutionised lathe work in general.

While these men were working on various engineering problems in England, progress along similar lines was being made in the United States, where in the year 1860 Francis Pratt and Amos Whitney formed a partnership for the manufacture of machine tools. Many people had theorised on the possibility of manufacturing various kinds of mechanisms made up of components that would be interchangeable. The idea had not been put into practice, however, and it was the aim of Pratt and Whitney to prove that the method of interchangeable manufacture was not only practicable, but also economical. They were able to demonstrate that rifles could be made on this basis, and the manufacture of sewing machines, typewriters, and a great variety of other mechanisms soon followed, all on the interchangeable system.

Among the most important of modern machine tools
are drilling machines, which are constructed in an astonishing variety of forms. There are all kinds of vertical, horizontal and radial drilling machines; and also multiple machines that have two or more drilling spindles in certain fixed positions, or in the same alignment.

A remarkable multiple gantry drill is shown on our cover this month, and in the accompanying illustrations. This drill was specially built for one of the largest American manufacturers of Bement-Pond Company of New York and London. It is equipped with 13 spindles, and has sufficient power to drill 13 holes 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. in diameter, or to tap holes 1\(\frac{3}{16}\) in. in diameter, simultaneously.

As can be seen from the photographs, the drill consists of two double-webbed steel girders, riveted up, latticened and braced, spanning the shop bay, and supported at the ends by substantial cast iron housings; and a crossrail, on which are mounted 13 drill heads. The face of the crossrail is 19 in. The complete machine is mounted on a track, so that it can be traversed throughout the length of the shop bay. The track and the work-table for supporting the steel plates are not a part of the machine.

The spindles are of chrome nickel steel, mounted in independent cast iron heads on the crossrail. The heads are arranged in such a manner that all except one, which is fixed, may be moved independently or simultaneously along the crossrail by means of a screw extending the full length of the crossrail. There is a minimum centre distance of 8 in. between consecutive spindles, and the maximum distance between outside spindles is 12 ft. 8 in. The vertical adjustment is 13 in. The spindles are reversible by means of a 3 h.p. reversing motor and controller, and are equipped with ball thrust bearings protected by dust guards.

The spindles, which are 2 in. in diameter at the driving point, and 2\(\frac{1}{8}\) in. in diameter in bearing, are held positively in feed quills, the feed being positively connected by quick change gearing, giving four changes of feed to the spindles. Extra change gears are provided for tapping. A safety device is interposed in the feed gearing to come into operation in the event of any accident to the drills. This safety device is cut out for the tapping operation. Each spindle is provided with independent feed clutch, so that any one or more of the drills may be disengaged while the others are working.

Power rapid traverse in both directions is given to the spindles by a 3 h.p. motor. A double end clutch is provided at the operator's position, near the end of the crossrail. One end of this clutch has teeth to engage the feed, and the other end is of friction cone type to engage the rapid traverse. This arrangement of clutch makes it impossible to engage the feed and the rapid traverse at the same time, thus forming a safety device without interlocking levers.

The spindles are driven by a 50 h.p. variable speed motor, having a speed range of from 500 to 1,500 r.p.m. The motor is mounted on the crossrail, and directly connected by a train of gearing to a horizontal shaft extending the full length of the crossrail. The power is transmitted from this shaft to the spindles by means of bevel gears, vertical shafts, pinions, and spur gears on each head. The spindle speed for drilling range from 120 to 360 r.p.m. In addition a set of back gears is provided in the driving train, giving speeds for tapping ranging from 30 to 105 r.p.m.

The crossrail is supported by a carriage suspended from the steel girders on four semi-steel rollers equipped with roller bearings. These rollers run on a track provided on the girders, so that the carriage may be traversed on the track throughout the length of the girders. The crossrail is pivoted on the carriage, thus permitting it to be swivelled a full revolution, and making it possible to drill rows of holes along the edges of plates in any direction. A 5 h.p. constant speed reversible motor revolves the crossrail on the carriage, and traverses the carriage on the girder at a speed of 40 ft. per minute. The face of the crossrail is provided with a graduated scale along its full length for setting the drill heads. Clamping facilities are provided for both carriage and crossrail, and there are also stops on the carriage for each quarter turn of the crossrail.

The distance from the floor plate to the underside of the girder is 8 ft. 10\(\frac{3}{4}\) in.; and from the floor plate to the top of the girder is 12 ft. 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. The minimum distance from the centre of the drills to the inside of the housings is 2 ft. 10 in. It will be observed from the illustrations that the housings are of massive box section, bolted at the top to the steel girders, and supported on the shop track by flanged semi-steel wheels. The machine is traversed by a 10 h.p. motor mounted on the girder, and its power is transmitted through shafts, gearing, and tangent gearing to rack pinions engaging racks bolted to the rails on which the machine travels. The traversing speeds of the machine range

(Continued on page 977)
XXVI.—A VETERINARY SURGEON

VETERINARY surgery is one of the few professions in which the number of entries has shown a considerable decline in recent years. This decline is probably due to the belief that the expansion in motor traffic and similar changes have reduced the prospects of success in the profession. The belief is a mistaken one, however, for the decline in importance of the horse is being at least partially counteracted by the growing demand for the services of the veterinary surgeon in other directions. The prospects of those now entering this comparatively neglected profession are bright, particularly if they approach it with a real liking for animals and for the open air life that it entails, and are prepared to devote their energies to a thorough study of the scientific side of their work.

Veterinary surgery is a "closed" profession in the sense that no person is entitled to describe himself as a veterinary surgeon unless he holds the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, the governing body of the profession. The power to grant registration rests with the Royal College in accordance with the Veterinary Surgeons Acts of 1881, which enacts that anyone who is not registered is not entitled to recover at law any fees that he may have charged for veterinary attendance or advice.

A good general education is essential for a veterinary surgeon, and those who intend to follow this career on leaving school should aim first at obtaining the matriculation certificate. It is not absolutely necessary to secure this certificate in order to enter the profession, as the possession of a School Certificate with four credits, or proof of having passed an examination of equal standing, is sufficient in certain instancies. Those who wish to reach the higher ranks must take the matriculation examination, however, for this is the first step towards securing a university degree in veterinary surgery. Others also should take it unless they are prepared to remain at school in order to sit for the Higher School Certificate examination, for the training they receive will be of value to them in their later studies.

English, mathematics and one language, which may be Latin, or Greek, or French, German or any other approved modern language, must be included in the subjects of the chosen preliminary examination. A second language also may be taken, the alternatives to this being higher mathematics, geography and a branch of science. A sound elementary knowledge of chemistry, physics and biology also should be obtained. For this reason it is advisable to stay at school after passing the preliminary examination and to study these subjects to the Higher School Certificate standard, for preparation of this kind will form a valuable foundation for further instruction. It may be pointed out that a student cannot become a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons until he has attained the age of 21, and little is gained by taking up higher studies at the earliest possible moment.

When a boy who intends to become a veterinary surgeon leaves school he may receive his professional education at one of five veterinary colleges. These are the Royal Veterinary College, London; the Royal (Dick) Veterinary College, Edinburgh; the Veterinary School, University of Liverpool; the Glasgow Veterinary College; and the Royal Veterinary College of Ireland, Dublin. All students who attend these colleges must aim at obtaining the diploma of membership of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, which entitles the recipient to make use of the letters M.R.C.V.S.

The cost of training varies, but the actual tuition fees may be taken as from £27 to £30 per annum. The cost of books and instruments, examination fees and subscriptions to social and athletic clubs must be added to this, and students who are unable to live at home also will have the expense of suitable lodgings. The general cost of training, taking all these circumstances into account, may be placed at £150 per annum to £200 per annum.

The course for the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons at present occupies four years, but in October of 1932 it will be lengthened to extend over five years. The student should enter the course of study before commencing his course. In the first year, chemistry, physics, zoology and botany are studied. The scientific subjects of physiology and anatomy are also studied. In the second year, pathology, materia medica and hygiene are dealt with in succeeding years, and in the last year the students are engaged in the practice of veterinary medicine and surgery.

President of the R.C.V.S.

Mr. G. P. Male, M.R.C.V.S., the President of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, which received its Charter of Incorporation in 1844. Mr. Male is also Lecturer in Veterinary Hygiene at the University of Reading.

Practical work naturally plays a great part in the training. A proportion of the student's time is spent in animal hospitals attached to the colleges, and experience with a veterinary surgeon should be gained during vacations. Under certain conditions university graduates are excused the first year of the usual course of training, and this privilege also may be granted to matriculated students who have passed with honours an approved examination in chemistry, physics, botany and zoology. On the completion of each year of training, the student at a Veterinary College is required to pass an examination conducted by a Court appointed by the Royal College. Examinations of this kind are held twice yearly, in July and December; failure in more than one subject involves taking the entire examination a second time. When a student has satisfactorily completed the course and passed the requisite examination he is entitled to his diploma.

Membership of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons is a sufficient qualification for practice, but it is also advisable to take a degree in veterinary surgery, for although this is not in itself a qualification, the more advanced instruction given in preparation for it is of great value to a veterinary surgeon who is really keen and desires to make good in the profession. Degrees are granted by the Universities of London, Edinburgh and Liverpool. As
far as possible, the courses of training are arranged to run concurrently with the preparation for the diploma of the Royal College, and the fees involved in the double course of study are slightly higher than if membership of the Royal College only is aimed at.

The cost of training may vary from one college to another, while others are granted by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Colonial Office. Full details of these scholarships may be obtained from the Registrars of the Universities and Colleges concerned, or from a list contained in a booklet, issued by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, that deals with courses qualifying for the diploma and other degrees in veterinary surgery. This booklet may be obtained on application to the Secretary and Registrar, Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, 10, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1.

In general there are two courses open to the qualified veterinary surgeon. He may take up an official appointment or he may enter into private practice. In each case additional experience is advisable that should be gained by service in a veterinary hospital attached to a veterinary school, or as assistant to a veterinary surgeon already in practice. An alternative that is particularly useful for those who wish to take up an official post is to follow a course of post-graduate training. This may be taken up with a view to obtaining the diploma of Fellowship of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons or the Diploma in Veterinary State Medicine, an award that is intended as a qualification for those who propose to take up official appointments. Similar diplomas are granted by Liverpool and Manchester Universities and valuable postgraduate scholarships are awarded at these institutions, and also by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons and the Royal (Dick) College, Edinburgh, these being chiefly intended for those engaged in research work.

Private practice in large town is usually more remunerative than in the country. It is more general in character, and certain branches, such as the treatment of smaller animals and domestic pets, appear to offer suitable opportunities for veterinary practitioners. Veterinary surgeons who are particularly interested in horses probably would find profitable occupation in centres devoted to racing or hunting, while their services may be found useful in agricultural districts where machinery has not yet displaced horses. In the country veterinary surgeons are chiefly required for work in connexion with animals, and it is probable that for many years the best openings for general practitioners in this profession will be found in cattle-raising areas. To-day strenuous efforts are being made to eradicate diseases that for centuries have affected cattle, pigs and other farm animals, and the services of fully qualified veterinary surgeons are required in connection with the schemes of control that have been introduced for this purpose under the Diseases of Animals Acts. The activities of the Government Departments concerned with the purity of food supplies also has added to the work that can only be performed by a fully qualified veterinary surgeon.

Turning now to official posts open to veterinary surgeons, a large staff of inspectors of various grades is maintained by the Ministry of Agriculture. Members of the Royal College are eligible for appointments as Assistant Inspectors. They serve a probationary period of two years and are then required to pass a special examination, from part of which they are exempt if they already hold the Diploma in Veterinary State Medicine. An appointment in this capacity carries an initial salary of £250 per annum, rising to £450 per annum, and the same scale may be secured to the positions of Divisional and Superintendent Inspector, the maximum salaries of these being £600 per annum and £800 per annum respectively. A civil service bonus is paid to all members of the veterinary staff of the Ministry.

Veterinary inspectors are now maintained by local authorities in order to assist in the enforcement of the regulations of the Diseases of Animals Acts, while the Health Departments of many boroughs and county councils make use of the services of veterinary surgeons. A little chats as little work as little pay.

There are good prospects in the Royal Army Veterinary Corps for young men who are attracted by an agricultural career. Candidates for commissions in the R.A.V.C. must be members of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons and under 28 years of age. They are required to undergo a written examination and success in this is followed by the grant of a commission as Lieutenant on probation. Further technical instruction is given and certain examinations are passed before the appointment is confirmed. Promotion in the R.A.V.C. follows the usual course and on retirement, gratuities or retired pay are awarded, the amount and establishment depending on the length of service.

There is a limited number of overseas appointments for veterinary surgeons. Posts of an official character in the Colonies are under the control of the Colonial Office, about 150 veterinary officers being employed. The work involved is largely administrative in character, being principally concerned with the enforcement of regulations, and tact and initiative are desirable qualities in those who take up appointments of this kind. The present tendency is to demand scientific as well as technical qualifications.

General veterinary work in our overseas Dominions is different in type from that at home and is more limited in scope. Large areas are covered by veterinary surgeons in practice, and there is little chance of establishing localised practices similar to those in this country. It should be pointed out that the demand for veterinary surgeons in Australia, Canada and South Africa, is supplied by colleges in those countries. There is more opportunity in New Zealand, but those who leave Great Britain in order to take up practice there, or indeed in any of our overseas Dominions, should first obtain several years' varied experience in rural practice in Great Britain.
Puzzle Your Sharp-Eyed Friends!
Bewildering Tricks that are Easy to Perform
By Norman Hunter

CONJURING tricks that do not require skill for their performance frequently involve the use of expensive apparatus. The items that I am going to describe have been specially devised for "M.M." readers who have little or no skill in sleight-of-hand, and who do not wish to spend much money on apparatus. The tricks are all easy to perform, and are highly effective; while the apparatus required is such as can be made at home quite cheaply.

The first trick is an effect that is always sure of applause. It is called:

THE MYSTERIOUS PICTURE

The conjurer displays a picture in a frame; the frame is shown the audience, leaning against a candlestick or some other object. Someone is now asked to pick a card from a pack of playing cards, and when the frame is turned round the name of the chosen card is seen written in a bold hand across the picture and underneath the glass. The picture in the frame is immediately handed round for examination, but nothing is found to explain the mystery.

How it is done. This first-class puzzle, if it is cleanly presented, will cause quite a sensation, but there is nothing difficult about it.

The frame is an ordinary one and can be any size you like. It is well not to have it too big, however; about 8 in. by 6 in. is a convenient size.

Take the picture out of the frame, and write across it with red, black or black ink the name of the card, say, the ten of spades. Replace the picture in the frame. Now take a piece of thin glass of a size to fit loosely into the front of the frame on top of the glass already there. Take another picture, a duplicate of that in the frame, and stick it face downward on this loose piece of glass. Then paste a newspaper over the back of the picture and trim it neatly round the glass. Fig. 1 will make everything clear.

To perform the trick place the loose glass on the front of the frame and keep it there by pressure as you show the frame. It will just a picture in a frame. Lay the on a newspaper for a moment, face while you obtain a candlestick or object against which to lean. Pick up the frame, leaving the loose glass on the newspaper.

where it will be unnoticed owing to the fact that the back of it is also covered with newspaper. (Fig. 2). Stand the frame with its back to the audience, resting it against the candlestick. When the name of the chosen card is announced, turn the frame round and reveal the name written across the picture. Of course the frame may now be passed round for inspection, as there is nothing unusual about it that can be discovered.

But, you will ask, how does the performer know that the ten of spades will be the card chosen? Well, he manages to be sure of that by doing what conjurers call "forcing" the card. This can be managed in several ways, and the following is a good and easy method.

Have the ten of spades on top of the pack. Hand a paper knife to someone and ask him to push it into the pack anywhere he likes. Hold the pack in the left hand as he pushes the knife in, with your fingers on the top of the pack and thumb curled round the edge. When the knife is in, bring up your right hand and divide the pack bookwise at the point where the knife is. Draw the pack away from the knife and lift the top half of the pack away, so that the card under the knife may be taken. As you draw your right hand away however, the fingers of the left hand that are resting on top of the pack press on the top card and cause it to slip off on to the lower half, and thus it is the ten of spades that is taken.

Now for a nice showy trick with handkerchiefs.

THE FLYING SILK Worm

Announcing that he requires some silk handkerchiefs for a later trick the conjurer picks up a net on a long handle and tells the audience that the air is full of invisible silkworms spinning in visible handkerchiefs! He makes a few swift strokes with the net, and this suddenly becomes full of white silk. When taken out, this proves to be six white silk handkerchiefs.

How it is done. The whole secret is in the net, which is quite easy to make. For the handle you require a length of tube measuring just over 1 in. in diameter, and about 30 in. in length. This tube can be made of cardboard, if you have no metal working tools. Near one end of the tube cut a slot about 5 in. long, running lengthwise in the tube. The end of the tube nearest the slot is then blocked with a short piece of wood. See Fig. 3.

A thin wooden rod is now cut, so that when it is dropped into the tube the end of it will be 7 in. below the open end. A piece of wooden rod 3 in. in length and of sufficient size to slide snugly and easily in the tube is now taken, and a hole 1 in. in length is bored in the centre of one end. Into this hole one end of the thin wooden rod is fixed. The other end of the thin rod also is fitted with a short piece of rod in a similar manner. The whole rod now forms a kind of plunger within the tube. The thick ends should be covered with felt or velvet, so that they will slide up and down in the tube without making any sound. A short round-headed screw is driven into the rod through the slit in the tube in the position shown in Fig. 3.

It will now be seen that if six handkerchiefs are packed into the tube, the plunger being pushed right down to accommodate them,
it is only necessary to push the screw along the slot to force the handkerchiefs out of the tube. The net, which is just an ordinary fishing net on a round wire frame, is fixed to the open end of the tube by bending the ends of the wire to lie alongside the tube, and binding them round with tape.

To perform the trick, pack the six silk handkerchiefs into the open end of the tube. Bring on the net and show that it is quite empty. Swing it about a few times, holding the handle in both hands, and with the thumb of the right hand on the screw projecting from the slot. Now make another swing with the net, and at the same time slide the screw along the slot, when the handkerchiefs will appear in the net (Fig. 4).

The best way to slide the screw along the slot is to grip the tube midway along with the left hand, and have the right thumb on the screw. Hold the right hand steady, and with the left hand drive the handle downward through the right hand.

The INDESTRUCTIBLE NECKLACE

For this piece of magic the conjurer takes a necklace composed of large wooden beads. Holding it over a hat which has been shown empty, he cuts the string of the necklace and allows the beads to fall into the hat. He then drops the cut string into the hat with the beads, shakes up the contents of the hat, and turns it upside down. To everybody's amazement out drops the necklace with every bead threaded on the string once more whole and complete! The hat is again shown to be empty.

How it is done. There is nothing unusual about any of the things used for this trick, but there are two necklaces exactly alike. They should be composed of a few large beads, not a lot of small ones. The hat used is a soft felt, with the usual dent running down the crown. The softer the felt the easier will be the trick, and the hat should have a lining.

Prepare for the trick by laying one of the necklaces in the hat on one side of the dent. You will find that if you grip the hat on the outside you can pinch the sides of that part of the hat together, and so conceal the necklace. Fig. 5 will show you how to do this. In this condition the hat may be shown apparently empty and held upside down.

The other necklace is now given to a member of the audience, who is requested to hold it over the hat and cut the string. The beads are cut in the empty side of the hat, and the string is dropped in with them. All you have to do now is to take the hat in your other hand, gripping the loose side of the dent, and so hiding the loose beads. Turn the hat upside down and out will fall the complete necklace, presumably the original one restored.

You then show the hat with a flourish, and put it on your head.

REFRESHMENTS BY MAGIC

The conjurer has two cups and saucers which he shows to be empty, and if required passes round for inspection. He fills one cup with white paper shavings and the other with brown paper shavings. Then he places the saucers over the cups for a moment, and converts the brown and the white paper shavings into coffee and milk respectively, which are handed to the audience for their refreshment.

How it is done. Both cups and saucers are unprepared. The shavings are contained in separate cardboard boxes, each measuring about 5 in. in width by 8 in. in length and 5 in. in height. The exact size is not important. Among the white paper shavings in one box stands a cup exactly similar to those to be used, and filled with milk. On top of this cup rests a disc of cardboard with white paper shavings stuck to the top of it. This disc of cardboard has another smaller and thicker disc stuck to its underside, so that when it is placed on top of the cup it will not slide off. The outer disc projects beyond the edges of the cup slightly all round, but this projection is concealed by the paper shavings that hang over it. The cup with the disc in position looks exactly like a cup full of paper shavings. Figs. 6 and 7 will explain the details.

In the box of brown shavings stands another cup similarly prepared, but containing coffee, and with brown paper shavings stuck to the disc. The boxes holding the paper shavings should be covered with some fancy paper to make them look attractive.

To perform the trick first show the unprepared cups and saucers. Now take one cup and fill it with white shavings, placing the cup in the box with one hand and scooping the shavings in with the other. Then take the cup out of the box and shake the shavings out into the box, to show that everything is fair and above board. Again fill the cup, but this time leave it in the box and bring out the cup of milk with the shavings-covered disc in position. Place this, which the audience believe to be the cup of white shavings, in front of the box of shavings and place the saucer upside-down on top of the cup.

Now take the other cup and do the same things with it as you did with the first one, scooping brown shavings up from the box, returning them, filling the cup again, and finally bringing out instead the cup of coffee with the disc and shavings on top. Stand this cup in front of the box and invert the saucer over it. Make a pass, snap your fingers and then take off both saucers together, holding them with your thumbs on top and fingers underneath. Your fingers grip the discs against the saucers and lift them off with the saucers. Keep the bottoms of the saucers facing the audience, and lay the saucers, still upside down, on the corners of the boxes, allowing the discs to fall into the boxes. Take the cups and pour the milk and coffee into the glass jug to show that there is no deception about the liquid.

With the six white handkerchiefs produced by the "Flying Silkworms" trick you can perform another interesting piece of magic.

THE INVISIBLE DYWORKS

A sheet of paper is rolled into a tube, and the magician tells the audience that an invisible dyeworks is concealed inside. In order to prove his assertion he pushes the six white silk handkerchiefs through the tube, and they come out at the other end dyed various bright colours! The tube is unrolled and is seen to be empty.

How it is done. In addition to the six white handkerchiefs produced in the earlier trick you will require six others of the same size, but of various bright colours. Also you will need a sheet of stiff paper about 10 in. by 14 in. and a special "fake" as it is called.

This fake consists of a piece of cardboard 2 in. in diameter, and about 5 in. in length. Make two cuts across the middle of the tube, one on each side, and thread them through a length of white tape. Lace the centre of the tape to one end of the tube and stick the ends down securely to the outside of the tube.

(Continued on page 1910)
TING-a-ling-a-ling!

"Hello! Is that the Great Western Railway? This is the Gainsborough Pictures Ltd., speaking. We are going to make a 'talkie' film of Arnold Ridley's play 'The Ghost Train.' You may know the story—it deals with your line, and as accuracy of detail is essential in all our productions we want your assistance. We shall need a realistic single platform station with double-track and a deserted country: complete use of the line and station for a week at least; a swing river bridge in picturesque surroundings; your famous 'Cornish Riviera' express and largest locomotive; and second train with smaller locomotive and some newspaper vans for the 'Ghost Train' itself; a signal box and ground frame near station with 'road' approach; plenty of water handy, and some special trucks for our electric generators; in the studio we want your help in furnishing the interior of a waiting room, a booking office with old furniture, and the reconstruction of a part of one of your corridor coaches. It is rather a tall order, I'm afraid!"

"Rather an unusual one, I admit, but I think we can help you. The matter shall be referred to the management, and no doubt you will confirm by letter in the meantime."

That was how the Gainsborough 'Ghost Train' came to 'Go Great Western."

The story of the 'Ghost Train,' as adapted for the film, follows very closely the theme of the play which by a strange coincidence, was written at Bath within seven miles of Camerton, where the exterior scenes for the film were made. It deals with gun running in the West of England, where Russian smugglers, to cover the inland movement of arms, trade on the legend that the ghost of a train, wrecked years before at a river swing-bridge nearby, is seen and heard thundering at night through the fictitious station of Fal Vale—a junction for Truro. The station master is in their pay, drives the train for them, and keeps unwanted visitors away from the neighbourhood by eerie tales of the ghost.

The hero is Teddie Morrison, of the Secret Service, who unravels the mystery in a most un railway-like manner. He pulls the communication cord of the "Cornish Riviera" express, delays its arrival at the junction station on a very stormy night, and by so missing the last local connection from Fal Vale forces a half-dozen or so fellow passengers to be stranded all night without creating suspicion in the waiting room.

Morrison knows the 'Ghost Train' is to run that night, and has arranged for it to be raided by coastguards so it stands hidden in the disused siding near the small quay side, where the arms are landed from the sea. The raid fails, and news of the get-away is flashed to him by wireless, which he picks up in the waiting room. As the 'Ghost Train' roars and shrieks through the station, Morrison dashes across the line to the signal box, pulls the lever that opens the swing-bridge, and ghost and smugglers crash to their doom into the river.

The making of a film is like the putting together of a big-size puzzle. It is taken in hundreds of pieces quite out of sequence, but to a definite schedule. When all the scenes have been taken, the various "shots" are fitted into their correct sequence, and the puzzle is solved. So with the 'Ghost Train.' To follow its production it will be necessary to follow its trail from the studio to Swindon, Camerton and Barmouth.

The first section of the film to be made was the recording of the noise of trains passing through Langley station on 14th May, between 10 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. This will be used for the noise of the 'Ghost Train' rushing through Fal Vale.

On 15th May a truck load of furniture arrived from the Great Western Railway Swindon stores. This was composed of a waiting-room table, six waiting-room seats, a fares list frame, and a ticket-issuing case. These articles were sent to the Gainsborough studios, together with a quantity of posters, publicity matter, and a set of legal notices, fares list, two 2-wheel trolleys, a coal scuttle, a supply of specially printed tickets, ticket collectors' cancelling nippers, two guards' lamps, red and green flags, a guard's whistle and chain, uniform, and cap.

On 19th May the interior fittings of a part of a corridor "compo." coach arrived, together with diagrams from the Swindon carriage
and wagon shops, to help the studio carpenter to assemble the parts for the studio "shots" of the interior scenes in the train.

An urgent letter to Mr. C. B. Collett, the Company's Chief Mechanical Engineer, brought relief to the situation, and the work of construction proceeded under the personal guidance of two representatives from the Carriage Department, who spent some interesting days in the studio. The first "shots," to be taken in the studio, were of practically the last scenes in the film, the interior of Fal Vale waiting room and booking office. By far the greater part of the film has this setting for its background, and it is a faithful reproduction of the desolate waiting room described in the book. Booking clerks will, no doubt, notice the extra large pigeon hole. This was made to permit Jack Hulbert and Teddy Morrison, to get his head through during an altercation with his fellow passengers.

The railway carriage "set" was the first to be erected in the Gainsborough studio. The first and third-class compartments and corridors were reconstructed on a slightly raised platform, to permit of rocking and moving as required.

In order to give the effect of a train in motion, a white screen, 12 ft. by 8 ft., was erected on the corridor side outside the set, at an angle of 45 degrees from the end corridor window, and on this was projected a scenic film from a cinematograph machine some distance away, enclosed in a soundproof cabin. The whole of the opposite side of the section of the coach was left open and "shots" were taken from this side, showing the passengers in the compartment in the foreground and the passing scenery in the background through the corridor windows.

The scenic film had been previously taken from a carriage window between Reading and Didcot.

Sunday, 31st May, saw the "Cornish Riviera express," drawn by the "Tavenna Castle," steam out of Paddington two hours before its usual time, for Reading and Brankley, there to play, amid pastures new, its part in the film. The Basingstoke line was chosen on account of its nearness to London; because it gave occupation of the line for filming for some hours during Sunday afternoon; because the heavy rolling stock and locomotive could not work at Camerton on the Limpley Stote-Hallatrow line (chosen for filming the exterior train and station "shots," and because it was particularly desired to feature Britain's crack train in the film, for American circulation.

Camerton, on the Limpley Stote-Hallatrow line, was chosen as the result of a chance conversation during a railway journey. The line, which exactly met the requirements of the film company, was closed altogether for passenger traffic a few years ago, and only one goods train passes over it each way on weekdays. A small army of carpenters carried out alterations at Camerton station, and fake lamp posts, etc., buildings, and station name boards were erected. The film company also sent there, in sections, an exact duplicate of the exterior of the waiting room, etc., which had been used for the "shots" taken at the studio. Altogether five truck loads of equipment, generating lorries, lamps, etc., and other rolling stock were despatched, and by Thursday six truck loads of equipment were despatched, and by Thursday six truck loads of equipment were despatched. The rolling stock and apparatus for the filming at Camerton was assembled at that station. That night, "shots" were taken of the "Ghost Train" running through Camerton, or as it had now become, "Fal Vale" station. This operation provided the greatest thrill of the filming and held spellbound some 5,000 people who had journeyed from Bristol and Bath to witness it.

The next evening was occupied at Dunkerton Colliery which, for the purpose of the film, became the back of the quayside. Here the "Ghost Train" [composed of six standard 0-6-0 goods engine, two coaches and four newspaper vans] was seen being loaded with contraband of war, appropriately labelled "Eggs," "Tiger Sauce," and other commodities. Quickly the word was passed to Price (Julia's brother and one of the two principal villains) that the coastguards were on them. The smugglers boarded the train, repelling the coastguards, as they rushed up, with machine gun fire from the coaches as the train gathered speed. Arnold Ridley took part in this scene and gathered together fifteen local cricket and Rugby international and county players to take the parts of coastguards. The filming finished just after 5 o'clock in the morning. A crowd of sightseers remained for the whole time. The interest taken in the making of this film was unprecedented in the history of the Gainsborough pictures.

By 9.30 p.m. the same evening filming was again in progress. This time "shots" were taken of Hulbert arriving in the signal
box and pulling the lever to open the bridge. The signal box was brilliantly lighted by lights mounted on wooden trestles outside, as was also the station, which appeared in the background.

On Sunday, 21st June, saw the filming of close-ups of passengers alighting from the “Cornish Riviera” express. As only the coaches were seen, the train composed of 80-ft. corridor stock and one “diner” with “Riviera” roofboards, was drawn by a goods engine.

Early in the afternoon Cicely Courtneidge, who plays the part of the old lady with the parrot, was filmed alighting with much difficulty, many packages, and much help, especially when she slipped down between coach and platform.

A false rain storm was then “shot,” the rain being supplied from an adjacent stream by the Radstock Fire Brigade. At dusk on Monday a 43 class engine, the heaviest possible on the branch, and a goods engine, were brought into use at Dunkerton station for interior shots of the engine cab of the “Ghost Train.” Here Saul and Price were “shot” driving the train and their expressions recorded as they realised the disaster ahead of them at the swing bridge.

Next, Hulbert was “shot” jumping down on to the permanent way and racing back along the track for his hat. For this operation a light low flat-topped trolley, with rubber-cased wheels to deaden the sound, constructed at the studio, was used on the adjacent line, enabling the camera, microphone and operators to keep up with the actor. Hulbert’s altercation with the guard, the latter showing his righteous indignation at so heinous a crime, while hustling him back to his compartment, was then filmed, and later was recaptured in the engine cab. As these men were Great Western Railway employees, their expressions were strictly to dialogue.

Numerous “shots” were taken of the “Ghost Train” from every conceivable angle, even from underneath, the latter being achieved by means of a clockwork camera placed between the running lines. At Dunkerton the approaching “Ghost Train” was filmed reflected in a large mirror placed between the lines, which will give the effect on the screen of the train charging right into the audience. The same night the scene of Price jumping from the “Ghost Train” engine, when he realised that the bridge was open and disaster inevitable, was taken. Actually, the engine was stationary, but to give the effect of rapid movement the rails were oiled, so that when the regulator was opened, the wheels slipped round without moving forward. In front of the engine was a second engine, which acted as a buffer and supplied the necessary steam, to give the desired effect of action.

A difficult “shot” from the railway point of view was that taken on Sunday night, 28th June, on the stretch of double line between Radstock and Mells Road. Complete occupation of this section was taken after the ordinary train service had finished, and all the catchpoints were clipped to permit two engines working in the same direction on adjacent lines. The “shots” were action plans of Saul on the footplate, the real Great Western Railway driver being dressed as, and taking the part of, one of the film actors or the occasion. These “shots” were taken at speed as the “Ghost Train” was flying illuminated and flashing dazzling electric headlamps, passed and was re-passed by the film unit.

Filming finished on Tuesday, 30th June, when “shots” were taken from the driver’s compartment of a rail motor approaching, passing through, and leaving the Box Tunnel. The same day the film unit returned to London after roughing thirteen days and Arabian nights in the lives of the local inhabitants. Two camera-men, left behind, proceeded to Somerset to film the up and down “Cornish Riviera” express emerging from the tunnel.

Towards the end of July the rolling stock used at Camerton was worked to Barmouth for the last stage of the filming—scenes at the swing river-bridge and the “Ghost Train’s” last plunge. Here “shots” were taken of the “Cornish Riviera” express running over the bridge on its way to Fal Vale, ostensibly after the delay. Then the “Ghost Train” on its way across the bridge estopped to the disused siding for loading. Later, it was filmed coming in the reverse direction on its final run.

A constructed looking glass obscured the actual bridge and a short part of the track, while not obscuring the scenery, and in this portion the mirror was reflected a model of the bridge, open, and of the “Ghost Train.” The models, which had been constructed by Bassett-Lowke Ltd., from specially taken photographs, were erected on a stand near the cameras. At the appropriate moment the model was set in motion and so timed as to take up the running of the real “Ghost Train” as it disappeared behind the glass to safety, while the model rushed headlong to destruction.

It now remained for the film company to accomplish the big task of editing the “shots” into their correct sequence ready for presentation to the public. The interest of those readers who have seen the talking film of the “Ghost Train” will be increased by this story of how the film was made. For permission to reprint the account we are indebted to the courtesy of the “Great Western Railway Magazine,” while our illustrations are reproduced from photographs kindly supplied by Gainsborough Pictures Ltd.
The Last Voyage of Henry Hudson
A Tragedy of the Arctic

The story of Arctic exploration contains many tragedies but none sadder than that of Henry Hudson. His death was shrouded in mystery and, as a result, he has remained one of the most enigmatic figures in the annals of exploration. Today, we know very little about his early life. It is probable that he belonged to an influential family interested in developing trade with Russia, and if this is so, his early years would be spent in an atmosphere of commercial enterprise. One can imagine him standing on the banks of the Thames watching the great ships unloading their cargo from foreign countries, and listening to the wonderful stories told by adventurers across the sea. It is at any rate certain that when an opportunity arose, Henry Hudson seized upon the spirit of adventure, and he probably sailed on several voyages before he undertook the first of the four Arctic voyages that have gone down in history.

Hudson’s grandfather’s name appears on a charter granted in 1585 by Queen Mary to the Company of Merchant Adventurers. This company was organized by Cabot, who had suggested the possibility of discovering a north-west passage across the Polar regions to China. Subsequently, to Cabot’s suggestion, the Muscovy Company established a profitable trade with Russia, and although the company became less eager to discover the north-west passage, a search for it was still regarded as desirable.

With this object in view Henry Hudson was placed in charge of the “Hopeswell,” a vessel of 80 tons, with a crew of twenty. He sailed from Gravesend on 1st May, 1607, outward bound for China and Japan by way of the North Pole. He sailed up the east coast of Greenland and met with the ice-barrier, turned off at about Franz Josef Fjord. From here he sailed east, skirting the edge of the ice to Spitzbergen round Prince Charles’ Foreland, and northward past Hakluyt Headland, so named by him, until he reached 80° 23’. He named the most northerly point of Greenland “Hold with Hope.” There he saw many whales, but found his passage blocked by ice; and after convincing himself that there was no passage to the north in this part of the Arctic, he sailed south. After touching at Bear Island and calling at Jan Mayen Islands, he returned home and dropped anchor in the Thames on 15th September.

This voyage had occupied three-and-a-half months, and its results were of enormous value to the Muscovy Company. Not only had Hudson established a record by reaching 83° 23’, but his voyage had opened up this region for whale fishing and walrus hunting, enterprises that proved of great commercial value.

In the following year Hudson made a second voyage, again attempting to reach China by way of the Arctic, but the voyage was doomed to failure from the outset, as it commenced two months too early. Hudson passed the North Cape, however, and reached the impenetrable ice-barrier, along the edge of which he sailed until he arrived at Nova Zembla on 27th June, 1608. He attempted to round Cape Tavin, hoping in this manner to enter the Pacific Ocean. He encountered stormy weather, however, which caused him to decide to “save victual, wages and tackle by a speedy return, and not by foolish rashness; the time being wasted, to lay more charge upon the action than

necessity should compel.” On his return to England Hudson met with a cold reception, for he had discovered nothing that could be regarded as likely to be profitable to the Muscovy Company, which refused to finance a third expedition. By this time, however, his daring voyages had spread abroad his fame, and it was not long before he was approached by the Dutch East India Company to undertake another voyage.

Early in April, 1609, he sailed from Amsterdam with two vessels, the “Good Hope” and the “Half Moon,” himself embarking in the latter vessel. The ships rounded the North Cape on 5th May, but by that time serious trouble among the crew had already developed. The men complained of the hardships they were called upon to endure, and Hudson therefore changed his course and sailed westward towards Newfoundland. He made direct for the mouth of the river that now bears his name, and which at the time of his visit was British territory. When near the Newfoundland coast the crew of the “Good Hope” decided to return home. Hudson thus was left with the “Half Moon,” on which he had an unhappy time, for the crew practically made him sail wherever they wished. In spite of his troubles, Hudson managed to make some important discoveries cruise up and down the east coast of North America and endeavouring to make his home with the Indians. He sailed for a considerable distance up the Hudson River, and concluded that he was the first to explore it. We now know, however, that the river had been discovered by Verra Zano in 1524, and already had been marked on maps.

On 17th April, 1610, Hudson sailed on his fourth and last voyage, which appears to have been financed by three private persons. His vessel was named the “Discovery” of 55 tons, equipped for a winter in the ice; and the object of the voyage was once more to try to find the north-west passage to China. Among the crew was a man named Greene whom Hudson had befriended on shore. Greene was of extremely dissolute habits, and it is difficult to understand why Hudson should have treated him almost as a son. This kindness on Hudson’s part was to result in a sad ending.

After Greenland was reached the crew became troublesome. Bad weather was encountered, the mate was deposed, and the boatswain, Robert Bily, was appointed in his place. Winter quarters were at last found at James Bay, and the “Discovery” became locked in the ice for the winter. Food was scarce, and the evil character of Greene soon led to serious trouble. The gunner died, and the crew quarrelled as to who should have his grey cloak. Greene, using his influence with Hudson, obtained it for himself, although he did not receive any wages and therefore could not pay for the cloak as the others could have done. Soon afterwards Hudson quarrelled with the carpenter. Greene took the man’s part, and Hudson was so angry at this that he took the gunner’s cloak from him. From that moment Greene commenced to plan a terrible plot.

On 18th June, 1611, the ship got under way for the return voyage, but owing to contrary winds she ran into the ice. Three days later Greene and another man proposed to the crew that they should turn "the master and all the sick men" adrift in the small boat and leave them to their fate. On the following morning the mutineers forced Hudson, his son, and seven (Continued on page 777)
XXVIII.—THE MICROSCOPE

In the ‘M.M.’ of June, July and August last we told the story of the development of the telescope, a magnifying instrument for viewing objects which are far too far away to be studied by the human eye alone. This month we shall deal with the microscope, an optical instrument that functions in the opposite manner, and renders visible objects so minute that the unaided eye cannot see them.

The earliest form of microscope was nothing more than a single lens crudely shaped from rock crystal, and it dates back to very early times. It has been known that a magnifying power of a lens. It is probable that among the ancient peoples familiar with glass there were some observant enough to notice this phenomenon, but lacking scientific knowledge they no doubt regarded it merely as a curiosity. Lenses of rock crystal were used by the ancient Greeks as "burning glasses" to kindle fires.

The lens was held toward the Sun so that the rays passing through the glass were converged upon the material laid for the fire, and thus ignited it. There is a story that when the Romans attacked Syracuse, Archimedes, the famous Greek mathematician and inventor, set fire to many of the Roman war vessels by concentrating rays from the Sun upon them with "burning glasses."

The invention of spectacles in the 13th century indicated a knowledge of the magnifying power of lenses, but the single lens, or simplest form of microscope, remained a mere curiosity until about 400 years later. Early in the 17th century the first practical telescope was produced, and about the same time the utility of the simple microscope was recognized.

Gradually microscopes came into increasing use, and in spite of their inefficiency and limited magnifying power, valuable work was done with them. Probably the most brilliant of the 17th century microscopists was Anton van Leeuwenhoek, a Dutch scientist who made nearly 30 instruments ranging in power from one capable of magnifying the diameter of an object 40 times, to one that magnified 160 times. Each microscope consisted of one double convex lens ground by Leeuwenhoek himself, mounted between two silver plates each with a small hole in the centre and fastened together by small rivets. With the aid of his microscopes Leeuwenhoek was able to confirm the discovery of the circulation of blood that had been made by William Harvey, an English physician, and he was probably the first man to see bacteria, the minute germs that are the cause of disease.

Various experimenters are credited with producing the first improved microscope consisting of two lenses mounted close together on a common axis, so that they caused objects viewed through them at close range to appear greatly magnified. Zacharias Janssen, a spectacle maker of Middelburg, is believed to have produced a microscope of this kind in 1590, but his instrument was very imperfect and the image seen through it was greatly distorted. In spite of its crudeness it aroused much interest, and in 1619 it was shown to James I by his astronomer Cornelius Drebbel. Hans Lippershey, also of Middelburg, who produced the first practical telescope in 1608, and Galileo, the famous Italian mathematician and astronomer, are mentioned by various writers as the inventors of the first practical microscope.

Microscopes having a single lens or a number of lenses grouped together were known as "simple" microscopes, and an improved type of instrument called the "compound" microscope was developed in which the lenses were separated into two groups. The lens, or group of lenses, nearest the object when the microscope was in use was known as the "object-glass" or objective, and the lens nearest the eye of the observer as the "eyepiece." Terms that are also applied to similar lenses in a telescope. The compound microscope was superior to the simple type of instrument, for it presented a doubly magnified image of the object viewed, whereas the simple instrument only magnified the image once.

The early microscopes suffered from defects that impaired the efficiency of the early telescopes. The object viewed appeared to be surrounded by the colours of the rainbow, and the image was distorted owing to the light rays that passed through the margin of the object-glass being brought to a focus before the others. These faults were known respectively as "chromatic aberration" and "spherical aberration." Many attempts were made to overcome them, but little progress was made until 1733, when an Essex man, Chester Moor Hall, discovered that by making an object-glass of two lenses, an outer convex lens of crown glass and an inner concave lens of flint glass, refraction free from the halo of rainbow colours was obtained.

Object-glasses made to Hall’s arrangement became known as "achromatic" object-glasses, the term achromatic meaning "without colour." When their efficiency became realised they were quickly adopted for telescopes, but it was many years before the principle of the achromatic object-glass was applied to the microscope. One of the earliest experimenters to construct an achromatic microscope objective was Bernardo Marzoni, Curator of the Physical Laboratory of the Lycenium of Brescia. Marzoni was also an amateur optician, and in 1808 he successfully constructed an achromatic objective that he exhibited at Milan three years later, and for which he was awarded a silver medal by the Royal Institute of Science.

During the years that followed many improvements were made in the construction of the microscope. The more important of these were the work of Joseph Jackson Lister, F.R.S., whose son, Lord Lister, became famous by his discovery of antiseptic surgery. The numerous improvements he introduced included the graduated lengthening of the tube carrying the objective and eyepiece, and a combination of lenses, called a condenser, to concentrate the light upon the object when examination by artificial light was being made. Lister was a great microscope enthusiast, and being unable to find an optician skilled enough to make lenses to his formula, he set to work to grind his own. Before long he was able to produce lenses that were superior to any made up to that time. In 1869 he made an achromatic objective that consisted of a double convex lens of crown glass and a concave lens of flint glass cemented together, one side of the double convex lens fitting against the curved surface of the concave lens.

An elaborate Compound Microscope made for King George III, which, by rotating the body through 180 degrees could be used as a Simple Microscope. For this and the lower illustration on the opposite page we are indebted to the Royal Microscopical Society.
One of the most earnest workers in giving effect to Lister's ideas was Andrew Ross, a microscope maker in London. In 1835 Ross constructed an improved achromatic objective that consisted of three pairs of lenses, each pair similar in construction to the objective made by Lister. The three pairs were a short distance apart from each other, and each succeeding pair was of slightly larger diameter than the one preceding it. Ross and others effected many improvements in the optical and mechanical details of the microscope, and the theoretical investigations of Professor Abbe, the great mathematician of Jena, combined with the mechanical skill of Dr. Schott, a German glass maker, did much to make it a valuable instrument of scientific research. After nine years of experimental Abbe and Schott produced in 1854 a microscope in which the lenses were made of a new glass called "fluor" glass. They claimed that this glass focussed more effectively the different coloured rays of light passing through the objective than did objectives made of crown and flint glass.

The accompanying illustration of a Watson "Bactil" microscope gives a good idea of the general construction of a modern high power research microscope and its arrangement when in use. The chief features of the instrument are the mirror, substage, stage and body, and all are held by a strong three-legged stand called the limb. The mirror is carried on a short arm near the base of the instrument and is used when examining an object by artificial light. The mirror reflects the rays of light from the adjacent lamp and reflects them upward to an achromatic combination of lenses called the condenser, and contained in the substage. The condenser passes the light rays up through the stage and focusses them so that they converge upon the object on the slide rest. The slide rest is carried by a moveable stage that enables the object to be viewed in many different positions without disturbing it.

The body of the microscope is an inclined tube to the bottom of which is screwed an attachment containing the combination of lenses that make up the objective. The body carries a sliding tube called the "draw tube," to the upper end of which is screwed the eyepiece. In adjusting the microscope for use the objective and eyepiece are moved nearer or farther away from each other and the stage by a few turns of milled head screws that control the "coarse" and "fine" adjustments. The coarse adjustment is worked by a rack and pinion, and the fine adjustment is operated by a special mechanism that can adjust the position of the body by extremely small amounts. In some microscopes the fine adjustment can set the body to within 1/34,000th of an inch.

The sliding tube of the "Bactil" microscope is interchangeable with a mechanical draw tube that permits the greater extension of the body that is necessary with some objectives. The mechanical draw tube consists of a long fitting carrying a tube moved by rackwork and an inner tube that slides in the ordinary way.

The power of a compound microscope depends on the power of the objective and the eyepiece and the distance between them, and increases the farther they are apart. A modern high power research microscope will magnify up to 2,000 diameters, and will reveal objects only a few microns in diameter. A micron is about 1/25,000th of an inch.

The microscope is only a magnified image of the object under examination only as long as the eye of the observer is applied to the instrument. By using a camera in conjunction with the microscope, however, a permanent record is obtained that can be studied closely at any time. An additional and important advantage is that a photograph taken in this way often reveals a great deal of fine detail too minute to have been seen by the eye although aided by the magnifying power of the microscope.

During the past 60 years the microscope has enormously increased Man's knowledge of Nature. It has made possible the discovery of the various forms of minute living organisms called "bacteria," which are the cause of typhoid, tetanus, and many other dreaded diseases. These microscopic germs, invisible to the naked eye, have been carefully studied through the microscope, and their means of combination and the strength of their deadly influence have been discovered. In the hands of Louis Pasteur, the famous French chemist, the microscope disclosed secrets of the secrets of fermentation. It was the means by which he discovered how wine was turned into vinegar by a minute fungus that could develop from the air, bring it into contact with the alcohol and in this way turn it into acid. The microscope played an important part in Pasteur's search for the cause of a silkworm disease that at one time spread through France and other silk-producing countries except Japan.

He discovered that the disease did not begin in the egg or the caterpillar, but in the moth, and with the aid of his microscope he examined hundreds of moths and succeeded in finding a few that were free from disease, and these were used for breeding new stocks.

The microscope may be adapted to detect particles that actually are too small to be seen, even with the aid of the most powerful instrument. For instance, very tiny particles suspended in a liquid may be detected by passing a powerful beam of light through the fluid, at right angles to the direction of vision. Light reflected from these particles then passes into the microscope and reveals their position and number. The effect is similar to one that may be seen in a darkened room, full of floating specks of dust, into which a ray of bright sunshine is allowed to enter. The path of the ray is then marked by a cloud of dancing dust particles, which are only seen because they reflect the light. In the absence of particles to reflect light in this manner, even the most powerful beam passing through the atmosphere would be invisible. The device by means of which particles smaller than that can be seen may be detected is called the ultramicroscope.

A special form of this instrument using only ultra-violet light has been devised. It may be used to detect extremely minute particles, for the wave-length of the ultra-violet light is greater than that of ordinary light, and they are scattered by particles that would have practically no effect on visible light. As ultra-violet light has no effect on the human eye, an ultramicroscope making use of it must be fitted with a camera.

Analysts find the microscope invaluable in their work of detecting adulteration in foods, and various materials, and waterworks authorities use it to detect impurities in the water stored in their reservoirs. The tiny organisms that are usually present in the water, although so small as to be invisible to the unaided eye, often produce harmful effects by reason of their enormous numbers. There are cases on record where certain organisms have existed in such great quantities as to give a distinct taste to the water.

The microscope has been used extensively in metallurgical work and, by its aid many thousands of photomicrographs are prepared each year to assist in the study of the structure of steel and other metals. They are of particular value in the industry of making steel, for it is now recognised that the microscope is capable of providing information about metallic structures that cannot be obtained by ordinary chemical analysis.
Large American Irrigation Scheme

Efforts are now being made to supply arid regions in the south and southwest of the United States with water in order to make them suitable for the growth of fruit, vegetables and cereals. The most recent scheme concerns an area of 91,000 acres in Texas that at present yields only cactus, grasses and similar products. Water is to be brought to this area from the Rio Grande by means of a canal 90 miles in length, and as its climate is favourable it is expected that the district will become very productive.

Water will reach most of the irrigated land by gravity flow, but low lift pumps will be required in order to carry it to an area of 25,000 acres. The flow of water in the first section of the canal, 32 miles in length, will be sufficiently rapid to enable it to be used for the generation of hydro-electric power, and a station to develop 4,000 h.p. is to be constructed.

One of the most interesting features of the work is the intake system, which is at a point about 40 miles north of Eagle Pass. There a channel has been cut through rock at a depth of 10 ft. below the low water level of the river. This channel, which is lined with concrete, is 40 ft. in width at the base. Water will flow through it at the rate of 1,800 cu. ft. per second, and will be controlled by means of three gates set in a triple-tubed reinforced concrete tunnel. Special arrangements have been made to free the water in the intake channel from silt.

The canal itself will be 32 ft. in width at its base and the maximum depth of the water in it will be 10 ft. Sections cut through rock will have a surface width of 26 ft., and in other portions this width will be increased to 42 ft. Large streams across the path of the canal will be diverted into underground culverts. It is estimated that 12,000,000 cu. yds. of earth and 700,000 cu. yds. of rock will be excavated during constructional work.

Automatic Swedish Power Station

A power station now being erected at Vargön, on the River Gotha, in Sweden, has been designed to operate under automatic control, and when completed and in working order will not require the attendance of an engineer. The generator in the station is to be of the open air type, and will be the first of this kind to be used in Europe, although similar generators are fairly common in the United States. Two turbines are being fitted. They are designed to operate under a normal head of water of 14.1 ft. and will turn at a speed of 46.9 r.p.m., developing 15,200 h.p.

Two other power stations recently have been completed at Trollhättan and Lilla Edet, also on the River Gotha. The water for the three stations comes from Lake Vener, the largest lake in Sweden, and when the new plant is in operation, practically all the energy stored in the lake will be utilised.

New Ship Canal Across Central America

Although all the traffic between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans can now readily be dealt with by means of the Panama canal, it is possible that in future years the waterway will prove inadequate. Preparations are already being made to cope with the difficulty that will then arise, and a special commission was appointed in 1929 to survey the possible route for a second ship canal to cross Central America.

The commission has decided to recommend the construction of a canal 175 miles in length across Nicaragua from Greytown, on the Atlantic coast, to Brito, on the shore of the Pacific Ocean. From Greytown the proposed canal would reach Lake Nicaragua by way of the San Juan River. After traversing a stretch of the lake 70 miles in length, the waterway then would follow the courses of waterways flowing east.

It is interesting to recall that it was proposed to construct a canal across Nicaragua before the United States Government took over the task of completing the Panama Canal. Survey work actually was begun, and one of the engineers employed was Commander Peary, later to become famous as the discoverer of the North Pole. One advantage of the proposed route is that deep cuttings will not be necessary, while drillings have shown that there will be no danger of earth slides similar to those that created so much difficulty when the Culebra Cut was being made as part of the Panama Canal works.

How Modern Passenger Lifts Work

The illustration on this page is a sectional photograph of a modern lift shaft, and shows the car and its counterweight in addition to the driving motor. The installation makes use of what is called the vee-sheave or traction drive. A single continuous cable is employed, this passing over grooves on the sheave and connecting the car and the counterweight. Friction holds the cable securely in the groove of the sheave, and when this rotates the cable turns with it and raises or lowers the gear. When the gear is to be stopped, a brake similar to that of a motor car is automatically applied to the drum shaft on the motor as soon as the current is switched off.

In the usual system of control the handle returns to a central position when released by the attendant and operates the main switch by means of a flexible cable running up the shaft. An alternative is what is called push button control. This method makes the services of an attendant unnecessary, pressing buttons fixed in the car and on each landing automatically starting or stopping the lift as required.
Amphibious Tank for British Army

A remarkable amphibious tank has been produced by Vickers-Armstrong Ltd. The new machine overcomes obstacles on land in a similar manner to that of previous vehicles of this type, and can be propelled across streams too deep to be forded. In general external appearance it is similar to ordinary tanks, except that it is fitted with special wooden floats designed to support the machine when in water, and to act as mudguards when it is travelling over land.

The new tank has a total weight of 2 tons, 15 cwt. It is 13 ft. in length and 6 ft. in height, and is capable of crossing a ditch five feet in width. When travelling on level roads it has a speed of 40 miles an hour, and on hills with a gradient of 1 in 3 this is reduced to 3 m.p.h. The amphibian has a speed of 6 knots in water. It is driven by a small propeller that is completely protected and it is interesting to note that its crew can fire at troops on the banks of streams in which it is cruising.

The whole machine is covered with wicker and armour plate, 9 mm. in thickness, which is claimed to be equivalent to ordinary steel plate 13 mm. in thickness. The new type of plate used cannot be pierced by rifle bullets, even at point-blank range, and is proof against armour-piercing bullets fired from distances of 150 yards or more.

Amphibious tanks were first thought of in 1917 by Colonel Fuller, an army expert on tanks and tank warfare, and an experimental machine was built and tested by him on the Welsh Harp near London, in October, 1918. A second machine was completed in 1922 and was subjected to exhaustive tests. Rough usage on land caused the joints to become strained, and the machine eventually filled with water and sank. In the new type, special elastic watertight joints have been designed in order to overcome this difficulty.

Discharging 2,289 Tons in 11 Hours

An unloading record was made at Manchester a short time ago when a cargo of 2,289 tons of iron pyrites brought from San Juan in the "Liburna" was discharged in 11 hours. The vessel was berthed at the Irwell Park Wharf of the Manchester Ship Canal, and four cranes were employed. On the first day they worked from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m., and on the second from 8 a.m. until 11 a.m. This made a total of 44 crane hours, the average discharge of each crane being 52 tons per hour.

A large bucket elevator at work. These machines are extensively used in irrigation schemes and in canal construction.

and give clear openings 84 ft. 9 in. in width to allow the passage of shipping. The height from the decks of these spans to normal low water level is 25 ft.

The new bridge supersedes an older structure called the Carter Bridge. This was not suitable for carrying modern wheeled transport, and had been found necessary to fix a maximum weight of five tons for vehicles making use of it.
Ladder-Making at 100 Years of Age
A Peep at a Little-known Industry
By Ernest Oakley

LADDERS, which have been in constant use from very early times, have changed little in their methods of production, or at least that is the opinion of Mr. James Miles of Freemantle, near Southampton, Hampshire, who is known all over the country as the "Uncrowned King" of ladder-makers. He has been engaged in the industry for the past 90 years, and will shortly celebrate the anniversary of his 101st birthday. The art of making ladders was taught to Mr. Miles by his father, who in turn had been tutored by his father.

When I saw this grand old man a short time ago he was busily engaged in completing a 40-rung ladder, which was urgently required by a leading shipping company in Southampton. It was then that I received my first lesson in ladder-making, and with my tutor's permission, I am able to pass on to "M.M." readers.

The rungs, which are the all-important part of a ladder, were made from a solid block of sweet chestnut wood, which had grown to 18 in. in diameter. This was broken up into appropriate shapes with a cleaver, a chopper-like instrument, which ensures that the grain in the rungs will run only one way. After a sufficient number of these small blocks had been fashioned, they were placed by a shaping horse, a peculiar instrument that is shown in one of the accompanying photographs.

This machine, which is home-made, consists mainly of a piece of solid oak, which forms the seat. The section manipulated by the operator's feet acts as a grip on the rough rung. A slight movement of the feet will release the fashioned piece of wood. In this way the hands are left free to shape the rung with a draw-knife, a very sharp tool with two handles, which is about 13 in. in width. It works on the same principle as the ordinary hand plane. It requires a great deal of skill and judgment to use this tool, however, which removes the rough surface of the wood. The difficulty for the amateur is to get both ends of the rung exactly alike, but Mr. Miles states that skilled workers are able to produce these half-finished rungs at the rate of 130 an hour. The final process consists of planing down the rungs with a rounded plane.

The ladder poles, or supports, have to be made from young elastic fir trees of a suitable length, which are imported from Russia. These are favoured because of their quick growth and consequent fine grain. English timber is of absolutely no use for ladder-making owing to its very coarse graining. These trees of the right quality and maturity are cut down the centre and halved by means of a circular saw, and then a foot rule and pencil come into play and the holes for the rungs are marked out all along these pieces of wood, on the smooth side. The holes are commenced with an ordinary five-eighth bit, and then a new tool called an awker, which may be described as something like a small garden trowel, but with razor-like edges and a very fine point. This scoops out the holes and keeps them of a uniform size. With experience it is possible to fashion 35 holes in well under a quarter of an hour. A jarvis is the next instrument brought into use, and this, which is made in the shape of the rounded side of the support, removes the bark of the tree. An ordinary jackplane provides the final smooth surface.

Now commences the difficult task of fitting the rungs and supports together to form the finished article. As no nails, screws or glue are used, readers may wonder how such ladders can be made so firm and trustworthy.

First of all the rungs are lightly dropped into the holes of one of the poles or uprights, and then the other support is placed on the opposite end of the rungs. At each extremity of the now roughly fashioned ladder an iron cramp is placed, and these cramps are tightened...
simultaneously. This results in the rungs being forced right through their holes in the uprights. When the rungs have been jammed in as tightly as possible, the cramps are removed and the projecting pieces of rungs are sawn off. It is necessary to be very careful in this process, or there is a grave likelihood of the ladder being thrown right out of shape, and it will then have to be scrapped. This occurs when a rung does not fit exactly on the same level in each support. Final planing and various small finishing touches follow, and the ladder is then ready for sale.

This is the description of an ordinary builder's ladder, but there are many other patterns, which are made on a very similar principle. Among the varieties is the fruit ladder, which has rungs 3 ft. wide at the bottom and decreasing to 11 in. in width at the top. The wide lower portion prevents the ladder from upsetting when a fruit picker is in an awkward position, and has to bend over to pick fruit. Then there are the "inside-out" ladders, which have the rounded portion of the supports innermost, and are used extensively in thatching. This facilitates kneeling when at work, and the outside portion of the ladder acts as a guide line to the worker. There are also window-cleaners' ladders, and the popular form of folding and extending ladders.

The tallest ladder Mr. Miles has been called upon to make recently was fitted with 90 rungs, but years ago he made one with 111 rungs, which is some considerable height in one piece, when the fact that there is usually 8 in. space between each rung is taken into consideration. The distance between each rung varies in different towns, however, and rests with the local building inspectors. It is interesting to note that the long ladders made specially for fire brigades are manufactured by companies in the north of England who specialise in this type of work.

The life of a ladder is much longer than is generally supposed, and recently Mr. Miles was shown one that he had constructed 32 years ago, and which was still in a good state of preservation.

Mr. Miles' little factory, which he works in conjunction with his grandson, Robert Haylo, can turn out ladders at the rate of four or five a day, and all the work is done entirely by hand. There is such a large demand that they are kept constantly busy. In addition to being distributed all over the country, much of their handicraft is shipped abroad. The Southern Railway Docks Scheme, which aims at making the borough's dockland the largest in the country, swallows up much of their produce.

Readers may be interested to know that Mr. Miles was the youngest of a family of 21.

When he was quite small his parents moved to Ashford, Kent, and subsequently to a house in the middle of a great wood, where Mr. Miles learned his trade. After moving all over the country, making ladders, in much the same way as knife grinders, etc., wander from place to place, he settled down in Freemantle 40 years ago.

It is hard to realise that this upright, active and alert man was born a century ago, and that he has worked every day since he could walk. Although he has never been to school, and can neither read nor write, he has his own system of keeping "accounts," and has on occasions employed more than 20 men. He has very keen eyesight, can hear well, and has a marvellous memory for dates and names. He travelled in the first third-class coach that ran on the old South Eastern Railway, and twice he went to the Derby in a dog-cart drawn by a Dalmatian and a Scotch collie.

When I asked Mr. Miles if he could tell me how to live to be a centenarian, he laughingly replied: "No I can't, sonny. But I can say that I never smoke, at least except for a cigar now and then on important occasions, and I never worry about anything. Those are things I don't do, but I have worked hard and still work, and that's the thing to keep you fit."
Oil Engines for Ship Propulsion

The Largest Motor Vessel

During the period in which the steam engine was struggling into efficiency, inventors never lost sight of the possibility of producing an engine that should be self-contained—in other words an engine needing no boiler.

Towards the end of the 17th century various inventors expended a great deal of ingenuity in the attempt to design an engine that would develop power by the explosion of gunpowder inside a cylinder. All these attempts failed to produce a practicable mechanism, and gunpowder was abandoned in favour of certain gases and inflammable liquids. Probably the first man to achieve any real success along these lines was a Frenchman named Lenoir, who about the year 1860 produced an engine that developed power by the explosion of a mixture of gas and air in a cylinder, thereby driving forward a piston which, through suitable mechanism, revolved a shaft. This engine was more interesting than efficient, and it was left to Dr. N. A. Otto to produce, in 1876, a really efficient gas engine, from which the gas engines of today have been developed.

The difficulties to be surmounted in the utilisation of liquid fuel were even greater than in the case of gas, but gradually the various obstacles were overcome, and in 1884 Gottlieb Daimler brought out a practical petrol engine from which are descended the engines that to-day are producing motive power on land, on sea and in the air. These engines utilise the spirituous products of petroleum, which are also another type of engine operating on the same principle, but utilising kerosene or lamp oil or crude petroleum. These fuels are heavier than petrol and require a higher temperature to convert them into vapour. When vapourised they are just as effective as petrol for power production, and in addition they have the advantage of being cheaper. Engines of this latter type are known as oil engines, as distinct from petrol motors using the lighter fuel.

One of the most efficient of present-day oil engines is that known as the "Diesel" engine, for which a patent was taken out in 1885 by Dr. Rudolph Diesel. This engine had many advantages that rapidly brought it into favour for certain types of work. It had the merit of simplicity on account of the absence of boilers, vaporisers, carburetters or sparking mechanism; and the fuel it utilised was comparatively difficult to ignite and therefore much less liable to lead to fires or explosions than the very inflammable petrol.

The Diesel engine differs from other self-contained engines—or internal combustion engines as they are called—in that the charge taken in during the suction stroke consists of pure air only, which is compressed to somewhere about 500 lb. per square inch. The air is thus raised to a temperature sufficiently high to ignite the oil fuel. The latter is sprayed into the cylinder at the end of the compression stroke by a blast of compressed air from a separate reservoir, maintained at a pressure of from 100 lb. to 150 lb. per sq. in. in excess of the maximum pressure in the cylinder. It is important to notice that in the Diesel engine the

The top illustration shows the M.V. "Augustus," the largest motor vessel afloat. The two funnels accommodate the exhaust silencers of the main engines, and give the vessel the normal appearance of a steamship. The lower photograph is of the tastefully decorated tea lounge.
fuel is not exploded, as in the petrol motor, but is burned.

When the Diesel engine was introduced it was realised immediately that, if it could be adapted to ship propulsion, it would bring about a great saving in many directions. The number of men required for running the engines would be greatly reduced, as stokers and coal trimmers would not be needed; and there would also be a very large reduction in the amount of space required for carrying fuel. The original Diesel engine had certain defects, however, which delayed its application to marine propulsion. Most of these difficulties have now been overcome, and to-day the marine Diesel engine is being installed in vessels of all types, and is so successful in its performance that it is now a formidable competitor to the steam engine.

A splendid example of the possibilities of engines of the Diesel type for ship propulsion is provided by the Italian ship "Augustus," belonging to the Navigazione Generale Italiana, which, although built in 1927, is the largest motor vessel afloat. Her gross tonnage is 32,650, as compared with the 26,840 tons of the "Britannic," the largest British motor ship. The other principal dimensions of the "Augustus" are length overall 710 ft. 6 in.; length between perpendiculars 684 ft. 6 in.; width 82 ft. 6 in.; draught 30 ft.; engine power 25,000-28,000 S.H.P., and speed 19 knots.

The "Augustus" was built at Genoa-Sestri on the slips of the Societa Cantieri Navali. Her hull is divided into 13 watertight compartments, in order to ensure stability and safety. She is fitted with gyro-compass, submarine signalling apparatus, and an unusually powerful wireless installation, and has 36 lifeboats, of which two are motor vessels equipped with wireless. A section of the water ballast tanks is utilised as additional bunker space for the storage of fuel oil for the engines, in addition to the regular bunker tank capacity of 2,500 tons, giving a total of 4,200 tons. The fuel consumption per 24 hours is roughly 122 tons. The main propelling engines are situated amidships, and the auxiliaries in a room just forward of the main engine room.

The passenger accommodation allows for a total of 2,210, made up as follows—first-class 302, second-class 339, intermediate second-class 166, third-class 1,034, and 370 deck passengers. Of the 302 first-class cabins, 11 are single-berth cabins and 111 have adjacent bathrooms. The officers and crew number 500, thus making the total number of persons on board 2,710.

Among the principal attractions of the ship is the open-air swimming bath on the open sports deck, fitted with a sliding roof for bad weather. The passengers' public rooms are luxuriously decorated, mostly in various antique styles. The great hall is decorated in the style of the Renaissance period; the entertainment salon in the style of the princely palaces of Palermo; the dining saloon in the decorative art of Piedmont at the end of the 18th century; the children's nursery in 18th century baroque, and the tea lounge in 13th century style. There is a large tennis court, surrounded with netting to allow the use of tennis balls instead of the usual rubber rings used in deck tennis; and a well-equipped gymnasiaum with dressing rooms and showers caters for the physical well-being of the passengers. General ventilation is by the "Thermotank" system, and there is steam heating throughout.

The four main propelling motors are double-acting two-cycle engines of the M.A.N type, built by the Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg firm in conjunction with the Italian licencees, Cantieri Officine Savoia. Each engine has six cylinders of 28 in. bore and 4 ft. stroke, and at 120 r.p.m. develops 6,250 S.H.P., but is capable of developing 7,000 S.H.P., giving a maximum total of 299,000 S.H.P. on the four propeller shafts. Compressed air for the fuel injection is supplied from a compressor driven by each motor. The auxiliary machinery motors are of the Diesel M.A.N. four-cycle single-acting type, eight in number, placed in a compartment forward of the main engine room. Three of these, giving 750 h.p. at 120 r.p.m., drive three 200 kw. generators supplying the current necessary for the three turbine blowers that select the engine of the main engine room. The four other auxiliaries, developing 600 h.p. each, drive 280 kw. generators for the supply of current for lighting and for deck machinery. In addition to the compressors driven direct from the main engines there are two electrically-driven and one steam-driven compressors. The compressed air required for starting up is stored at a pressure of about 426 lb. per sq. in. in special tanks having a capacity of 6,000 cu. ft., and placed athwartships along the bulkhead separating the main and auxiliary engine rooms. Forward of the auxiliary engine room, and a little smaller, is another compartment containing the two oil-burning boilers for the supply of steam for the Thermotank installation, heating and kitchens. In the same compartment are installed also the fire pumps and the purifying boiler supplying drinking water and other purposes. The auxiliary motor exhausts, which are fitted with silencers, are led into the foremost funnel, and also serve the boiler uptakes. The main engines each have two exhaust silencers, one in the engine room and the other in the after funnel. The two funnels give the vessel the normal appearance of a steamship.

On her trials the "Augustus" attained a speed of 19 knots, each motor developing 6,250 h.p. at 120 r.p.m. Under the conditions of the contract the motors were then opened out to full speed for 24 hours, during which period they attained nearly 20 knots.

Although the "Augustus" is still the largest motor vessel afloat she is not the fastest ship of this type. This distinction is held by another Italian liner, the "Victoria," owned by the Lloyd Triestino Line. The "Victoria," a three-screw vessel driven by four C.R.A-Sulzer single-acting two-stroke-cycle Diesel engines, and has a service speed of 20.5 knots. During her trials she attained the remarkable speed of 23.26 knots. She was built in 1930 and placed in commission in June 1931, and maintains a service between Adriatic ports and Alexandria that formerly was operated by two steamships.
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A rear view of the switchboard from which the ship's electricity supply is controlled.
A Record Run on The "Cheltenham Flyer"

In the article on page 892 of last month's "M.M.," reference was made to the brilliant running of the G.W.R. "Cheltenham Flyer" on Wednesday, 16th September, when the locomotive No. 5000, "Lance- cester Castle," with a load of six coaches, weighing with passengers and luggage close upon 200 tons, covered the distance of 773 miles from Swindon to Paddington, start to stop, in approximately 58 minutes. The particulars of this run as supplied by the G.W.R. were only scanty, and many regrets have since been expressed that no one had timed this remarkable run in detail. It is gratifying to discover, therefore, that Mr. C. J. Mount, who travelled on the "Flyer" that day, made a full and careful record of the running. His detailed log, given in this month's "Railway Magazine," reveals some astounding feats of speed.

A very rapid start was made and 60 m.p.h. was attained within two miles of leaving Swindon. Shrewsbury, 5.7 miles, was passed in 6 min. 15 secs., a gain of 13 secs., as compared with the run on the Monday of that week. Speed continued to rise steadily until a maximum of 90 m.p.h. was touched near Wantage Road, and the 67.3 miles from Shrewsbury to Acton were covered in 45 min. 5 secs., giving an average speed of 85.8 m.p.h. Adverse signals at Acton checked the speed and occasioned a loss of half-a-minute. The concluding stage into Paddington was taken very cautiously and the train, after merely crawling down the length of the platform, finally came to a stand 58 min. 20 secs. after leaving Swindon. Half-a-minute may be fairly allowed for the check at Acton, so that the net time would be only 57 min. 50 secs.—a truly marvellous performance.

"The Flying Scotsman"

During the period of the summer services when "The Flying Scotsman" ran each week-day non-stop between London and Edinburgh, eight "Pacific" locomotives were employed to maintain the service and together they covered an aggregate of 37,728 miles. Eighteen drivers shared in this exceptional task, and the famous train includes stops at Grantham, York and Newcastle.

New Locomotives on the S.R.

Two more three-cylinder 2-8-0 locomotives of the "U.1" class have been turned out from Eastleigh and are now in service. They bear the numbers 1906 and 1907.

S.R. Trial of Train Control System

The Southern Railway are experimenting with a new method of automatic train control that is known as the "Strouger-Hudd" system. This system operates by magnetic induction quite independently of human assistance. A powerful electromagnet fixed between the rails acts upon a receiver carried between the leading wheels of the engine and the driver is automatically informed whether signals are "on" or "off." For instance, when a distant signal at "clear" is passed, a hooter in the engine cab gives a short blast. If the signal is at danger, however, a continuous blast is sounded and the brakes are automatically applied.

An engine of the "King Arthur" class—No. 774, "Sir Galahad"—has been fitted with the "Strouger-Hudd" apparatus and a number of successful tests have been carried out on the S.R. main line in the neighbourhood of Blythe Hill. It is claimed that the system is simple and inexpensive, and that its adoption would make special signalling during fog unnecessary and ensure greater safety.

L.M.S.R. Locomotive News

The 4-6-0 express engine No. 6189, of the "Royal Scot" class, has received the name "The Royal Air Force." Crewe works have turned out further 4-4-0 passenger engines (Class "2") which are numbered 852 to 856. From Horwich works two more 0-6-0 shunting tanks have been sent out. Their numbers are 16760-1.

Two more L.N.W.R. locomotives have been altered to work on the Midland Division. They are No. 5102, "Newcomen," a 4-4-0 of the "George the Fifth" class; and No. 5668, "Pegasus," a 4-6-0 of the "Prince of Wales" class.

Among recent withdrawals for scrapping are two 2-4-0 engines of the "little Jumbo" class with 6 ft. driving wheels; these are No. 5102, "Cuckoo," and No. 5104, "Woodlark."

G.W.R. Tank Engines Built at Swindon

The first five of the new 0-6-0 tank engines have just been completed at Swindon, and are about to be put into traffic. They are numbered 5400 to 5404. Twenty of the improved 2-6-0 "Mogul" tender engines of the new "9B" series are on order. The first five are now being erected and will be ready for service in the new year.

The four-cylinder 4-6-0 express engine No. 4043, "Prince Henry," has lately been through the repairing shops at Swindon, where it received new outside cylinders with outside steam pipes similar to those on the "Caio." No alteration has been made to the boiler or cab.

"Mountain" Locomotives for the P.L.M.

A new and enlarged series of 4-8-2 "Mountain" type locomotives has been introduced recently on the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railway. The "Mountain" type was adopted by this railway several years ago in order to cope with the formidable gradients on the main line.

The new locomotives are 4-cylinder compounds, having high-pressure cylinders with a diameter of 17 in. and a stroke of 23½ in., and low pressure cylinders with a diameter of 26½ in. and a stroke of 27½ in. The driving wheels are 6 ft. 6½ in. in diameter. The huge boiler has a total heating surface of 5,048 sq. ft. and a grate area of 83 sq. ft. The weight of the engine empty is about 110 tons.
Locomotive Standardisation on the S.R.

At the time of the amalgamation of the L.S.W.R., the L.B.S.C.R., and the S.E.C.R. into the Southern Railway in 1923, Mr. R. E. L. Maunsell, as Chief Mechanical Engineer, found himself in charge of a great variety of locomotives of many different types and classes. In the interests of economy and efficiency, he at once adopted a policy of standardisation to be applied in all new construction. He determined to build as few types as were necessary to operate the different services on all parts of the S.R. system, and to construct all classes with as many interchangeable parts as possible. Standard classes of all types have since been designed and put into service.

The most powerful express locomotives are the 4-6-0's of the now famous "Lord Nelson" class, having four cylinders of 16½ in. diameter and 26 in. stroke, and driving wheels 6 ft. 7 in. in diameter. The 18 engines of this class that have been built are named after famous naval commanders.

Slightly less powerful, but splendidly efficient, are the more numerous "King Arthur," which also have the 4-6-0 wheel arrangement, but only two cylinders of 20 in. diameter and 28 in. stroke. The driving wheels are of the same size as those of the "Lord Nelsons." This class is known as the "N.15" and comprises 74 engines, all bearing names associated with King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table.

A number of engines of practically identical design have been built but with smaller driving wheels. Some of these have 6 ft. wheels and belong to the heavy mixed-traffic Class "H.15." Others, intended for heavy goods work, have 5 ft. 7 in. driving wheels and their Class is "S.15." The engines of these two classes do not carry names.

In the popular "Schools," or "V" class, some 4-4-0 express engines have been built which rank as the most powerful locomotives of this wheel arrangement in this country. They have 6 ft. 7 in. driving wheels and three cylinders of 16½ in. diameter and 26 in. stroke. Ten of these engines are in service and are called after well-known Public Schools. Twenty more of the class are on order.

Locomotives of the 2-6-0, or "Mogul," type, are favoured by Mr. Maunsell for numerous services, and four different classes of the type are now standard. All engines of these classes are of the same general design and carry boilers of the same dimensions. The differences lie in the size of the driving wheels and in the number and size of the cylinders. Class "N." are designed primarily for goods traffic, although they are also employed to a considerable extent on passenger trains, and have driving wheels 8 ft. 6 in. in diameter. They have two outside cylinders, with a diameter of 19 in. and a stroke of 28 in. Class "N.1" engines are almost identical but have three cylinders of 16 in. diameter and 26 in. stroke. The smaller cylinders reduce the overall width and permit these engines to work on certain routes where those of the "N" Class cannot be used.

The engines in Classes "U" and "U.1" are employed for the most part on passenger traffic. They have 6 ft. driving wheels, but differ in that "U" engines have two cylinders, while "U.1s" have three. Their cylinder dimensions are the same as those of the "N" and "N.1" classes.

Some goods tank engines of the 2-6-4 type with three cylinders are now on order and will belong to Class "W." The engines of Class "Z" are powerful 0-6-0 shunting tanks with three cylinders (16 in. diameter and 28 in. stroke), and driving wheels 4 ft. 8 in. in diameter. Eight of this Class are at work, performing shunting and marshalling duties in the most important goods yards on the Southern Railway.

New Anglo-French Train Ferry

Negotiations have been proceeding for some time past for the establishment of another train ferry service between England and the Continent, in addition to the one that has operated for several years between Harwich and Zeebrugge. It was proposed to inaugurate such a service between Richborough, on the coast of Kent, and Calais, but owing to certain difficulties an alternative scheme has been adopted and early in November a new train ferry service was started between Harwich and Calais. It is being operated by the Great Eastern Train Ferries Limited, of London, the company that runs the train ferry between Harwich and Zeebrugge. This older service has worked with great success and it is expected that the new train ferry will also provide much-needed facilities and attract a large amount of traffic.

Some other train ferry schemes are under consideration, including one for a service between Vasterg, in Sweden, and Immingham, in England.
Mysteries of the Dynamometer Car
How New Locomotives are Tested

As soon as a locomotive of new design is ready for service, it is put through a series of severe tests with the object of determining how it will acquit itself in everyday running, and of discovering its strength and its weaknesses. Comparisons are made with locomotives already in service in regard to fuel and water consumption and general engine and boiler performance. The medium through which these and many other tests are made is the "Dynamometer Car." Some readers no doubt will have seen such a car in actual service, while those who were fortunate enough to visit the British Empire Exhibition in 1924 may recall the coach, somewhat resembling a saloon, that was fitted up in a mysterious manner. That vehicle was a typical dynamometer car, completely equipped with the apparatus that is required for taking records on a test journey.

The body of the car is mounted on two 4-wheeled bogies and is divided into three compartments, the largest over 25 ft. in length. This compartment is fitted with plate-glass windows so built that the best look-out possible can be obtained from the interior. Behind the main compartment are cupboards for stores, two lockers, and a battery of accumulators for the electrically-operated instruments. The third compartment is equipped with a table and benches for the crew, which consists of five engineers. The dynamometer car is usually placed at the head of the train immediately behind the tender of the locomotive to be tested, that is, between the engine and the leading van.

The most important recording device of the car is a long spiral spring of the finest possible workmanship, which is fitted beneath the floor and connected to the coupling of the locomotive ahead. This huge spring works on roller bearings, and is so delicately adjusted that it registers accurately the exact pulling power of the engine at every stage of the run, or as the engineers say, records the "drawbar pull." A technical description of the apparatus would make rather tedious reading, and it is sufficient to note that the attachments to the spring are coupled to a bar running longitudinally with the car and across the instrument table. The pull on the drawbar is recorded by an instrument known as the "integrator," and the gearing of the whole apparatus is so arranged that one complete revolution of the roller represents 330,000 ft. lb. of work. An electric counter tops up the revolutions, which are recorded by an electro-magnetic pen. Also beneath the floor of the car is a heavy additional wheel that can be raised clear, or lowered so that it runs along the rail, as required. This wheel is constructed to such a diameter that it makes 440 revolutions for every mile that it runs, and it also provides the motive power for the operation of several of the recording instruments.

Connected with the wheel and the spring is the central recording instrument, an uncanny-looking device, which consists principally of a number of moving metal fingers each holding a stylographic pen. At the commencement of each test, a thick roll of paper, 12 in. in width, is threaded through this central recorder beneath the pen. As the train leaves the station the wheel commences to move, the spring begins to register, and the pens, guided by their metal fingers, write the story of the journey in the wandering lines of a graph on the paper roll, which is made to move across the recording machine. Each of these lines has a particular meaning. There is, for example, a line of speed recorded by a clock, electrically connected with the speed pen. As the paper that moves across the recorder is driven by the special wheel just referred to, it passes the pen point at a rate proportionate to the speed of the train. Wheel and clock thus combine to give automatically what may be called a "speed trail," which can be read off in miles per hour by means of a scale measurement.

The wheel records also the distance travelled, and the spring beneath the floor gives the power exerted by the engine from second to second, as a separate metal finger and pen recording the deflections of the drawbar in a sinusoid-like line. On the footplate of the engine ahead of the car an inspector travels, and supplements the information automatically recorded by means of a portable telephone, which is connected by a cable over the coals in the tender to a loud speaker fitted inside the roof of the car. Such particulars as steam pressure, cut off, opening of regulator and height of water in gauge glasses are continually passed through this telephone to the car engineers.

L.N.E.R. Dynamometer Car ready for the run, attached to one of the 2-8-0 mineral engines of the G.N. Section.

Interior of the Dynamometer Car showing central recorder and metal fingers.
who note them down on the moving chart.

Among the most important of the engine's efficiency tests are those classified as "indicating." Readers probably have often heard the expression "fitted with indicating shelter" used in connection with locomotive reports, and particularly relating to new engines. The explanation is that observation is being made of the locomotive's behaviour from the front of the engine. The work here is the hardest of all. In the narrow space afforded by the hut-like shelter erected on the buffer beams, the draughts coming through the chinks in the shield nearly freeze the occupant's back, while the front part of his body is almost roasted by the heat given off by the smoke-box!

Instruments known as "U" type manometers are used for recording vacuum and pressure in the smoke-box, and an apparatus known as a 6-station pyrometer gives the temperatures of the superheater and smoke-box. The operation of this latter apparatus depends on the fact that when two dissimilar metals are brought into contact, and the ends in contact are hotter than the other ends, a small electro-motive force is generated. By attaching wires to the cold end and temperature between the hot and the cold ends can then be read. A separate telephone line is led direct to the dynamometer car, and through this the engineers in the shelter transmit all special readings regarding the temperature of the steam in the superheater, the vacuum and pressure in the smoke-box, the effects of the draught through the boiler tubes, and the number of revolutions per minute made by the driving wheels. The readings are marked on the dynamometer car chart at the exact point in the run at which they are taken.

One of the most important of the indicating tests is the recording of the behaviour of the steam in the cylinders. The pen of the indicator is directly connected with the interior of the cylinders, and rises and falls as the steam enters and expands inside them. This up-and-down motion is recorded on a piece of paper that moves backward and forward on the indicating cylinder chart in a similar manner to the forward and backward motion of the piston in the engine cylinder. The drawing produced represents roughly the shape of a boost, and so long as the engine continues to use the steam steadily and evenly the same drawing is produced with each successive cycle of the cylinder's motions.

The importance of the indicating tests will be understood when it is stated that from the charts produced it is possible to calculate definitely the exact horse-power exerted by the engine at any point on the run.

Inside the dynamometer car itself, three engineers watch and control the ever-moving strip of paper beneath the mechanical fingers of the central recorder, note down messages from their colleagues ahead; and separately record by other instruments the direction of the wind, the wind pressure, the temperature of water in the tender (by means of ordinary mercury thermometers), and other details about the journey, for subsequent comparison with the corresponding results obtained from similar tests made on other trains.

At the end of the run the coal, water and oil consumption is carefully ascertained, and so exhaustive are the tests that samples of the ashes are taken from the ash pan for subsequent analysis in the laboratory.

The coal consumption is determined by a special indicator fitted to the tender and worked from the ordinary indicator dials. This indicator is carefully marked up by measuring the water as it passes into the tank through a specially tested water meter. A certain quantity of water is used in watering the engine, so that the difference between the total water used and the amount passed by the coal-watering cock is known, determining the amount of coal consumed.

The quantity involved is checked by a known quantity of water issued to the driver before the trip, and the surplus is returned at the end. All oil cups and lubricators are filled with unmeasured oil before the trials and again at the end, the difference between the quantity remaining and that issued to the drivers representing the actual consumption.

When all the data possible have been obtained, the engineers have an elaborate system of calculations to work out in order that a complete report of each journey may be made.

Innumerable conclusions are drawn from the calculations, any weakness in the performance of the locomotive on route being quickly located. In addition, the driving of one driver and that of another can be compared. The necessary quantities of fuel and lubricants for efficient working become known, and a definite check on the actual conditions to be met with on every yard of the way is obtained. Each dynamometer car record is, therefore, of great value and is carefully preserved for comparison purposes.

As already mentioned a portion of the dynamometer car is equipped with a table and benches to enable the engineers to take their hasty meals, for, as may be imagined, on long distance tests there is little time for obtaining food.

(Continued on page 971)
Engine Head Codes Past and Present

How Different Types of Trains are Distinguished

O

NE of the first features about foreign locomotives, especially those of

Canada and the United States, that strikes a British observer, is the

immense headlamp. The brilliant beam of light provided by these

lamps is necessary where long stretches of more or less wild country

are crossed, in order that any

obstruction, such as a fall of

rock or a tree, or cattle on the

line, will be shown up plainly

in time for the driver to take

the necessary precautions.

Present-day headlamps are

generally less bulky than those

carried in former years, but

they are extremely efficient.

Readers may remember the

Southern Pacific locomotive

illustrated in the "M.M."

for last January, the head-
lamp of which is capable of casting a

beam of light for a distance of three-
quar ters of a mile. A steam-driven

generator is mounted on the engine

to supply current to the headlamp,

and to other lamps on the engine and

in the cab. This is in striking contrast to

British practice, in which much

less powerful equipment is the rule. Notable exceptions

are the high-pressure locomotive "No. 10000" of

the L.N.E.R., which has electric headlamps, and the

L.M.S.R. "Decapod," No. 2290, which

has an acetylene lamp or searchlight

fitted for use in connection with its

special duties on the Lockey Incline.

In spite of their modest proportions, the oil lamps carried on British locomotives serve a very useful purpose, for by the manner in which they are arranged at the head of the locomotive they indicate to the signalmen and the

traffic staff generally, the nature of the train. In order to secure uniformity in headlamp arrangements, what is known as the Standard Head Code was adopted in 1918, and this is generally used on our railway systems. The

Southern group, however, adheres to the practice of using white discs instead of lamps. Some variations occur here and there, but the whole system is now much less complicated than was formerly the case. One arrangement of headlights may indicate two or more classes of trains. A breakdown train or a light engine going to the assistance of a disabled train, carries headlights at the ends of the buffer beam in exactly the same manner as the locomotive of an express passenger train. The reason for grouping these together is the necessity for giving such trains a clear road, and avoiding unnecessary delays.

Of the systems that went to form the Southern group, the London and South Western and the London, Brighton and South Coast were notable for the wonderfully varied assortment of head codes it was possible to see displayed upon their locomotives. Plain white discs, discs with a black cross, discs with a dark centre, square white boards with horizontal black stripes, and diamond-shaped boards were all to be seen, a combination of a disc, a board and several lamps being sometimes used at once. To provide a little variation, the L.B.

and S.C. made the lamp brackets over the buffers extra long in order to accommodate two discs or two lamps one above the other. The photograph on this page of an L.B.S.C. locomotive shows the possibilities in this direction, and it presents a formidable array of lamps and discs.

On the L.S.W.R. it was the practice to use white discs and diamond-shaped boards by day, while at night white and green lights respectively took their places. Not content with using discs with black crosses in addition, the L.S.W.R. fitted extra brackets on their locomotives, one on each side of the smoke-box front at about its horizontal centre line. These, with the four brackets in the usual places, made a total of six head code positions for one board alone, so that when we consider the positions and the different kinds of boards used, the number of indications possible will be apparent. The smoke-box brackets are in use to-day on the Southern Railway, and extra brackets are placed at the rear of tenders so as to correspond with them; but the codes now used are much simplified from those in use in former years.

Readers may wonder what was the reason for all these various codes. A glance at a railway map will show that the Southern Railway is formed of a very
complicated network of lines, and that the Brighton section especially had a large number of alternative routes between different centres on their system. This explains why so many codes were employed, as they served to indicate the particular route a train was to take, and they are still used for this purpose.

Another line using discs was the Great Eastern, now included in the L.N.E. R., where they are still in use. This railway, however, did not employ the varied assortment of discs, boards and diamonds that were in favour on the Southern lines.

Green lights, as well as purple, were largely employed years ago, but their use has grown gradually less owing to the possibility of mistaking green lights for "all clear" signals. The former London and North Western Railway at one time used diamond boards and green lights to some extent, while "urgent express goods, cattle, meat or vegetable trains requiring unusual dispatch" carried a green light over the left-hand buffer and one white light over the right-hand buffer. By day the indication was an oval board with a green cross upon it, a different board again from any we have mentioned. These especial head code indications were only to be used "in cases specified by instructions from the District Superintendents." A unique decoration that may be mentioned was that carried by the engines on the L.N.W.R. service at one time operated from Broad Street, on the North London Railway, to Mansion House, over the West London and District lines. This took the form of a metal ring painted white, projecting from a small socket fitted about half-way up the side of the chimney.

The old Caledonian Railway had a most distinctive method of route indicating. This took the form of a miniature semaphore with two arms, which were movable and could thus assume various positions. There might be, for instance, one arm vertical and the other horizontal; both horizontal or both vertical, and so on. The semaphore was carried at the foot of the chimney, and being painted white had a most striking appearance. This

railway also followed the peculiar practice of carrying lamps at the side of the cab to indicate the class of train, while at night a lamp replaced the semaphore that did duty in the daytime. This semaphore is still in use on the Caledonian section under the L.M.S.R. regime, and it has been extended also to the former Highland Railway when a special or second portion was following a regularly booked train. The engine of the latter, for the information of signalmen and others, carried a canvas screen bearing the words "Engine Following." Among other indications of this nature may be mentioned the custom of using a board lettered "L.V.", signifying "Last Vehicle," in order to show that the train was complete. This board thus served the same purpose as a tail lamp.

The Royal Train is distinctive in that it carries four headlamps, one on each bracket. It was also the practice of some lines, notably the old North Eastern, to place lamps on all brackets of their latest locomotives when these were being photographed. This custom apparently is still in vogue in the North Eastern area of the L.N.E.R., as the accompanying front view of "No. 10000" shows. There are also the semi-circular boards bearing the name of the train that are carried on the smoke-box of the locomotive hauling the "Flying Scotsman." These appear to have been developed from the similar but smaller destination boards that were used on the former North British Railway, and are still in use on that section of the L.N.E.R. Another L.N.E.R. peculiarity is that the lamps carried on their engines are painted white, so that they show up plainly in the daytime against the dark-coloured smoke-box of the engine. The L.M.S.R. use aluminium-painted tail lamps similarly.
Electric Eye for Flying in Fog

One of the chief difficulties of flying through fog is that the light from beacons installed at aerodromes is so widely scattered by the tiny drops of moisture in the atmosphere that it is difficult to judge its direction and the distance of its source. In a system developed by the General Electric Company of New York, the photoelectric cell is used in order to overcome this difficulty.

The cell employed in this device is mounted near the tail of the machine. A rapidly revolving mirror reflects light from windows on opposite sides of the aeroplane to the cell, and this is connected to an instrument on the board in front of the pilot that tells him on which side the intensity of the light affecting him is greatest. The pilot follows the direction of flight in which the scattered light is equally intense on the two sides of the machine, for then he must be flying in line with the airport at which the guiding light is installed. A second instrument measures the absolute intensity of the light affecting the cell, and tells him whether he is approaching or going away from the landing ground.

A photo-electric cell that responds to any kind of light would be useless for fog flying purposes. The pick-up device in the aeroplane therefore is tuned to light flickering at the rate of 1,000 times per second. Light of this kind is obtained by installing at the airport a special neon tube that is lighted and extinguished 1,000 times a second by using alternating current of this frequency. Changes in the intensity of the light from this neon tube are too rapid to be apparent to the human eye, but the photo-electric cell in the aeroplane responds to them and transmits the signal they convey to the instruments before the pilot.

New Type of Wire Rope for Aircraft

Aircraft engineers have always made great use of flexible wire rope, known popularly as "cable." This rope is frequently required to pass round pulleys, and quickly becomes worn and frayed. It is claimed that "Truay" cable, a new type recently invented, is more serviceable than the old-fashioned kind, and that it has a much longer life. During a test, a section of this cable was subjected to 19,560 reversals round a pulley, but only three of the strands broke; while in another trial five broken wires were found after only 5,400 reversals of a length of standard cord.

The secret of the strength of the new cord is that every wire and strand is preformed into the natural position that it will take up when eventually made into a rope. There is no internal stress in "Truay" ropes; and when one is cut the strands do not fly apart as do those of an ordinary wire rope. Another important feature is that the pieces of a broken strand remain in their correct positions and do not damage those that continue to take the strain.

Flying Boat's Long Non-Stop Flight

A non-stop flight from Gibraltar to Plymouth, a distance of 2,380 miles, was made a short time ago by a Saro A.7 flying boat. This flight was accomplished during a return cruise to Port Sudan, on the African shore of the Red Sea, in which 8,324 miles were covered with a crew of six on board.

The new Saro A.7 has been produced for the Air Ministry, which is considering the advisability of adopting a new machine as a type intermediate in power between the twin-equipped and the large triple-engined boats at present in service. The cruise formed part of the official trials to which new flying boats are always submitted, and the route from England to Port Sudan was chosen in order to obtain information with regard to the behaviour of the machine in tropical waters. While anchored at Algiers during the cruise, the machine successfully rode out a gale of extreme severity.

The Saro A.7 is a biplane and is constructed throughout of metal. The machine has an all-up weight of 24,000 lb., while the upper plane has a span of 88 ft. The maximum height of the machine is 18 ft. 10 in., and the three Bristol "Jupiter" engines with which it is equipped are fitted in nacelles under the upper plane. Further details and performance figures are not yet available, but we hope to include them in the "M.M." when they have been released for publication.

Flying Upside Down for Six Miles

Fig. 10. Bulmore recently flew an Avro machine upside down for a distance of about six miles. He flew from Burntisland, on the Fife Coast, across the Firth of Forth to Granton, Edinburgh, taking 4½ minutes to complete the journey.
An Unusual French Aeroplane

The Breguet 27 illustrated on this page is a machine of original design produced by the firm directed by M. Louis Breguet, one of the pioneers of French aviation. In this aeroplane air resistance has been greatly reduced by eliminating all flying wires, while the range of visibility has been increased. So far only two machines of this type have been produced, the second being a multi-seater fighter, known as the Breguet 410, of which details are not yet available.

The Breguet 27 is probably the only French aeroplane designed as a general-purpose machine. It is a two-seater biplane with unequal wings. The upper wing, which has a span of about 59 ft. 9 in., is of medium thickness and is built up on two spars of corrugated sheet steel. The lower wing is 24 ft. 11 in. in span, and is built on a single box spar. This wing is of the cantilever type and requires no external bracing. Duralam from is used to cover both planes.

The most unusual feature of the new type is the fuselage. This is built round a steel girder that carries the engine mounting in the front, and the empennage, or tail unit, at the rear. In front it is normal in appearance, but it is cut off immediately behind the two cockpits with which the machine is equipped, the steel girder protuding from it to form a short outrigger. The fixed surfaces of the tail unit carried on the end of this are of cantilever construction and require no external bracing. The overall length of the machine is 32 ft. 2 in.

The cockpits are more comfortable than those of most machines, for they are separated from the structural members of the fuselage. Adjustable seats are provided, in addition to windscreen and arm rests, and dual control apparatus is fitted, together with accommodation for the usual armament.

The undercarriage is of the divided type and pneumatic shock absorbers are employed. The two wheels are carried in separate steel forks and are provided with wheel brakes. The central tail skid has been replaced by a swivelling tail wheel that is fitted also with an oleo-pneumatic shock absorber.

The type of engine developing between 450 and 600 h.p. may be used in the Breguet 27. The engine mounting forms a separate unit of the machine, and is separated from the cockpits by a fireproof bulkhead to which is attached an automatic fire indicator and extinguisher. The fuel is carried in the lower wing and is pumped up to the engine in the normal manner.

When fitted with a Hispano-Suiza 12 H.B engine equipped with silencers the Breguet 27 has a maximum speed at sea level of 134.5 m.p.h., while at a height of 11,450 ft. this increases to 139 m.p.h. At an altitude of 19,680 ft. the speed drops to 124.5 m.p.h. The machine can reach a height of 11,480 ft. in 11 min. 58 sec., and 19,480 ft. is attained from ground level in 29 min. 16 sec. The ceiling is 25,900 ft. The aeroplane requires a run of about 323 ft. to take off, and when the brakes are applied has a landing run of 344 ft. At sea level the slowest speed that can be maintained with safety is 64 m.p.h.

Non-Stop Flight from Japan to America

The Pacific has been crossed non-stop for the first time, by two American airmen, Clyde Pangborn and Hugh Herndon. These airmen flew from New York to Tokyo in stages in July and August of this year, and early in October returned to the United States in one long flight from Sabishiro Beach, Japan, to Wenatchee, Washington, the distance of 4,465 miles being covered in 41 hr. 31 min.

The airmen dropped their landing gear immediately on leaving Japan and were compelled to alight on the fuselage of their machine. The skill of the pilot prevented serious damage to the aeroplane itself.

Timing Record Aeroplane Flights

When timing an aeroplane that travels at a speed of 400 m.p.h., it is useless to employ an ordinary stop watch, for a machine travelling at that speed covers 120 ft. in one-second, and comparatively large errors would be introduced by the slightest delay in pressing the trigger of the watch. Instead of stop watches, photographic methods therefore were used in timing the flight of Ftt. Lt. Stainforth and Boothman, the winner of the Schneider Trophy in September, and also in measuring the speed attained by Ftt. Lt. Stainforth in his successful attempt to beat the existing world's speed record.

Two cinematograph cameras were employed, one being stationed at each end of the course. At the back of each camera, counters illuminated by 12-watt lamps were mounted, and the images of these were projected through stop lenses on to the film. The cameras were electrically operated. They were controlled by means of a tuning fork that made 618.3 vibrations per second, and at each vibration made and broke an electric circuit that actuated the dials.

Photographs were taken shortly after the aeroplane to be timed rose from the water to begin the flight, the cameras being set in motion simultaneously by means of a switch in order to give the readings of the counters at what may be called the zero hour. Photographs also were taken as the machine passed the cameras, and differences in the readings of the counters enabled the number of vibrations of the tuning fork made during the run to be counted. As the period of vibration of the fork was known, it was then easy to calculate the time occupied and thus to arrive at the speed attained.

"Furies" for No. 25 (Fighter) Squadron

Before the end of this month No. 25 (Fighter) Squadron, which at present employs machines of the Armstrong Whitworth "Siskin" type, will be equipped with Hawker "Fury" interceptor fighters. The only other squadron now equipped with this aircraft is No. 43 (Fighter) Squadron stationed at Tangmere.
The World's Largest Landplane

Giant Monoplane with Engine Rooms in the Wing

The remarkable flight made on 29th September by Flt. L.t. Stainforth in a Vickers Supermarine S.8 B, fitted with a Rolls-Royce engine, raised the world's speed record to the wonderful figure of 407.8 m.p.h. This is no less than 49.8 m.p.h. greater than the record established only two years ago by Sj. Ldr. Ordebar. Part of this increase is due to greater engine power, but improvements in streamlined and the general design of the seaplane itself also have contributed to it. The aim of the designer of any aeroplane is to obtain a smooth flow of air past the machine, and in his efforts to achieve this he pays special attention to the shape, not only of the wings, but also of every constituent of the machine. The only parts of an aeroplane that are effective in giving lift are the wings. Other portions, such as the fuselage, the undercarriage, and the engines, practically represent dead weight that is to be supported by the wings, and they cause serious disturbance in the flow of air past the machine when in flight. Almost the only resource of the designer of aircraft is to cover them with cowplings in order to smooth out the airstream as much as possible, for then the drag or resistance their presence introduces is at a minimum. Another device that is occasionally adopted is the fitting of what are called retractable undercarriages. These can be pulled up to lie flush with the fuselage, just as the legs of a bird in flight are tucked against its body. In that position they offer practically no resistance to the airstream, and they are let down when it is necessary to land.

Part of the power of the engines of an aeroplane is required to push the non-lifting surfaces through the air. How great a proportion this may be was shown in recent wind tunnel experiments carried out with a certain wing that is capable of attaining a speed of 160 m.p.h. when fitted with engines developing 300 h.p. Measurements show that the addition of the fuselage, landing gear, tail unit, engines and radiators increase the power required to maintain this speed to no less than 715 h.p. If the wing were fitted with engines of 1,200 h.p. its maximum speed would be about 270 m.p.h., but this would be reduced to 194 m.p.h. by fitting the wing with the parts necessary to convert it into a complete aeroplane.

It is quite clear that from the purely flying point of view the most efficient aeroplane would be an "all-wing" monoplane. This was realised long ago, and Professor Hugo Junkers, a German designer, took out a patent for a machine of this type in the early days of flying. Others have tried to plan aeroplanes on similar lines, but have not found it easy to work out their ideas in a satisfactory manner. The chief problem is that of providing space in which to house the engines, and to accommodate pilot, passengers and cargo. These must be carried in the wing of such a machine, and this must be a very large one if it is to be thick enough to hold the necessary equipment and provide cabin room. The extent of the difficulty may be realised from the fact that the wings of an average aeroplane with a span of nearly 100 ft. are only 4 ft. in thickness at their roots. An American designer, Mr. V. Burnelli, has tried to overcome this difficulty by building a very thick central part of aerofoil section, and attaching wings of normal thickness on each side of it. The middle part carries the engines and cargo and accommodates pilots and passengers, but its shape enables it to contribute to the lift of the machine. Light spars carry the tail surfaces, and the tail wheel is placed in the rear of the thick central section of the wing instead of immediately below it, as is the usual place for it in machines of normal design. The tail of Mr. Burnelli's aeroplane therefore does not come near the ground at any time.

Among other efforts to approach the ideal all-wing machine may be mentioned the Leeds-Hill "Pterodactyl," the aeroplane without a tail. This was described and illustrated on page 335 of the "M.M." for July, 1911. A machine of somewhat similar type has been completed in Germany by Dr. H. Kohl. An interesting feature of this aeroplane is that there are three wheels in the undercarriage, these being placed in streamlined nacelles that project only a very short distance below the wing.

The most consistent efforts to build an all-wing aeroplane have been made by Junkers-Flugzeugwerke A.-G., a famous German company that has produced many interesting machines. The aeroplane designed in accordance with the latest ideas of the firm on this method of construction is called the Junkers G.38, and is a

The great span of the Junkers G.38 is well suggested in this photograph of the upper surface of the wing. We are indebted to the courtesy of Junkers-Flugzeugwerke A.-G. for our illustrations.

A view in the gallery running transversely through the wing. The engines are housed in rooms in the wing itself, and a mechanic can be seen at work in the engine room at the end of the gallery.
monoplane. It is a giant machine and is actually the largest
landplane in the world. It has a wing span of 144 ft. 4 in.,
a length of 75 ft. 6 in., and a height of 21 ft. 4 in. Its weight when
fully loaded is no less than 24 tons and the enormous wing, with
its area of 3,130 sq. ft., quite overshadows the fuselage. The
machine provides accommodation for 30 passengers, and if there
were room for them, would be capable of carrying 80 persons.
The interior of the wing is very striking in appearance. Corridors
run from the fuselage towards the wing tips and these are so lofty
that the crew can walk upright along them. Berths for
passengers are placed in the wings, and rooms for the engines and
accommodation for the crew also open out from the corridors.
One of our illustrations shows a view along one of these
gangways, and to those only accustomed to ordinary
aeroplanes this will suggest the interior of a submarine, or even
the engine room of a ship, rather than a scene inside the wing
of a flying machine.
The leading edge of the wing of the Junkers G.38 has a decided
sweep back from the centre, but the trailing edge is quite straight,
and is at right angles to the fuselage. Ailerons extend along one half
of each side of the wing, and these are so hinged that they produce an effect
similar to that given by the Handley Page slots. Like the rest of
the machine, the wing is covered with corrugated duralumin sheet, and the
aeroplane therefore has the appearance that has long been characteristic
of the products of the Junkers Company.
The power units installed in the giant aeroplane are four 740 h.p.
Junkers L.88 water-cooled engines. The position in which they are
housed makes it necessary to use long cardan shafts in order to drive
the propellers, but also gives the advantage of accessibility. Extensive
adjustments and repairs may readily be made during flight, and
as the machine is capable of maintaining height with any two engines
out of commission, it should be practically unnecessary to make a
forced landing.
The fuselage is of normal rectangular section and is constructed on the
monocoque principle. This means it is built up on rectangular formers,
made of light metal. Special stiffening members are employed, and the
fuselage is covered with corrugated duralumin sheet. An unusual feature
of the construction is that a biplane tail unit is employed, for most
monoplanes are provided with tail units having only one horizontal plane. The unit is mounted
above the fuselage, to the top members of which the lower of the
two planes is secured. There are three rudders, the middle one
of which is fitted with a fin. The two outer ones are mounted
at the ends of the tail planes, and all three are of the balanced type.

An undercarriage of the divided type is fitted on the aeroplane
and each of the units is provided with two wheels, placed in tandem.
They are sprung in a pivoted frame, each unit being fitted with a
vertical compression leg that runs up to the wing. Compressed
air wheel-brakes are fitted and both units are covered by stream-
lined nacelles of the type now often called spats. The compression leg
and braking system is well streamlined.

There is accommodation for two pilots in a totally enclosed
cockpit constructed above the leading edge of the wings, while
immediately behind this is a central control room. The machine weighs
about 32,500 lb., or approximately 13 tons, while when fully loaded
the weight is 59,300 lb., or about 24 tons. The disposable load is
28,500 lb.
The Junkers G.38 is not merely a costly experimental machine
built to test a new type of construction. It is definitely a commercial aeroplane, and has been in
operation for some months on the Berlin-London air service of
Deutsche Luft Hansa, the well-known German air line company.
Before being taken over by this company, the machine made a
flight round Europe during which calls were made at all the principal
cities of most of the European countries.
The most striking feature of the G.38 is its performance, which is
claimed to be the best in the world. The cruising speed is 105 m.p.h.,
and the maximum is 135 m.p.h. With 30 passengers and a full crew
the machine would be capable of making the journey between London and
Winnipeg by way of Greenland and Hudson Bay in two stages. It also
could make non-stop flights from London to Cairo, Berlin to Baghdad,
or Madrid to Moscow, with the same number of passengers. The machine's
pay load for short journeys is 17,000 lb.

This represents a carrying capacity of 80 passengers, but as already
pointed out, sufficient room could not be found for this number.

An interesting comparison may be made between the G.38 and the
Dornier "Do-X," the world's largest flying boat, which recently com-
pleted a flight to America. On a flight of 1,250 miles the "Do-X"
could carry a load of about 27 tons, while the Junkers machine would
have a capacity of nearly six tons. If a flight of 2,500 miles were to be
attempted by each machine, only the crew, fuel and provisions could be
accommodated in the "Do-X," but the G.38 would be able to take 25
passengers. The accommodation provided in the Junkers machine also is
more luxurious than in any other aeroplane yet constructed. The lounges, sitting rooms,
and sleeping quarters are roomy, and passengers are as comfortable as
those in the most modern long distance trains, while travel
in the Junkers G.38 in service between Berlin and
London already has proved popular with travellers by air.
A PEEP AT A GREAT BRITISH FACTORY

The death of Edison has drawn attention to his pioneer work in the invention of the phonograph, for which he took out his first patent in 1877. Edison's first model phonograph worked, greatly to his astonishment, and he is recorded to have said that he was always afraid of things that worked the first time. With his typical tireless energy he developed the phonograph from a toy to a practical instrument, and thus laid the foundation of the enormous and world-wide gramophone industry of to-day.

It is difficult to realise the extraordinary rapidity with which the gramophone industry has developed. Perhaps the best method of forming some idea of this growth will be to consider briefly one of the great gramophone factories, that of the Gramophone Co. Ltd., at Hayes, Middlesex.

In 1906 the first turfs on the site of the factory were cut by the famous tenor, Edward Lloyd; and in May, 1907, the late Dame Nellie Melba laid the corner stone of the factory. At that time it would have required a great stretch of imagination to believe that the site would one day cover 58 1/4 acres, and that that first small factory would be the forerunner of buildings that now have a total floor space of over 1,100,000 sq. ft. The site is bounded on the south by the main line of the Great Western Railway, so that the company has private sidings, and the factory is a familiar landmark to all travellers by that route.

The Head Office, which has been enlarged several times and now has a floor space of over 80,000 sq. ft., accommodates the directors, executive and departmental chiefs; the bookkeeping, costing and purchasing departments; the reception rooms for the artists who come to record, and the large recording studios. The factory is divided into three main sections—the machine factory, in which are made motors, soundboxes and other metal parts; the cabinet factory, which produces all woodwork; and the record factory, which turns out more than 25,000,000 records annually. Samples of all the raw materials entering the factories are sent to a testing laboratory, for instance, to note how deftly and systematically the many parts, some of them exceedingly small, are handled. At other benches gramophone motors may be observed "growing" at extraordinary speed. The cabinet factory is replete with equal size and weight in "His Master's Voice" products. There are two timber yards, in which enormous stocks of oak, walnut, mahogany, chestnut and poplar are stored for seasoning. A feature of the cabinet work is its built-up construction, in which a veneer of oak, walnut or mahogany is applied to a core of closed wood, which in turn is applied to a core of several pieces of chestnut. There are thus five layers of wood, each having its own characteristics, which are to a considerable extent compensating. After final inspection each cabinet is dipped in hot tar before being sealed. This is a supreme test, yet so well seasoned is the timber and so perfect the jointing that the number of rejects for warping or "creeping" of the wood is almost negligible. The next step is undercoating by hand, after which the boxes are placed under a closable canopy, and then comes the addition of the metal fittings and the reception of the tone chamber, motor and soundbox.

In the machine factory the remarkable discs that give such perfect reproductions are made from most unprepossessing materials such as shellac and vegetable black. This mixture is "thermo-plastic," that is to say, it becomes soft above a certain temperature, but hardens on cooling. It is therefore rolled hot, but as soon as it has cooled it is broken into small pieces. These "biscuits," as they are called, have to be stored in a cold room which is kept at the required temperature, and it is amazing to observe the care with which the whole process is carried out. Two of these biscuits are sufficient to make a 10 in. record, three being required for a 12 in. disc. From the mixing factory the biscuits are delivered to the record pressing department, where large ranges of semi-automatic presses convert them into the familiar shiny discs. The labels are affixed to each side of the record as it is pressed, and the order is written in the pressroom. On completion of the inscription the record is carried out as follows. First, the metal moulds or matrices are fixed in the top and bottom plates of the press. Label No. 1 is placed over the centre pin, face downward on the lower matrix, and label No. 2 face upward in the centre of the upper matrix. The necessary quantity of biscuit, made hot and plastic, is placed on top of label No. 1; the press is closed, and a pressure of 70 tons is applied. Almost immediately a cold water jacket reduces the temperature, the record is hardened and, on the press being opened, appears in its finished state, except for the buffing and polishing of the edges. The finished record is then carefully examined for any possible defect, and are then passed on an endless conveyor to the record store, an immense building of six floors, having a floor space of 106,800 sq. ft. Its steel shelves, if placed end to end, would reach for many miles, and millions of records are placed on a system so perfect that any one can be selected instantly. A feature of the record store is an elaborate installation of roller conveyors traversing every floor. The system commences in the record inspection department on the ground floor, from which the boxes containing the records are brought to the upper floors of the record store, and from there distributed to the proper sections of the store for definite orders for daily dispatch. The spacious dispatch department has efficient arrangements for loading cases on to lorries or direct on to railway trucks. It is interesting to note that the wood used in the manufacture of packing cases amounts to nearly 3,000 tons per annum.

An important part in the work of the factory is played by the research department, which is controlled and staffed by men who are experts in their particular branch of science.

[Image of Albert Sandler, the popular violinist of wireless fame. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of the Columbia Graphophone Co. Ltd.]
The Gramophone at the Christmas Party

Music plays an important part in the programme of every Christmas party, and the gramophone has already established itself as an ideal source of music for dancing. In most cases its share in the proceedings ends there, however, which is a pity. The various recording companies cater excellently for Christmas music, and I strongly advise all who propose to give parties to consider the inclusion of some of these records. Let me give a few examples. No party is complete without "Musical Chairs," and a good orchestral record makes this ever-popular game far more exciting than the piano accompaniment that is usually provided. A splendid record for this purpose is H.M.V. C2075 (4/-) on which the New Mayfair Orchestra plays a series of lively tunes, with sudden stops at the most unexpected places and of just the right length to allow of the necessary re-arrangement of chairs and players. In the course of all parties there are short intervals during which everybody is glad to sit down for a few minutes' rest. There is often a danger of "flatness" developing at such times, and in order to prevent this there is nothing better than filling the gap with a first-rate carol or two records of Christmas carols. There are so many attractive records of this type that I will not mention any individually. Consult your gramophone dealer, and he will let you hear the latest ones, so that you can make your own choice. For the small people a record of nursery rhymes is specially suitable, such as H.M.V. B3966 (2/6), which includes 16 of the best-known rhymes, excellently sung with orchestral accompaniment.

Then there are the special descriptive Christmas records, such as "An English Christmas," H.M.V. C2078 (4/-). This describes a typical Christmas eve, with the waiting passing outside, hanging up the stockings, and the arrival of Father Christmas, cherrily as usual, although he does grumble a bit about careless people who neglect to have their chimneys swept! Then comes Christmas morning, and the exciting moment when the presents are discovered. Finally there is a brief visit to church, and singing of some of the favourite Christmas hymns. Another amusing record on similar lines is "Christmas Eve—The Twins Hang Up their Christmas Stockings" on Columbia DB3985 (2/6). There are many other good records of this type, and again I advise a visit to your dealer.

Apart from items of purely Christmas interest, a short recital of gramophone records often forms a pleasant break in the round of games and dances. Almost any of the records of Layton and Johnston, Mr. Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam, and Alexander and Mose are suitable. I can recommend also two records by Bransby Williams, "The Caretaker," with "The Green Eye of the Yellow God" on the other side (Col. DB388, 4/6), and "The Showman" (DB3299, 4/6). Another amusing item is the humorous sketch "Sandy Boys A Wireless Signal" on Broadcast, 1/-). The Broadcast records are certainly remarkable value for money. Although they are only 9 in. in diameter they play as long as the average 10 in. record. I suggest the following two for trial, not as being exceptional, but as average examples of Broadcast quality: "In A Monastery Garden" and "In A Persian Market" by Ketelby (291); and "Les Millions D'Arlequin" by Drigo, and the "Londonerry Air" (708), all played by Herbert Griffiths on the Stoll Picture Theatre organ.

Records Worth Buying

Alastair Sandler and his orchestra provide a particularly charming "Fantasia on Irish Airs" (Col. DX 293, 12 in., 4/-). The tunes chosen are all old favourites, ranging from lively jigs to the beautiful "Londonderry Air." Old English tunes in the form of a march are played with splendid swing and sparkle by the Grenadier Guards Band (Col. DB 644, 10 in., 2/6), and real Scottish bagpipe music comes from the Pipers and Drummers of the Scots Guards (Winner 5217, 1/-). For those who enjoy brass band music two records can be recommended, one by the King's Temperance Band of Middlesbrough (Winner 15921, 1/-), with cornet and trombone solos, and the other by the Black Dyke Mills Band (Winner 3386, 10 in., 1/-), with a stirring descriptive hunting fantasia on one side and a first-rate cornet solo on the other.

Other records that are certain to be popular are the sparkling "Pique Dame" overture by Suppé, played by the famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra (H.M.V. C1877, 12 in., 4/-); the "Parade of the Tin Soldiers" and "Wood Nymphs" by the Coldstream Guards Band (H.M.V. B3951, 10 in., 2/6); and a selection from "The Gipsy Princess" by De Groot and the New Victoria Orchestra (H.M.V. C2974, 12 in., 4/-). There is also an amusing record by the Grenadier Guards Band of "The Parade of the Elephants" and "The Old Frog Pond" (Col. DB597, 10 in., 2/6), in which the steady steps of the croaking of the frogs are quaintly represented. Among recent vocal records worth special notice are two by Paul Robeson, "River Sweet From My Door" and "Rockin' Chair" (H.M.V. B3858, 10 in., 2/6), and "Water Boy" and "Steal Away" (H.M.V. B2187, 10 in., 2/6); and two by Peter Dawson, "Father O'Flynn" and "When The Guards Go Marching By" (H.M.V. B3838, 10 in., 2/6), and the "Song of the Tinker" and "Gipsy John" (H.M.V. B3898, 10 in., 2/6). Another good record is "The Changing of the Guard" and "The Roman Road" by Malcolm McEachern (Col. DB930, 10 in., 2/6). Alexander and Mose continue their amusing duologues, and "Fisk Sauce" and "Auto-Suggestion" (H.M.V. B3825, 10 in., 2/6) are distinctly good, where Mose leaves his car aside and gets himself into the wrong "tea" tin by mistake! "Two Different Men" and "New Words for Old" are mirth-provoking ditties by the popular Mr. Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam (Col. DB624, 10 in., 2/6). Another striking novelty is provided by the singing of Karl Reich's canaries (H.M.V. B3958, 10 in., 2/6). Professor Reich has been engaged for some 15 years in training canaries to reproduce exactly the notes of the nightingale, by rearing them from the fledgling stage to the sound of tame nightingales. Cinema organ records continue to increase in numbers, but not to the same extent in quality. A good record by Sidney Gustard from the Gaumont Palace Cinema, Chester, which has one of the best variety organs in the country, gives us on one side Kravitz's popular "Caprice," and on the other the well-known "Serenade" by Toselli. What might be described as "miscellaneous" instrumentalists are now receiving more serious attention from the recording companies than used to be the case. Recent recordings include the rustic arrangements by Giuseppe Gargano, "Waltz Serenade," Théomé, and "Capriccio," Arienzo, (Col. DB385, 10 in., 2/6). Gargano is undoubtedly a supreme master of his instrument, and he plays with a rhythmic swing that is irresistible.
The Battle of the Falkland Islands
A Gun-Against-Gun Fight to a Finish

ON the 8th December, 1914, took place the only British naval victory of the War fought out in the good old Nelson manner of gun against gun. It was indeed a straightforward struggle between ship and ship, without the use of the submarines, torpedoes and aeroplanes that have come to be regarded as essential features of modern naval warfare. To this country it was a battle of enormous importance, for in it Admiral Sturdee avenged the defeat of Admiral Cradock at Coronel a month previously, and deprived the Germans of the command of the seas off South America.

The disastrous defeat of Cradock by the German Admiral von Spee was received in England with amazement and consternation. Lord Fisher, who was then in control at the Admiralty, tackled the situation with characteristically ruthless energy. He ordered two battle cruisers, "Invincible" and "Inflexible," to be fitted out with the utmost possible speed, and they sailed on 11th November, 1914, on a mysterious mission. It is said that on receiving Lord Fisher's orders a certain dockyard admiral reported that, even if work were to be carried on day and night, the cruisers could not be made ready before 14th November. Fisher's reply was brief: "Either they go or you go"; and the ships went!

On leaving home waters, "Invincible" and "Inflexible" avoided all the usual trade routes, altered their course when the weather looked suspicious, sent no wireless messages, and in fact did everything possible to avoid their position becoming known. They steamed across the Atlantic to a secret rendezvous 50 miles off the Brazilian coast, where they found waiting five other British cruisers—"Carnarvon," "Kent," "Cornwall," "Glasgow" and "Bristol"—which had already been in the South Atlantic. Admiral Sturdee took command of the squadron, which made for the Falklands, steaming in extended formation, each vessel 10 miles distant from its neighbour, in order to form a great sweeping net that made it impossible for Von Spee's squadron to slip through if it happened to be in the same waters.

Unknown to Sturdee, Von Spee also was making for the Falkland Islands, where in the ordinary course he would have arrived two or three days before Sturdee. But by one of those curious turns of fortune that make war so fascinating he stopped to load up his ships with coal from a captured British vessel, and thus reached the Falkland Islands on the morning after the arrival of the British squadron. Von Spee's fleet consisted of two armoured cruisers "Scharnhorst" and "Gneisenau," both armed with eight 8.2 inch and six 5.9 inch guns, and eighteen 22-pounders, and with a reputation for first-class gunnery; and three light cruisers "Leipzig," "Dresden," and "Nuremburg."

The German fleet was sighted about 8 o'clock on the morning of the 8th December. The old battleship "Canopus," which previously had been the sole defender of the Islands and was lying on the mud in the harbour in order to make a better gun platform, promptly opened fire with her 12-inch guns. In the meantime the German fleet had sighted the tripod masts of the battle cruisers inside the harbour, and realising that we had ships greatly superior to their own, made off to the eastward at full speed. It is an interesting speculation as to what would have happened if, instead of running away, Von Spee had continued on his course and attacked the British ships, either while they were still in the harbour or as they were passing out through the entrance. If the German Admiral had done this Sturdee undoubtedly would have been confronted with a very difficult situation.

The British fleet immediately ceased coaling and started to raise steam; while the "Kent," which happened to have steam up at the time, was sent to investigate. Soon afterwards the "Glasgow" followed, and in a very short time the remainder of the squadron had left the harbour. The chase that followed was long and stern. The British ships had only had an hour-and-a-half in which to raise steam, and the Germans had a start of 20 miles. The British stokers worked like madmen, and the cruisers were pushed along as they had never been before. In the meantime the gun crews, having seen that every detail of their guns was in order, quietly waited.

After about two hours Sturdee decided that he was near enough to give the order for the two battle cruisers and the "Glasgow" to attack. The distance, which was about 17,000 yards, was too great, however, and the chase continued for about half-an-hour. The attack was then renewed, and Von Spee ordered his ships to scatter. The British battle cruisers concentrated their fire on the "Scharnhorst" and the "Gneisenau" at a distance of about 16,000 yards. The enemy opened fire, and the subsequent fighting was of intense severity, the ships in the meantime approaching to within about 10,000 yards of one another. The German vessels were hit several times, and the "Scharnhorst," on fire forward, with her third funnel shot away, and some of her guns put out of action, endeavoured to slip away under cover of a dense cloud of smoke in which at that time the "Invincible" was shrouded. This effort was unsuccessful, however, for the British cruiser, emerging from her smoke, renewed the attack fiercely. The "Scharnhorst" fought on steadily, but by 3.40 she was on fire from end to end. About a quarter-of-an-hour later, with her flag still flying she rolled over and sank beneath the
icy waters, taking with her every soul on board, including Admiral von Spee.

By 5.30 the "Gneisenau," which had suffered terribly from the battering of the "Invincible," stopped firing. Her shells were exhausted and she was on fire from end to end. Half-an-hour later she heeled over and followed the "Scharnhorst." She was not the only one of the German fleet that had succeeded in escaping, was destroyed in Chilian waters on 14th March, 1915.

The Battle of the Falkland Islands not only avenged Admiral Cradock, but, what was far more important, ended the danger from German raiding warships. From that time until the end of the War the British Navy controlled all sea routes outside the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, except as regards submarines.

The vital importance of this clearing of the seas is shown by the fact that, between the outbreak of war and 31st January, 1915, German cruisers and armed merchantmen operating in various waters sank or captured more than 280,000 tons of shipping.

Voyage of Henry Hudson—(Cont. from page 955)

other men, to enter the boat. This was then sent adrift, and Robert Bylot took over command of the "Discovery," which hoisted sail and was soon out of sight. Nothing was ever heard of the small boat or its occupants, but they were without food their fate was certain.

The "Discovery" arrived in England in the following September. Before leaving the Arctic sea some of the mutineers, among them the man Greene, were killed in fighting with eskimos, and others died subsequently of starvation. The story of the mutiny soon leaked out, and the survivors were thrown into prison, tried, and convicted for their inhuman conduct.

As a result of Hudson's voyages a great whale fishery sprang up at Spitzbergen. This industry had a direct effect on polar exploration for, through the voyages of the whalers, knowledge of the islands in the Arctic and of the varying conditions of the ice was greatly increased. Other Dutch traders followed up Hudson's investigation of the Hudson River in 1609 and they established a fort on what is now known as Manhattan Island. The fort developed into the city of New Amsterdam and finally became known as New York.

A memorial to the famous explorer, in the form of a fine-tained glass window, was presented in 1928 to the Church of St. Ethelburga the Virgin in Bishopsgate, London, by the Hudson's Bay Company. In this small chapel many years ago Hudson and his crew received the Sacrament before setting out from Gravesend in the "Hopewell," on their first voyage of exploration.

The Dynamometer Car—(Cont. from page 957)

Equipment is also provided on the car for the staff to spend the night aboard, if necessary. When tests are being made with freight trains that journey from colliery sidings to the shipping bunkers at the docks, or with an experimental locomotive on a stretch of the line specially selected for its quietness in some country district miles from anywhere, the staff are indeed glad to avail themselves of the facilities for food and rest.

The apparatus of the car is very valuable and delicate, and an attendant is always aboard night and day, except when the strange coach is safely stowed away and locked up in the carriage sheds.

The nature of the work of the dynamometer car and the close application necessary for the proper production of accurate results make it one of the greatest honours of the service to be appointed to serve as one of its crew.

A locomotive travelling at high speed receives many jolts and jars owing to irregularities of the track, and the length of its career is therefore largely dependent on the condition of the track. An ingenious instrument has been invented by a French railway engineer that acts as an inspector of the permanent way.

The track register is placed on the floor of a railway carriage immediately above the wheels and records oscillations in three directions—movements parallel to the track, transverse movements, and vertical movements. A record is also made of the quarter-mile posts and the stations passed, this record being controlled by an operator who presses a pneumatic bulb when one or the other is sighted. In this manner the irregularities of the track are quickly and accurately located.

The movements are recorded by three needles, working through sheets of carbon, which mark a thin strip of paper mounted on a drum rotated by a geared clockwork mechanism. The result is a chart something similar to that of a sounding barometer, composed of lines of varying amplitude. Each portion of the record can be interpreted at a glance by the engineers, and any portion of the track that requires attention is easily picked out at the end of the journey. This instrument, which is known as the Hallade track register, often reveals defects that are not visible to the eye.

Remarkable Machine—(Continued from page 947)

from 4 ft. to 16 ft. and from 40 ft. to 160 ft. per minute. The greater of these speeds is used in traversing the machine considerable distances, and the slower speed is used for short distances, or for setting the machine. On the housing there is a dial registering feet and inches for setting the machine, and hand adjustment for setting is provided.

All drive gears are of carbon steel. The motor pinions are of either rawhide or steel, as conditions may demand, and all drive bearings are bushed with bronze. Adequate provision is made for lubricating all running parts.

The question of fatigue and facility of handling has been given careful consideration in designing the machine, and all motors are controlled and operated from the most convenient position for the operator.
Giant Dam Erected at Marathon

A great dam has been erected at Marathon, the scene of the famous battle in 490 B.C. between the Athenians and the invading Persians. Marathon is about 25 miles from Athens and the dam has been built just below the junction of two streams that flow down from the surrounding mountains. Behind it there is now a great lake from which the water supply of Athens and its seaport, Piraeus, is obtained. The work was begun in 1926 and was completed last year. The dam is curved, the convex side being upstream. It is nearly 1,000 ft. in length, and towers to a height of 174 ft. above the bottom of the valley it crosses. At its base it is 154 ft. in width, and it gradually tapers upward until it is only 5 yds. in width at the crest.

The dam is very imposing in appearance, for the sloping outer face has been built up in a series of 56 giant steps, and these are faced with glittering white marble. It is interesting to note that a reproduction of an ancient Greek temple has been built at the foot of the dam as a memorial of the victory gained by the Athenians at Marathon nearly 2,500 years ago.

The average depth of the water impounded by the structure is 131 ft. and a capacious spillway has been provided in order to divert surplus water into the bed of the stream below the dam. The water is taken from the great artificial lake through a tunnel 8 miles in length that leads to the previously existing reservoirs at Heliandon. B. G. Papaconstantino (Athens).

Impressions of the Canary Islands

During a short visit to the Canary Islands I was greatly interested in the means of transport employed there, for these differ in many respects from those with which I am familiar. They are varied in character and modern methods are largely used, of course. For instance, in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the capital of the islands, up-to-date electric tramcars come right down to the Mole, and on the roads may be seen quite a number of motor cars, ranging from Fords to Rolls-Royces. I saw very few motor lorries, but was greatly interested in the mules and donkeys employed to draw carts, and in the camels that were to be seen swinging along the roads.

I went out to Oratava, where the famous Botanical Gardens are situated, in a car that was driven at a breakneck pace. This vehicle formed a remarkable contrast to a cart drawn by oxen, and accompanied by natives dressed in their national costumes, which I was fortunate enough to see on the way.

Oratava is a port from which bananas grown in the neighbourhood are despatched overseas. I remained for some time to see how the fruit was handled. The great bunches were carefully packed and rolled down the steps of the quay into surf boats, and it was wonderful to see the manner in which these went through the surf on their way to the vessels waiting offshore to receive their cargoes.

C. H. Lees (Bristol).
An Interesting Day at Southampton Docks

Recently I travelled from Ryde to Southampton in the S.R. paddle steamer “Southsea.” The route up Southampton Water was that followed by liners, and on the way we passed the 20,000-ton Hamburg-Amercian vessel “Deutschland,” outward bound for Hamburg. Nearer the docks I could make out the familiar grey hull of a Rotterdam-Lloyd liner from the Dutch East Indies, and the light buff funnels of the “Alcantara,” a 22,000-ton motor vessel of the Royal Mail Line.

As the “Southsea” turned into Ocean Dock, I saw for the first time the new motor liner, “Winchester Castle,” of the Union Castle Line. She is a vessel of 20,000 tons, and made a splendid picture, the sun shining brightly on her light grey hull. Our little vessel threaded her way through the dock, passing a 20,000-ton liner, the “Orford” of the Orient Line; the “Berengaria,” the giant Cunarder; and on the left the cruising liner “Ariana,” a 14,000-ton vessel belonging to the Royal Mail Line, could be seen.

I inspected the “Berengaria” and was greatly impressed by a placard informing visitors that five times round the first-class deck was a distance of a mile, and also by the magnificence of the Imperial Suite. This is a miniature flat with five apartments and a crossing in it costs more than 300 guineas.

I then went across to the largest floating dock in the world, built in 1924 at Newcastle and afterwards towed to Southampton. The size of the dock gives a splendid idea of the length and depth of the modern ocean giants that are accommodated in it for underwater repairs and painting. I asked how much it cost to fill the tanks in order to sink the dock to a depth of 36 ft., and to raise it again with a liner of more than 50,000 tons in it, and was astonished to learn that this would be nearly £12,000. When a vessel due for repairs has entered the dock, and those in charge of operations are satisfied that she is resting on an even keel and is safely shored, it takes four hours to pump out from the tanks of the dock the enormous weight of water that keeps the structure submerged.

In my further wanderings at the docks I saw the coaling of the White Star liner “Calgaric,” a vessel of 16,000 tons, and was particularly interested in the “Armadale Castle,” an old Union Castle liner that was lying in a small dock by herself. With her two high funnels of small diameter, this vessel formed a remarkable contrast to the low built modern motor vessel belonging to the same line that I had seen previously. I also saw the great 150-ton floating crane, which was moored near the “Berengaria,” but before I could continue my explorations the siren of the paddle steamer in which I had reached Southampton called me back, as the time for returning down Southampton Water to Ryde had arrived. W. R. H. Temple (Greenock).

In a Gun Turret on H.M.S. “Hood”

During Navy Week at Portsmouth I was present in a gun turret on H.M.S. “Hood” during a firing demonstration. Most of the space within the turret is occupied by the breech ends of the 15 in. guns. Behind each of these is a small platform for the gun crew, and in the centre is a shaft up which come shells from the magazine. To commence the demonstration, a sailor opened the breech of his gun by turning a lever. In the meantime a signal from the magazine showed that a shell was ready. An officer pressed down a pedal and up roared the shell cage with its load, to stop near the breech of the gun. In war-time the shell would then have been rammed into the barrel as far as possible, and bags of cordite would have been pushed in after it, while the gun-layer trained his guns in accordance with orders received from the control tower. When all is ready the guns are fired electrically, and I was told that they recoil two feet, the men having to jump quickly out of their way. Smoke and fumes are then blown out of the barrel and the breech block and the inside of the gun cooled by means of powerful jets of water. Although many operations are involved, a gun can be loaded and fired in 16 seconds.

The turret was turned round while I was inside, the guns being trained by the gun-layers while this was being done. D. Bowerman (Marlborough).
On these pages we review books that are both of interest and of use to readers of the "M.M." We have made arrangements to supply copies of any of these books where readers find difficulty in obtaining them through the usual channels.

Orders should be addressed to the Book Dept., Meccano Limited, Old Swan, Liverpool, and if should be added to the published price of the book to cover the cost of postage. The balance remaining will be refunded when the book is sent, as postal charges vary according to the weight and destination.

"The Romance of Transport"

By Ellison Hawks. (Harrap, 7/6)

The story of transport is to a large extent the story of civilization, and Mr. Ellison Hawks, the Editor of the "M.M.," tackled a tremendous task in setting out to deal with it in a single volume. He has succeeded in the only way possible—that is, by a process of careful selection and condensation. The story is one that might easily have become an uninteresting collection of dates and events, but the author has avoided this danger and has produced a succession of fascinating word pictures, in which the romance of travel through the ages is spread out before our eyes.

Starting from the earliest days of transport, when Man had to depend entirely on his two legs and his own broad back, we are shown how the idea developed of making use of various four-footed creatures. The camel, for instance, was employed as a beast of burden as far back as 6,000 B.C., or even earlier, and all through the centuries up to the present day it has paddled its way across the deserts of Asia and Africa, grumbling always, but carrying its loads with unfailling regularity.

The mule, too, has an astonishingly long history as a load carrier, and the Great War showed that it had lost none of its usefulness, and certainly none of its innate wickedness of disposition. The most important of all beasts of burden is of course the horse, and its story is bound up with almost all forms of transport up to the coming of the railway and the motor vehicle.

The greatest leap forward in the history of transport came with the invention of the wheel. Egyptian illustrations show that at a very early date an attempt was made to improve sledge transport by the introduction of rollers between the runners and the ground, with the object of reducing friction. We do not know when the wheel was invented, but it seems fairly certain that the idea was suggested by the use of rollers in this and other similar ways. The first wheels were solid discs, being nothing more than transverse slices cut from the trunks of large trees. The spoke may have originated from the ancient practice of inserting a lever through a hole in the disc wheel to give assistance on a rough road, or with an exceptionally heavy load.

The Romans were probably the first people to realise the immense importance of transport, and after every conquest of new territory they concentrated their energies upon the building of good roads.

Oxen transport of the far-west in the days of the covered wagon. (See next page).

The story of the Roman roads in Britain is one of extraordinary interest, and it is gratifying to find that Mr. Hawks deals with it in detail. After the Romans left Britain their roads were neglected, and as the years went on they fell into utter decay. When the country began to settle down after the coming of the various invaders from the Continent, some attempt was made to provide a system of roads, but the efforts were hopelessly inadequate.

The descriptions that the author gives us of journeys in what we now light-heartedly call "the good old days" make one wonder that anybody dare travel by road at all! Vehicles frequently collapsed completely as the result of the strain imposed by the terebene road surface, and there was always the danger of attack by highwaymen. Between the years 1760 and 1792 no less than 900 Turnpike Acts were passed, but still the roads remained bad at their best in summer, and frequently impassable during the winter months. Modern road-building on intelligent lines may be said to have begun with Metcalfe, a blind Yorkshireman, who realised that there were two essentials for a road, a solid foundation and a hard surface. Further progress in road-making was made by Telford and McAdam, who between them produced durable road surfaces that proved adequate to meet all requirements until the arrival of the heavy motor vehicle. The tremendous wear and tear produced by such vehicles has brought about still further improvements in road surfacing, but the ideal material for motor roads has yet to be discovered.

The canal, which at one time played such an important part in our national transport, was born of its glory by the railway, and to-day, with the exception of one or two waterways like the Manchester Ship Canal, it plays a very minor part. During recent years various suggestions have been put forward with the object of reviving canal transport, but so far little progress has been achieved.

The story of the development of mechanical transport by rail and road is one of extraordinary interest, and the author shows us how one problem after another was solved by the genius of successive inventors. The railway and the motor vehicle have completely revolutionised world transport, and progress still continues. Recent developments suggest that possibly the steam locomotive is approaching the end of its wonderful career, and that it will be replaced by electrically-propelled engines of greater power, speed and efficiency. It is rash to prophesy, however, and it is not unlikely that some development in design may give the steam locomotive a further lease of life.

Ocean transport affords the author...
another opportunity of condensing history into small space without loss of interest, and it is probable that many readers will consider this section one of the most interesting in the book.

Finally we come to the latest phase—transport by air. The development of the aeroplane was undoubtedly speeded up enormously by military requirements during the Great War, and since the Armistice civil aviation has extended in a most astonishing fashion. To-day it is quite a simple matter to have breakfast in London and lunch in Paris, Brussels or Amsterdam; and perhaps it will not be very long before we are able to spend one weekend in England and the next in Australia, Cape Colony or Japan!

The interest of this remarkable volume is greatly enhanced by the large number of illustrations. These have obviously been selected with the utmost care, for they fit in perfectly with the various sections of the text. The combined result is a volume that can be recommended without reservation, and a more acceptable Christmas gift will be difficult to find.

(Rev. J. H. Martin.)

"The Boy's Own Annual"
(R.T.S. 12/6 net)

Each year for more than half a century "The Boy's Own Annual" has been a welcome feature in the life of contemporary boyhood, and the new volume—the 83rd—is well up to standard. Its 864 pages include stories and articles of first-rate quality, and of a variety sufficient to satisfy the most exacting reader. While the serial stories do not open up any particularly new ground, they are well written and full of exciting adventures. The inevitable school story is there, and quite a good one too. The "Behind the Scenes" series that commenced in the previous volume is now continued, and includes a special "Report on Skiing." The illustrations are as usual numerous and good, and the photogravure plates include full-page portraits of Don Bradman, Lord Burghley and Sir Malcolm Campbell.

"Empire Annual for Girls"
(R.T.S. 7/6 net)

It comes rather as a surprise to note that this annual has reached its 23rd year. There is certainly no sign of lack of vigour, for the new volume is full of spirited tales of adventure and school life of the type that appeal specially to younger girls. The illustrations are attractive, and as a Christmas gift book the volume would be hard to beat.

"Empire Annual for Boys"
(R.T.S. 7/6 net)

This popular annual contains a collection of tales of adventure, sport, discovery and school life that form just the right sort of reading for a keen, active boy. The new volume is planned on similar lines to its predecessors. The stories cover adventures in all parts of the world, and are well illustrated, the coloured plates being specially attractive. The general articles also are of unusual interest.

"The Schoolboy's Annual"
(R.T.S. 9/6 net)

The main feature of this annual is the tales of school life, sport and adventure. Secret service, hidden treasure and an occasional hanging from the material that goes to make up the thrilling yarns, which are freely illustrated. There are also articles on conjuring, making puzzles in wood and wire, and other interesting topics. In addition to the numerous black-and-white illustrations there are four coloured plates depicting incidents in outdoor sport.

"Twenty-Six Radio Stories" (3/6 net)
"Tony D’Alton’s Wireless" (2/- net)
By Arthur Russell (B.O.P. Office)

In "Twenty-Six Radio Stories" Mr. Russell has drawn a fertile imagination to produce yarns that make excellent reading and will be enjoyed even by those who know nothing of the mysteries of wireless. His operators hob-nob with pirates and other dangerous people in thrilling form, in up-to-date circumstances, and the reading of one story whets the appetite for the next. The illustrations add considerably to the interest of the book.

"Tony D’Alton’s Wireless" which is intended for rather younger readers, consists of a series of adventures in which wireless plays an all-important part. The adventures of school life afford a pleasant setting for the action, which never flags through lack of humour or incident.

"Only One in the World"
By David Ker (R.T.S. 2/6 net)

Mr. Ker’s name has been familiar to boys, and particularly to readers of "The Boy’s Own Paper," for many years, and he can always be relied upon for an exciting story. In this tale the blood-curdling adventures and hair-breadth escapes in this thrilling book from his pen turn on the excitement of a rare coin regarded as a talisman by a savage sheik in the Sahara. The coin was believed to be the only one of its kind in the world, and a millionaire collector commissioned an English lad to go out to Africa and procure it. The situation in which this lad found himself in the course of a few days following his arrival at Oran are amazing, but they are just the right material for a thoroughly enjoyable boy’s yarn. The book contains a splendid frontispiece in colour.
Christmas Greetings

"A Merry Christmas" to all the members of the Guild and Meccano Clubs throughout the world. The traditional Christmas spirit is always strongly evident in Meccano Clubs, for the hobby is wonderfully effective in bringing boys together, and their enjoyment of it is a splendid means of establishing friendships that are not easily dissolved.

It always seems to me that Christmas offers to clubs unusual opportunities of enlisting the aid of new and enthusiastic members. It is then that a very large proportion of recruits to the great army of Meccano boys first take up the hobby, and in every club throughout the world plans should be made to give a cordial welcome to beginners. It is not necessary to enter upon an elaborate recruiting campaign. Satisfied members are the best agents for a Meccano club, and if every member determines to persuade at least one new Meccano boy to join the club, the effect will be magnificent.

Model-building Opportunities

The Christmas season is the happiest time of the year in a Meccano Club because it brings leisure time in which to indulge in model-building. New-comers are keen to learn how to make use of their Outfits to the best advantage, and older members, most of whom probably have added to their Outfits, are eager to take full advantage of the opportunities that the holidays give them. Both will be attracted by model-building competitions, therefore, particularly if they are novel. Ideas for such contests may easily be obtained from various quarters, notably the "M.M." itself. Last month I drew attention to the value for this purpose of the "Secrets of Engineering" series, published at intervals throughout the year; and many other features of the Magazine also could be employed in a similar manner. For instance, a house-building competition could be organised and an interesting article on this subject was published on page 736 of the "M.M." for last September. It lends itself to a wide variety of constructional methods and gives full play to the originality and resource of the Model-builder.

Other ideas for competitions or for really interesting Model-building may be obtained from the "Suggestions Section," the descriptions and photographs of new models, or the monthly announcements of model-building contests. For example, details of a competition that is particularly suitable for this time of the year appear on page 943 of the present issue.

Such a competition as the one I have just mentioned may give rise to models of the humorous type, for a Meccano creature well provided with joints may be made to take up almost incredibly ludicrous attitudes. Even if a serious contest on these lines is not organised, great fun may be obtained at social events by giving members a few Strips, Brackets and Nuts and Bolts, and asking them to construct in a short time a simple representation of some bird or animal. The desperate struggles of competitors to produce original models from limited resources will provide as much amusement as examination of the results themselves!

Hobbies in the Club Programme

Although model-building must always remain the central feature of every Meccano club, the good effect of introducing other hobbies should not be overlooked. Experience over many years has shown that the strongest clubs, both in membership and in enthusiasm, are those in which an all-round programme is pursued. An interesting example of the value of additional hobbies is given by the Harwich M.C. The illustration on the opposite page shows the officials and members of this club, and leaves no doubt that they form a very cheery group. The excellent spirit prevailing in this club, and in others working on similar lines, is largely due to the skilful management of a variety of hobbies to stimulate interest.

The list of hobbies suitable for Meccano clubs is a long one, and includes fretwork, woodwork, stencilling, carving, leatherwork and other activities. Many of these may be turned to good account in making club rooms more homelike and attractive in character. The value of others is appreciated when an exhibition is held, for good prices may then be realised for articles produced during the session, to the great advantage of club finances.

Coming Events

The first Annual Exhibition and Entertainment of the Reading M.C. will be held on 9th December, 1931, at Palmer Hall, West St., Reading. The Exhibition will be open from 9.0 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. The price of admission is 6d., and tickets together with a descriptive booklet, price 3d., may be obtained from local Meccano dealers. The Annual Exhibition of the Exhall (Coventry) M.C. will be held on 31st December, 1931, and 1st and 2nd January, 1932. The Exhibition will be held in the Co-operative Rooms, Upper York St., and will be open from 7.0 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. except on 2nd January, when visitors will be admitted from 2.30 p.m. to 10.0 p.m. The charge for admission is 6d. for adults, and 3d. for school children. All interested in Meccano are cordially invited.

Proposed Clubs

Attempts are being made to establish Meccano Clubs in the following places, and boys interested in becoming members should communicate with the promoters whose names and addresses are given below:—

Chiswick Crusaders M.C.—Removal to the new club room, the Crusader Hall, has now been completed. No cupboards are yet up, but members have solved the storage problem by bringing strong wooden boxes to contain their Outfits. Model-building Competitions, Talks by members and Delegates have been arranged. The Model-building Contests include special contests to develop new types of airplanes and blimp-like craft. See the notice in the "Secretary's Notes" in the "M.M." for September last. An exhibition of models is to be held during the first week in January and active preparations for this are being carried on. A Social Evening to be held near Christmas also has been arranged. Club roll: 12. Secretary: H. P. B. Bethyn, 139, Park Road, Chiswick, W.4.

St. Peter's (Wolverhampton) M.C.—Recent activities have included a Christmas Evening, to which parents were invited, when members themselves contributed largely to the programme. A Lecture on "Rugby" given by the Rev. J. D. B. Lazenby, Rector of the Church, was of special interest, for the lecturer rowed in a barge up and down the river. A Stamp Collecting section recently formed proved very popular. A Football team has been organised and other outdoor activities have been visited to the G.W.R. Works at Osley and the Wolverhampton Gasworks. Club roll: 32. Secretary: E. F. Mackenzie, 5, Queen Street, Wolverhampton.

Kendal M.C.— Model-building contests are being advertised at meetings being held for exhibition in the Spring. They include a series of excellent models of a Battle Cruiser and Stephensons's "Rocket," in addition to a series of "Simplistic" types. A satisfactory layout for the club's Hornby Railway has been devised and track work is now carried out regularly. Club roll: 11. Secretary: A. Brown, 29, Crescent Road, Kendal.

St. Columba's (Sunderland) M.C.—For their Annual Christmas Meeting, members crossed the Tyne by steam ferry and visited Whitby Bay and St. Mary's Light-house. By kind invitation of the President, Dr. S. Williams, B.B.C., a Picnic was spent at his home at Penshaw, where members enjoyed games in the garden. An excellent programme of Model-building and other activities is now being followed. Club roll: 20. Secretary: D. Ferguson, 13, Lord Burdius Street, South Shields.

King Edward VI Grammar School (Birmingham) M.C.—Membership has increased in a satisfactory manner. Meetings are well attended and excellent reports appear in the School Magazine. Lectures and demonstrations are given by members. One of these was on the "Two-Stroke Motor Engine," and in this the lecturer assembled a small engine from a box of parts. A special study is now being made of clocks. Mr. W. B. Clavey, Secretary of the Club, has dealt with their history and mechanism is being illustrated by means of model clocks built by senior members. Model-building activities also are being actively pursued. Club roll: 75. Secretary: A. D. Horton, 2, The School, Aston, Birmingham.

Plymouth M.C.—Each meeting is devoted to a special type of model, and at recent evenings Meccano Traction Engines, Motor Lorries, Aeroplanes, Tramcars, Ships and Cranes have been constructed. New members are invited, and Meccano Boys wishing to join should apply to the secretary for full details. Club roll: 8. Secretary: R. R. W. Butler, 10, Peever Road, Peverell, Plymouth.

Barton-Hydeley M.C.—Excellent progress is being made and a varied programme of Model-building Contests, including Model-building Contests, has been arranged. A Lecture on "Footnotes' Night" calling for originality in construction are fancies with high buildings, is being arranged. The Club has also the use of a "Footnotes' Night" calling for originality in construction are fancies with

A cheery group of officials and members of the Harwich M.C., a large and enterprising organisation, which was affiliated in January 1925. Its membership is now 75, and model-building, lead modelling, mat-making and printing, and other activities are carried on under the guidance of a large number of enthusiastic Leaders and Assistant Leaders.

Hucknall To H M.C.—This club has now been affiliated to the Guild. The club has full use of the To H rooms, and meetings are held weekly. Members have been divided into four sections on a competitive basis, and model-building activities have begun well, an excellent model of a Travelling Gas Station having been constructed. Club roll: 22. Secretary: K. W. Thorpe, Kenilworth, Sandley Lane, Hucknall, Notts.

Sandgate (Queensland) M.C.—Recent Model-building Contests have been won by members exhibiting models of a Locomotive and a Motor Track and Trailer. A Lecture on "Railways of the World" by Mr. A. J. Wilkins, Leader of the club, was greatly enjoyed. A visit has been paid to the General Post Office at Brisbane, and very successful "Simplistic" Model-building Contests have been held. Good progress is being made and further interesting meetings have been arranged. Club roll: 9. Secretary: J. R. Sheridan, Sandgate Street, Beighton, Sandgate.

GERMANY

Berlin M.C.—The club has now secured affiliation to the Guild and is making excellent progress. Members have already built a large number of simple models, and are now working at more ambitious schemes. For instance, three members are constructing an Electric Locomotive. A Blindfold Model-building Contest, as suggested in the "Secretary's Notes" in the September "M.M.," has been remarkably successful and has aroused great interest. A further interesting item in the programme was a talk on "The Invention of the Steam Engine," given by Mr. R. Herrmann, Leader of the club. Club roll: 17. Secretary: L. Salberreit, Berlin, Nauernaueckstr., 25.

INDIA

Kogonarkar (Nowapal) M.C.—In a novel competition introduced in this club members submitted stories written by themselves, the prizes being awarded to the most original. A Library has been started and arrangements are being made to issue a Club Magazine.

A special club badge to be worn by members has been designed. Club roll: 12. Secretary: R. M. Kogonarkar, Nowapal, C.

NEW ZEALAND

Dunedin Hobbs M.C.—The year has been given on "Lightships," "Early Balloon Ascents," and "The Modern Torpedo," and an interested visitor has given a talk on "Modern Lubricating Oil." The Aviation Section is making steady progress. Excellent scale models of well-known types of aircraft have been constructed and flying models are now claiming attention. Mr. Lewin of Models Ltd., the New Zealand agent of Meccano Ltd., recently visited the club, and his suggestions in regard to the programme were greatly appreciated. A Hornby Railway Club has been formed, and it is hoped that incorporation with the Hornby Railway Company will be secured. A Recruiting Campaign is being carried on and the secretary would be pleased to hear from boys who wish to join the club. Club roll: 23. Secretary: R. W. Mills, 28, Clifford Street, Dalmore, N.Z.

K A A P M Co-operative Methodist M.C.—To the regret of members, Mr. K. Winterburn b e des has had to resign the post of Leader. A scheme was presented to him as a token of appreciation of his excellent work for the club. The new Leader is Mr. P. V. Weigh and Rev. O. Burnet has been re-elected President. Model-building activities continue, members having constructed a Meccano Locomotive, which is to be exhibited in a local shop window. Club roll: 11. Secretary: L. Allison, North Road, Karori, Wellington.

Sumner (Christchurch) M.C.—Interesting models recently constructed have included a Combination Lock Safe, specially designed by Mr. B. Sumner, Leader of the club, in which club funds are to be kept. A series of meetings are being held at the club's rooms, arranged: afterwards Games are organised and Gramophone records played. The meetings add greatly to the social attractions of the club. In conjunction with Sumner M.C., the club has arranged to take an excursion to Christchurch and Grahamton, meeting at the club's rooms.

Wellington M.C.—The club was visited by Mr. Lewis, of Models Ltd., during his tour of New Zealand. The interesting chat given by Mr. Lewis included an explanation of the working of the extensive Hornby Train layout recently exhibited at the Auckland Show. Arrangements have been made to exchange club magazines with the Dunedin Hobbs M.C. and to cooperate with that club in organising programmes. In order to encourage members to support the "Meccanum," the club magazine, special prizes are awarded each month for the best contribution. Club roll: 17. Secretary: E. Harvey, 12, Newport Terrace, Seatoun Heights, Wellington.

SOUTH AFRICA

Turffontein Intermediate School M.C.—Many interesting meetings have been held. There were devoted to Model-building, which is the chief activity of the club; and to Model-building Contests, and other attractive subjects; and social functions, at one of which prizes were presented by Mr. B. W. Butler, President of the club. Football and Table Tennis are the chief recreations of members. A joint sports meeting with the Malvern M.C. was very successful and the two clubs regularly exchange visits. Club roll: 42. Secretary: J. J. Fienaar, P.O. Box 1011, Johannesburg.
New Meccano Toys
Amusing Models for the Christmas Festivities

In this article we describe the construction of some novel Meccano toys that will provide many hours of enjoyment for model-builders and their friends. Each of the models is simple to build from the instructions given.

The first model to be dealt with is entitled "Filming a Meccano Jazz Band," and was designed by C. T. Glover, of London. The band consists of a trumpet, cornet player, drummer and pianist. The trumpet, judging by the extended condition of his cheeks, is interested solely in storing up an adequate supply of wind! The cornet player, however, is energy personified, for when the model is set in motion he throws his instrument about with wild abandon, in the true manner of his species! The drummer, meanwhile, sways gracefully forward and back with the rhythm of the music, and the pianist, completing the quartet by striking the keys in an ecstasy of enthusiasm.

The camera man is seen at the left of the stage turning the handle of his camera.

The figures are mounted on the stage in front of a paper or cardboard "backcloth," which hides the operating mechanism of the model. If desired the backcloth may be painted to represent scenery.

The camera man's legs are formed from Curved Strips, and his body consists of two 2½ x 1½ Double Angle Strips surmounted by a 1½ Loose Pulley for a head. The camera consists of a Channel Bearing, with a ½ fast Pulley for a lens and a 1½ Pulley on a Strip for the film spool, the whole being mounted on a tripod composed of a Bush Wheel and three 2½ Strips.

The mechanism controlling the movements of the figure is constructed as follows. The crank handle of the camera is mounted on a Rod that passes through the backcloth, and is connected by Bevel Gearing to a Rod that runs the length of the model behind the backcloth. This Rod may be driven either by an Electric Motor or a Clockwork Motor.

The construction of the trumpeter is clearly shown in the illustration, but it should be mentioned that the arms are 2½ small radius Curved Strips attached to a Double Bracket bolted to the body. The trumpet is a short Rod with a ½ Flanged Wheel secured to its end, and the ends of the Curved Strips forming the arms are attached to the Rod by passing bolts through the end holes of the Strips and inserting them in a Collar. The body of the trumpeter is rocked backward and forward by means of an Eccentric mounted on the main operating shaft behind the backcloth. The Eccentric is connected to the body of the trumpeter by a Strip of suitable length.

The arms of the cornet player consist of Cranks in the end holes of which a Rod is free to slide. The Rod carries a Worm representing the cornet. A Coupling is attached pivotally to the bottom extremity of the body, and is fixed to the end of a Rod that passes through the backcloth and is geared with Bevels to the operating shaft, in a manner similar to that adopted with the camera man.

The drummer is worked in the same manner as the cornet player, and his instrument is represented by a Boiler End capped by a Wheel Flange.

The front and back of the piano consist of 2½ x 2½ Flat Plates, and the sides and top are Flat Girders. The keyboard also is represented by a Flat Gird. The bottom extremity of the pianist's body is attached pivotally to the plain hole of a ½ throw Eccentric, which is mounted on a Rod that is driven from the operating shaft. A ½ Strips bolted to the Eccentric strap completes one leg and the other leg is made up from two 1½ Strips bolted together and fixed to the body by the bolt attaching the latter to the Eccentric.

The model may be driven either by hand or by means of the model will be greatly enhanced by the addition of a "penny in the slot" mechanism. The mechanism should be arranged so that on the insertion of a coin the figures commence to work, and continue for a short period before again coming to rest.

We come now to a model known as the "Joy Wheel Dancer." This little contrivance is the work of James Wilson of Aberdeen, and is set in motion by turning the Crank Handle with which it is fitted. Rotation of the Crank drives the Hub Disc, the movement of which in turn causes the "dancer" to perform highly amusing dance steps.

The figure of the dancer is supported on an 8 Rod that is vertically journaled in the centre holes of two 3½ x 1 Double Angle Strips bolted to the underside of the 3½ x 2½ Flanged Plate of the base framework. The Rod does not revolve, and is secured in the boss of a Crank bolted to the upper 3½ x 1½ Double Angle Strip in which the Rod is journaled. Held by the same bolts as the Crank is a 1½ Angle Girder, which is secured on the underside of the upper 3½ x 1½ Double Angle Strip forming a bearing for one end of a Crank Handle and a 2½ Rod, the other end of the Rod being journaled in the 3½ x 2½ Flanged Plate of the base framework. Two Collars, placed one against the 1½ Angle Girder and one on the inside of the 2½ x 2½ Flanged Plate, keep the Crank Handle in place.

A 57-teeth Gear on the Crank Handle meshes with a ½ Pinion on the 2½ Rod, on which is a further 57-teeth Gear meshing with a 1½ Contract Wheel. The Contract Wheel is lock-nutted to the ends of two 2½ Bolts passed through the Hub Disc in positions diametrically opposite. The Hub Disc thus revolves freely on its Rod.

The dancer is pivoted on a 2½ Rod journaled in its sides as shown in the illustration, the Rod being held in place by Collars.
The outer end of the 2½" Rod is secured in a Coupling fixed on the top of the vertical 8" Rod. The feet, Flat Brackets, must be adjusted so that they just clear the Hub Disc. To the Hub Disc are bolted 2" Strips in positions diametrically opposite, and spaced from the Disc by two Washers. The Strips form "trips" that engage the toes of the dancer.

The head of the figure is formed by a 1½" loose Pulley bolted to a 1½"x½" Angle Bracket secured in the centre hole of a 1½"x½" Double Angle Strip. The arms are pivoted at the shoulder only, on bolts passing through the 3½" Strips and 1¼" Strips, and lock-nutted. The legs are pivoted at the hips on lock-nutted Bolts. These arms and legs are joined by lock-nutted Bolts.

When the Crank Handle is turned the Hub Disc is rotated, but the dancer remains stationary. As the Disc revolves, the 2½" Strips forming the trips engage the dancer's toes, and in so doing cause the legs to jerk backward and forward as though the figure is actually dancing.

James Wilson is also the originator of the Meccano Conjurer illustrated here. The model offers no greater constructional difficulties than the Joy Wheel Dancer, and when completely assembled forms an excellent means of entertaining one's friends.

When the model is set in motion the conjurer goes through the entire routine of performing a mystifying trick, in which an imitation candle and candlestick (formed from a 1½" Rod secured in a fast Pulley) is made to disappear and reappear in a most magical manner! This interesting performance is repeated just as long as the mechanism is operated by means of the 6-volt Meccano Motor employed for the purpose.

The conjurer holds a cloth stretched between his hands, and when the model is set in motion the cloth is gradually lowered in front of the table until the candlestick is completely hidden from view. Simultaneously with the lowering of the cloth the conjurer nods his head as though to focus the attention of the audience on what he is about to do. As the motion of the model continues, the cloth is slowly raised again and uncovers the table, which is now seen to be quite bare, the candlestick and candle having vanished. If the motion of the model is further continued, the complete cycle of operations is repeated.

The framework of the model does not need description, but it should be noted that the conjurer's legs are not attached to his body (a Flanged Plate) and that a small space is left between the top of the table and the bottom of the Flanged Plate. The purpose of this will be seen later.

The mechanism of the model is concealed in the base. The Motor armature shaft carries a ½" Pinion that engages a 57-teeth Gear Wheel held on a short Rod journaled in the Motor sideplates, and carrying also a second ½" Pinion driving a second 57-teeth Gear on a Rod that carries also a Worm. The Worm drives a 50-teeth Gear secured on a 1¼" stroke Crankshaft.

Attached to the crank pin of the Crankshaft is a piece of Cord, which passes over a Pulley on a Rod journaled in the base of the model, and is then arranged to work the conjurer's arms in the following manner. A second piece of cord carries a counter-weight composed of eight Flanged Wheels, and is guided over a 1½" loose Pulley attached to an ½"x½" Angle Bracket that is bolted to a 12½" Angle Girdle to which the body of the conjurer (a 5½"x2½" Flanged Plate) is attached by two ½"x½" Angle Brackets. The 12½" Angle Girdle is bolted across the Braced Girdle framing the back of the model.

The cord then goes under a further ½" loose Pulley held on a ½" Bolt that is fixed in a suitable position. Next the cord travels over a 1½" fast Pulley on a 3½" Rod, journaled in the top holes of the 5½"x2½" Flanged Plate representing the conjurer's body, and is finally attached to a 3½" Strip pivoted on the 3½" Rod. This Strip forms one of the counterweighted cord, attachment being made immediately behind the figure of the conjurer, near the point where the front weighted cord is tied to the 3½" Strip. The other arm also is formed by a 3½" Strip, and the forearms are made by bolting a 2¼" Strip to each of the 3½" Strips; the joint must be quite rigid.

The cloth is stretched between the conjurer's arms by means of a 5½"x1½" Double Angle Strip, the cloth being nipped between ½"x½" Angle Brackets forming the hands, and the ends of the Double Angle Strip. The arms should be adjusted so that the cloth drags naturally over the front of the table.

As already mentioned, a space is left between the conjurer's body and the sides of the table, and the purpose of this is to allow a Crank, secured on an 11½" Rod at the back of the conjurer, to sweep across the top of the table. The Crank carries a 1½" Reversed Angle Bracket to which is bolted a Flat Bracket that in turn is secured by means of a Collar to the lower end of the Rod that represents the candle. The 11½" Rod is journaled in ½"x½" Angle Brackets placed in a convenient position at the back of the figure, and at its lower end carries a ½" Pinion, which engages the mechanism in the base as will be described later.

The conjurer's head (a fast Pulley) is pivoted on a 3½" Rod secured in a Collar bolted to the Flanged Plate that forms his body, and during the performance of the trick the head is made to nod by means of a piece of cord, one end of which is attached to the crankshaft in the base of the model. The cord is then passed over a ½" loose Pulleys held on bolts in a similar manner to the cord that operates the arms. The mechanism for operating the disintegration of the candlestick, through the agency of the Crank on the driven 1½" Rod, swings round to the back of the conjurer, where it remains while the cloth is raised; when the table is again revealed the cloth which has vanished. It swings back to its former place, however, during the next cycle of operations, the movement of the swinging Crank occurring while the cloth is in front of the table.

The remaining model to be dealt with is the ingenious jazz drummer's outfit shown on the opposite page. It was designed by A. Weldon of Peterborough. The big drum comprises two Hub Discs, joined by Flat Girders bent to shape, and stiff paper is used for the diaphragm. The design of the other items will be quite clear from a study of the illustration.
BOYS! BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT WITH MECCANO

SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK

Write to-day for this fine new book. It contains a number of thrilling articles, profusely illustrated, describing many famous engineering feats. In addition, the full range of Meccano Outfits is shown, and there are illustrations of many wonderful Meccano models.

We will send you a copy, post free, in return for the names and addresses of three of your chums. Write your own name and address clearly, and add No. 70 after it for reference.

A DIFFERENT MODEL EVERY DAY!

When you are a Meccano boy you build anything you want—with your Meccano Outfit. To-day, it may be a working model of a Travelling Crane; to-morrow, a Motor Car chassis; the day after, a Traction Engine. Day in and day out there is something different to build.

Meccano models are real engineering models in miniature, because they are built with real engineering parts—Nuts and Bolts, Girders, Plates, Gear Wheels, Pinions, Cranks and scores of others. These parts can be used over and over again to make any number of different models.

Think of the endless fun you can have with Meccano, and make sure you get an Outfit for Christmas. You cannot beat Meccano Engineering for fun!

£500 in Prizes!

There is no hobby in the world more thrilling than Meccano model-building, but the interest is increased ten-fold when you are building a model that may win a prize in our grand £500 Competition. Full particulars are given on page 988.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prices of Meccano Outfits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 00 Outfit builds 162 models</td>
<td>Price 2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 00 ..................</td>
<td>189 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 01 ..................</td>
<td>343 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 02 ..................</td>
<td>573 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 03 ..................</td>
<td>629 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 04 ..................</td>
<td>687 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 05 ..................</td>
<td>753 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 06 ..................</td>
<td>790 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 07 ..................</td>
<td>844 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Carton ..................</td>
<td>889 ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Enamelled Cabinet ........</td>
<td>450 ..................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IMPROVED PENDULUM CONNECTION

As its name indicates, the Pendulum Connection, part No. 172, is intended for use as a flexible joint between the pendulum and the pallet shaft of a Meccano clock, and is employed for this purpose in the Meccano Super Model No. 14, Grandfather Clock. It consists of a length of spring brass strip, and on its introduction it was immediately realised that it would also prove useful as a contact brush in Meccano electrical gear. As many readers will know, the part was employed in this manner in the Electric Engine described in the Sugden's System of the "M.M." for June, 1930, and in the Four-cylinder Electric Engine similarly dealt with in our issue for November, 1930. In these models it is necessary to mount the connection so that it is insulated from the remainder of the model. It was clamped between two Washers secured by a Bolt to an Angle Bracket, therefore, and the Angle Bracket in turn was secured to the frame of the model by means of a Meccano 6 B.A. Bolt and Nut, and an Insulating Bush and Washer.

Model-builders will be interested to know that the Pendulum Connection has now been modified in order to make a much simpler method of fitting possible. A hole of 6 B.A. clearance to accommodate a Meccano 6 B.A. Bolt has been drilled in one end of the Connection. When the part is to be used as a contact strip and a Washer are slipped on to the shank of each set-screw. The set-screws are driven home and a 6 B.A. Bolt passed through the end transverse bore in the Coupling, and also through the corresponding perforations in the 11 Strips, securing these in position.

The free ends of the 11 Strips are placed on the transverse portion of the Meccano Crankshaft and maintained in a central position by means of a Spring Clip mounted between two washers. In the assembled model this big end unit, the 11 Strips should of course be placed on the Crankshaft, but they are attached to the Coupling; otherwise it will be impossible to slip the Strips on to the "cranked" portion.

USING THE MECCANO BALL BEARING

The Ball Bearing unit consists of a Ball Casing and two Ball Races, one of which has sprocket teeth cut in it, and in it may be driven by means of Sprocket Chain. In small models the Chain drive is liable to take up too much room, and it is better to substitute a Meccano 31 Gear Wheel for the toothed Ball Race, and drive the 31 Gear by means of a 9 Pinion.

LOCOMOTIVE CHIMNEY.—A Meccano Chimney Adaptor makes an excellent locomotive chimney. When a tall chimney is required, a Sleeve Pin can be slipped over the Chimney Adaptor and a 3 Flanged Wheel secured on top of the Sleeve Piece by means of a short Rod. (Reply to W. Cox, Wellingborough.)

BUMPER.—Your design for a bumper is interesting, but it is possible to build such a large variety of excellent bumpers with standard Strips, Brackets, etc., that a special part is really unnecessary. We are not losing sight of your idea, however. (Reply to E. Feasey, London, S.E.7.)
MECCANO
£500 MODEL-BUILDING
COMPETITION

Every year thousands of new Meccano models are designed and built by Meccano boys. We wish to encourage these inventive boys, and with this object we have planned a new Model-building Contest that is to be the biggest we have ever organised. There will be a large number of Cash Prizes of a total value of over £500. In addition, Meccano Outfits and other Meccano products to the value of £200 will be awarded, making a grand total of £700.

In order to compete for these splendid prizes all that is necessary is to build an original model, and send us a photograph or sketch of it, together with any explanation that may be necessary in regard to the special points in its design and mechanism.

Before commencing to build their models, competitors should obtain the latest list of Meccano parts, as many wonderful new parts have been added recently.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR AN ENTRY FORM

Each entry must be accompanied by an official Entry Form, obtainable free from any Meccano dealer. Overseas competitors can obtain their forms from the Meccano agent for their particular country. Any competitor who has difficulty in obtaining an Entry Form should write for one direct to Meccano Ltd., enclosing a 1d. stamp to cover return postage. Full details of the Contest, together with a complete list of the prizes that are to be awarded, appear on the Entry Form.

Start work on your model to-day. You may be one of the fortunate competitors to win a place in the big Prize List!

Closing Date for All Sections: 31st March, 1932.

SECTIONS AND AGE LIMITS

To ensure that each competitor will have an equal chance, regardless of his age, the Contest is divided into five separate Sections as detailed below.

Section A—For competitors over 18 years of age on 31st March, 1932.
Section B—For competitors over 16 and under 18 on 31st March, 1932.
Section C—For competitors over 12 and under 16 on 31st March, 1932.
Section D—For competitors over 10 and under 12 on 31st March, 1932.
Section E—For competitors under 10 on 31st March, 1932.

MECCANO LIMITED,
OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL.
500 Pound Model-Building Contest

“How to Win a Big Prize”

By Pawl the “Office Boy”

Hello everybody! Merry Christmas to you all. Although I’ve been on the editorial staff of the “M.M.” for a long time, this is the first oklahshen on which I have had the privilege of contributing to its pages, and having a chat with its 100,000 readers all over the world. This is how it all came about.

The other day that August person, the Editor of the “M.M.,” pressed the water-cooled push-button on his shining ebony desk, thus causing the office boy (that’s me!) to thrust his face in at the door of the Editorial sanctum.

“Come in,” said the Editor, gruffly pushing forward a chair, and I accepted his invitation, bowing low in the customary curtsied manner adopted by all members of the illustrious profession of office-boys. I had a feeling of aw mixed with fear that the Boss had suddenly gone Eccentric (triple throw), for he usually says “Get out!” in a very rude manner.

“Pawl,” says the Editor, offering me a cigar, “Having noted yore skill as a Meccano model-builder, I have come to the delusion that you are the ideal person to give a few useful hints and tips to competitors in the £500 Model-building Contest.”

“Do I understand,” says I, offhandedly flicking cigar ash awl over the Ed.’s carpet, “that for the benefit of young model-builders I am to pore forth tit-bits of intelligence regarding the building of Meccano models edible for, and likely to win prizes in this remarkable contest?”

“Exactly,” says he, “I want you to tell every Meccano Boy about the biggest Meccano Contest that has yet been organized.”

“I’ll endeavour to do my best,” I says, and then I Bolted.

A second later my stenographist, Ring through the corridors of the Editorial edifice in Bains Road, demanding paper, pens, and ink. These being produced by the assistant office-boy, I proceeded to Strip off my coat and to roll up my Sleeve Pieces, and pencilled the following article. (The Boss says the spelling is simply awful, but I don’t think he could spell acomodashun himself. Anyway, he is only a Double Armed Crank and the tips I am giving are jolly good wums. But reed on, dear reader, and judge for yerself.)

“Grand £500 Model-building Contest”

Every Meccano boy and girl, young or old, is hereby noticed that by making good use of their Meccano Outfits between now and the 31st March, 1932, they have a splendid chance to bag a fine prize in a big Model-building Contest in which Mr. Hornby is giving away £500 worth of prizes, including £250 in cash. There is shure to be an overwhelming number of entries, for all Meccanoites will want to have a finger in this golden pie! That is all to the good, however, for the lucky prize-winners will feel doubly proud of success in the face of so much competition.

All a competitor has to do is to think out something new and original and then bid it neat in Meccano. Then he has to write a clear description of the muddle—sorry, I mean model—and to get a photograph or a drawing of it, and send it together with the Description and Entry Form to this office. That is all their is to do and having dun this competitors can forget all about the £500 Contest for a month or two until one foggy, wet, and dismal morning they (may) find letters on their breakfast tables notifying them that they have won valuable prizes!

Any number of parts may be used in building models, but a simple velv-bilt model stands a better chance of winning a prize than a badly-constructed model using many parts. Any model which may be put to sum practical use will attract the attention of the judges more than models that are not intended to work. For example,

a Meccano model glass kettle that won’t kust glass is not likely to win a prize in this Contest. Neither is a motor car that will only run backwards!

Competitors should remember when describing or illustrating models that the judges have never seen the model and no nothing at all about it, and they should describe or illustrate models so that even the details may be fully understood by the judges.

Wun entry in a recent contest looked like an announcement of a sale. It advertised farming machinery, etc., by auction, and a free lunch at noon to those who attended the sale! The judges were just grabbing there hats and coats from the Corner Bracket to go to the sale (and the lunch!) when they aksidentally saw from the other side of the announcement that it had a model sketched on it and was an entry for the competition! Readers, imagin there disappointment!

Don’t forget to write your name on the Entry Form. If you win a prize the postman won’t be able to deliver it, if he only has your name or age to go by.

Sum competitors in Meccano Contests put funny names on there models. One in a recent contest was corled “a tournament of olden time,” but to me it looked like a mixt of a cork-screw and a steam shovel! Another fellow chose as his title the “old oaken bucket,” which was ridiculer for a model made of “shining steel and brass!” The name given to a model is not everything, however, as the boy who called his “Hope” discovered when he did not win a prize!

Many of the competitors would make good comedians.

Wun competitor pointed out that he had maid his model “out of his head.” Another sent a photographt of the underneath part of a motor car and entitled it “Worm’s eye view” — the opposite, I suppose to a bird’s eye view.

Many of the best prize-winning models, if they are sooteable, will be included in future Instructshun Manuals, and other Meccano publicikhailshuns that we have in mind, so that a competitor’s model may be re-built again and again by boys in all parts of the world. This in itself will be regarded by most Meccano boys as sufficient reward for the labor involved.

There is just wun more thing I want to say to you awl before I conclue. The job of picking the winners is always a very difficult wun, for thousands upon thousands of entries, with the acumpunying fotograf or drawings, have to be carefully skrutinized and the models’ good points eggshashinized. Meccano boys are found in every country of the world and of course there entries are written in many different languages. Those in Dutch, Spanish, Eyetalian, French, etc., have first to be transmitted into English in our foreign correspondence department before the judges can deal with them. Now the wun last thing I want to say to you awl is to ask you to help the judges by filing up your Entry Forms correctely, and by riting legibly. If the judges cannot read wum, they have no cut, then they get mad, and then the model stands a poor chance of bagging a prize.

Well, I’ve sed all I can about this £500 Model-building Contest, and in my o’Pinion I’ve earned my Grub-Screw for the week, so I will finish. Now don’t forget, Meccano boys, awl over the world! Role up in yore thousands and send in yore models for this grand Contest.

Yours truly, PAWL.

P.S. Since riting the above I have seen the staf artist and persuaded him to make sum drawings to illustrate my article. He seems to have got hold of the ring idea, and, however, and has drorn a lot of ridiculeriu picktures (including me in my bed) with wich opinion you will coincide.
A Novel Excavating Machine

The "Henderson" Cable Drag-Scraper

The most remarkable feature of Meccano is the manner in which it enables actual machines and mechanisms of all kinds to be reproduced with every important detail of the original. There is thus no limit to its possibilities, and this is the reason for its ever-growing popularity with model-builders in all parts of the world.

One of the most interesting models that have come to our notice recently is a workable reproduction of a new type of excavating machine, known as a cable drag-scraper. The actual machine, which is illustrated on the next page, is a product of John M. Henderson & Co. Ltd., Aberdeen, and the model was built by D. L. Medd, also of Aberdeen.

After examining the model we came to the conclusion that other Meccano model-builders would be interested in it, and in this article we give details of its construction, together with a description of the real machine and the manner in which it works.

The cable drag-scraper is a simple and effective machine for certain kinds of excavation work, and also for storing and reclaiming coal and other bulk materials. The particular drag-scraper with which we are concerned in this article is really an experimental machine of a new type, and was designed specially for the purpose of carrying out a big excavation job in order to construct a new water outlet and sluice gate for draining the agricultural areas surrounding King's Lynn, Norfolk. For this work the machine has proved entirely satisfactory.

The task is one of peculiar difficulty. The original channel was constructed many years ago, and in course of time has become gradually filled up with silt and enormous quantities of clayey mud. In order to clear the channel it was necessary to remove 150,000 cu. yd. of this material and to convey it to a neighbouring dumping ground.

The channel to be excavated was about 300 ft. across at the widest point, near the outlet sluice, and had to be excavated to a depth of 35 ft. below the bank, the depth of silt being from 20 to 30 ft. Owing to the fact that a large percentage of clay was present in the silt, pumping operations, which normally might have been employed on a job of this kind, could not be resorted to. Further, the fen-like nature of the ground banned the use of ordinary heavy dragline excavators for even when mats and caterpillar tracks were tried the ground would not sustain the weight of a dragline. It was therefore finally decided to employ a drag-scraper.

One of the principal advantages of this machine is that it uses obviates the necessity of second handling of the excavated material, for the drag bucket excavates, conveys and deposits its load direct into waiting tipping wagons.

The machine consists of a bucket or scoop of special form without a bottom. This is hauled backward and forward by means of wire ropes. When travelling forward the bucket digs into the material and fills itself, after which it travels forward holding the same material till it is stopped. When the loading machine is reversed, the bucket travels backward and leaves its load behind.

On one side of the ground to be excavated there is a head carriage, built of steel sections and plated and arranged to travel on a rail track of 22 ft. centres, laid parallel to the channel to be dug. An electrically-driven double drum winch is mounted on this carriage, and operates the in-haul and out-haul ropes, which drag the bucket backward and forward. The front of the head carriage is in the form of a steep ramp built of steel plates fitted with removable wearing strips. The bucket is fitted at its front with skids, and when the full bucket reaches the carriage it travels up the ramp and is allowed to come to rest on a horizontal grid, through which its contents are discharged into trucks passing underneath. When the bucket has discharged its contents it is travelled back for another load.

A small ballasted tail carriage runs on a double narrow gauge track on the other bank of the channel, and carries the return pulley for the out-haul rope. Hand trucks are fitted for moving the head carriage along the rails, while the tail carriage is moved along by a pinch bar. The in-haul and out-haul drums of the winch are driven by an electric motor of 50 b.h.p., which runs continuously. The drums are engaged by friction band clutches, and each is fitted with a brake actuated automatically by a weight and so adjusted as to maintain at a suitable tension the brake line pickle overhauled, thus preventing the ropes getting entangled or rubbing the machinery.

The machine is operated from an elevated cabin by one man who, in addition to the electric switch and motor starter, has only two clutch control levers, which he simply moves backward and forward one with each hand. The levers are interlocked in such a manner that it is impossible to engage both clutches to be engaged at the same time.

The capacity of the bucket is 1 cu. yd., and as the train wagons also hold 1 cu. yd. each bucket load fills a wagon. A train of wagons hauled by a petrol-driven locomotive is run under the head carriage and moved forward as each bucketful is discharged through the grill. A second narrow gauge track runs behind the head carriage, so that a regular circulation of wagons can be maintained between the drag-scraper and the tip. The in-haul speed is approximately 225 ft. per minute, and the out-haul speed 450 ft. per minute, the same power being expended in each direction.

Although the machine is of an unusual type, no trouble has been experienced with it, and apart from one or two minor adjustments to the bucket skids and the grill, no repairs have been carried out. The usefulness of the machine will be realised from the fact that it is capable of handling 2,500 to 3,000 cu. yd. of material per week of 60 hours, or an average of 42 to 50 cu. yd. per hour.

John M. Henderson & Co. Ltd. make other types of drag-scraper machines in some of which the tail-mast is arranged to travel radially on a circular track. Various forms of power plant are fitted according to the requirements of the work to be done. The drag-scraper is a particularly good subject for the attention of Meccano model-builders, as will be apparent from the accompanying photographs of D. L. Medd's fine model. There is little
need to dwell in detail on the construction of the model, for its most important features are shown clearly in the illustrations. So far as the working of the model is concerned, it follows very closely the operation of the actual machine. It is driven by a Meccano Steam Engine, and will actually collect, convey and deliver material to the miniature wagons of a Hornby model railway system. It is fitted with reversing gear operated from the elevated operator's cabin, and is equipped also with brakes that are arranged so as to be applied automatically when the machine is reversed, in order to keep under suitable tension the rope that is being overhauled.

The bucket is pulled backwards and forwards by means of a double drum winch built up from Pulleys, and when the pulling-in drum is in gear the automatic brake is applied to the out-haul drum. So that it slides just sufficiently to allow the bucket to slide smoothly over the ground. When the bucket is being pulled outward the brake is applied automatically on the pulling-in drum.

It will be noticed from the illustration of the model that Strips and Plates form the major part of the construction which, considering the unusual working of the model, is remarkably simple. Details of the ramp, and the chute down which the excavated material descends to the waiting railway wagons, are clearly shown in the photographs.

Meccano model-builders who are also Hornby Train enthusiasts will find the model doubly interesting. Not only will they be able to apply their constructional abilities, but also when the model is completed they will be able to spend many happy hours in operating it in conjunction with their Hornby Train system.

If a suitable layout is arranged many exciting and interesting manœuvres can be carried out in conveying "excavated" material to the dumping grounds.

**A NEW COMPETITION**

When submitting details of his fine model Medd enclosed also a photograph and a leaflet describing the actual machine. The advantage of being able to compare a model with the machine or mechanism that it reproduces will be obvious to all readers; and it occurred to us that it would be a good idea to organise a model-building competition in which each entry must be accompanied by an illustration of the actual machine it represents.

We have therefore decided to award prizes of £2/2/-, £1/1/- and 10/6 respectively for the three best models sent in by competitors living in the British Isles, and a separate and similar set of prizes for the three best models sent in by competitors living overseas. To enter the contest it is only necessary to send a photograph of the model, together with an illustration of the actual machine it reproduces. A written description of the model must accompany each entry, and the sender's age, name and address must be written clearly on the back of each photograph.

Envelopes containing entries must be addressed "Actual Machines" Contest, Meccano Ltd., Bisons Road, Old Swan, Liverpool. The closing date for the competition is 31st March, 1932.

Competitors should have no difficulty in obtaining illustrations of suitable subjects. A magazine cutting or a picture taken from a newspaper will usually answer the purpose, but of course it will be better still if, as in the case of the drag-scrapers model, a competitor can obtain an illustration from the maker of the original machine.

In entering this contest competitors should note that whatever subject may be chosen for a model it must be a definite railway machine. For example, suitable subjects would be Co. L. M. S. or Lister trucks, Stothert & Pitt cranes, or an "all-steam" steam wagon.

A model of a truck, crane, wagon or any other machine that does not reproduce a definite original will not be eligible.

Readers will remember the remarkable model of O.J. Garner six-wheeled motor chassis which was illustrated and described, together with the actual vehicle, in the issue of the "M.M." for March, 1931. This is another example of the kind of models required in this competition.

A selection of the successful entries will be illustrated in future issues of the "M.M."

It will greatly assist the competition judges if competitors will try to obtain photographs that show the details of their models as clearly as possible. This is not a difficult matter provided that certain simple precautions are taken. One of the most important points is the choice of a suitable background. For models constructed from coloured parts a plain sheet of white paper makes an admirable background and throws the main constructional details into sharp relief. After the background is arranged, the model should be studied carefully from various angles in order to find the viewpoint that shows the most important details clearly. In the case of complicated models two or even three photographs taken from different angles may be necessary to show all the essential features.

Another good plan is to suspend the model over a mirror, at such an angle that the underside of the model is reflected in the mirror. Then by careful choice of the angle at which the camera is placed, a really interesting and informative photograph will be obtained.

We hope competitors will pay particular attention to these points as in many recent competitions it has been impossible to illustrate the prize-winning models owing to the unsuitability of the photographs.
MECCANO WEEK!
27th November to 4th December

Meccano Week is here! Dealers everywhere are making special displays of Meccano in their windows and in their shops. Go and see them to-day! Enquire about this wonderful hobby for yourself, and think of all the thrilling models you could build if you had a Meccano Outfit—a different one every day if you wished.

The models you build with Meccano are real engineering models in miniature, because they are built with real engineering parts—Nuts and Bolts, Girders, Plates, Gear Wheels, Pinions, Cranks and scores of others. These parts can be used over and over again to make hundreds of different models.

Just imagine the endless fun you could have with Meccano, and make sure you get an Outfit this Christmas!

If you are already a model-builder, make up your mind to buy more parts so that you may build bigger and more thrilling models.

PRICES OF MECCANO OUTFITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Outfit builds</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 00</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 0</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>6/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 6</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 7</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Carton Enamelled Cabinet 45/-

HORNBY TRAIN WEEK!
4th December to 11th December

This is the best time of the year for every boy who is keen on model railways to see the Hornby Railway System. During this week the new Hornby Locomotives, Rolling Stock and Accessories will be shown in the shops. Make sure you see them! Take Dad with you and let him see them, too—he will be easily persuaded!

Hornby Locomotives are the longest-running locomotives in the world. In a recent test a Hornby No. 1 Locomotive, running light, covered the amazing distance of 182 ft. on one winding. This wonderful performance could only be accomplished by a Hornby.

If you do not yet possess a Hornby Railway now is the time to start when the world-famous Hornby Trains are better, stronger, and more powerful than ever. For every boy who is keen on model trains this must be a Hornby Christmas.

PRICES OF HORNBY TRAIN SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 0</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 0</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>25/-</td>
<td>25/-</td>
<td>25/-</td>
<td>30/-</td>
<td>35/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER MODELS UP TO 85/-

Amateurs to-day—Experts to-morrow!
Special Christmas Competitions

Many Splendid Prizes to be Won

"Birds and Beasts" Model-Building Contest

This month we announce one of the most novel model-building competitions that we have ever organised. We have named it "Birds and Beasts" Contest, and under this term we include also fish, reptiles, insects, and in fact all living things—except human beings!

Curiously life-like models of this kind may be constructed from Meccano parts, as the illustration on this page shows. The model was constructed by D. A. Theedon, South Farnborough, Hants., and is referred to in the "Contests Results" pages of this issue. Other creatures lend themselves equally well to model-building and many of them are particularly suitable subjects for caricature or humorous construction. There are great possibilities for ingenuity in devising working models reproducing animal movements, and generally the competition offers very wide scope for originality. It will be seen that the model illustrated on this page is built solid, but if desired competitors may construct their models either in the flat or in half section, whichever method they like best.

In order to compete in this Contest competitors should make Meccano models of any birds or beasts and then obtain either photographs or good drawings of the models and send them to this office. Neither photographs nor drawings need be the competitor’s own work, but the model itself must be the result of his own unaided efforts.

Any number of Meccano parts may be used in building models and a competitor may submit more than one entry if he wishes, provided that all the entries are sent in the same envelope.

The Contest will be divided into two sections—Section A, for competitors living in the British Isles; Section B for competitors living overseas. The closing date for Section A is 30th January, 1932; and for Section B, 30th April, 1932.

Each competitor must write his age, name and address on the back of each photograph or drawing sent in, together with the letter A or B indicating the Section for which his entry is intended. Envelopes should be addressed "Birds and Beasts" Contest, Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool.

The following range of prizes is offered in each Section. First Prize, Meccano goods value £3-3s. Second Prize, Meccano goods value £2-2s. Third Prize, Meccano goods value £1-1s. Six Prizes of Meccano goods value 7/6 (to be chosen by the winners themselves). Six Prizes of Meccano Instruction Manuals. In addition a number of consolation prizes and Certificates of Merit will be awarded in each Section.

We hope to illustrate a selection of the best entries received when announcing the results of the Contest in the "M.M." It should be borne in mind, however, that it is only possible to reproduce photographs that are correctly and sharply focussed.

"The Year's Best Prize Model" Voting Contest

During 1931 illustrations of many splendid prize-winning Meccano models have appeared in the "Contest Results" pages of the "M.M." and we think it would be interesting to ascertain our readers’ opinions in regard to their relative merits. We have therefore decided to arrange this Contest, in which each competitor is asked to name on a postcard—A. The prize-winning model he considers the best illustrated during 1931; B. The six models that he believes will prove the most popular, as decided by the massed votes of the competitors in this Contest.

Only those models that have been illustrated on the "Model-building Contests Results" pages in any of the issues of the "M.M." for 1931 are to be taken into consideration in this Competition, including, of course, those dealt with on the "Results" pages of this issue. Each model referred to must be identified by giving the page and date of the issue in which the illustration appeared, the name of the model, and that of its builder, and we remind entrants that if the builder’s name is not stated in the caption to the illustration it will be found somewhere in the accompanying article.

Entries must be by postcard only. The competitor’s name and address must be written on the card, which should be addressed to "Year’s Best Model" Voting Contest, Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool. No competitor may submit more than one entry.

Entries will be divided into two sections—Section A for competitors living in the British Isles; Section B for competitors living Overseas. The closing date for Section A is 30th January, 1932; and for Section B 30th April, 1932. The following prizes will be awarded in order of merit to the competitors whose lists most accurately forecast the final results:—First Prize, Meccano goods value £2-2s.; Second Prize, Meccano goods value £1-1s.; Third Prize, Meccano goods value 10/6. Six Prizes, each consisting of Meccano goods value 5/- also will be awarded, and in addition the builders of the six models shown by the final massed votes of all competitors to be the most popular, will each receive a prize of Meccano goods, value 5/-.

Prize-winners may choose any goods they like from current Meccano catalogues.
Results of Meccano Model-Building Contests

By Frank Hornby

“Crane” Contest (Home Sections)

CRANES have always been regarded by model-builders as among the most suitable subjects for reproduction in Meccano, and this led me to expect great things in the “Crane” Competition. That my expectations were fully justified is borne out by the fine models shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The results of the Home Sections of the Contest are given below, and I am now hoping that Overseas model-builders will complete the success of the competition by an equally praiseworthy response.

In Section A three competitors tied for the First Prize, and to get over the difficulty in the fairest possible way it was decided to combine the First and Second Prizes, and then divide the total amount equally between the three competitors.

The list of prize-winners is as follows:

**Section A (for competitors over 14 years of age)**

**First and Second Prizes** have been combined and divided equally between the following three competitors, who each receive a cheque for £1-1s.: A. M. Campbell, Exmouth; K. W. Cameron, Clapham, Birkenhead; G. Kenneth Holland, Liverpool.

**Tweny Prize, Cheque for £1-1s.** P. D. Williams, Sandhurst, Surrey.

**Editor’s Special Prize, Cheque for £10/6.** D. A. Theedon, S. Farnborough, Hants.


**Twelve Prizes of Certificates of Merit** by A. Thornton, Scarborough; S. W. Sheldon, Watford; G. Harding, Bedford; J. Browne, Glasgow; C. N. Marston, Halfax; H. W. Webb, Wood Green, London, N.72; R. Besse, Dartford; D. F. O’Shea, Doncaster; R. F. R. Stanbury and R. Hobson (joint award), Manchester; W. F. Cennett, Willington; T. Rawlings, Bolton; Anthony Johnson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

**Section B (for competitors under 14 years of age)**

**First Prize, Meccano goods value £2-2s.** A. H. Greenhalgh, Leicester. **Second Prize, Meccano goods value £1-1s.** John Hall, Lough, Lincs. **Third Prize, Meccano goods value £1-1s.** J. Roberts, Broadstairs, Kent.

**Six Prizes of Meccano goods value £5-5s.** A. L. Hughes, Walsall; V. D. Lithbutter, Bredley, Kent; R. Burrow, Wilsford, Chesh.; R. F. Biddle, Ipswich; J. McNaught, Sutton, Surrey; H. C. Caverley, Sedbergh, Yorks.


**Twelve Prizes of Certificates of Merit** by D. Slater, Southport; J. R. Hunt, Epsom; P. G. Smith, Birmingham; R. F. S, London, E.4; D. Alfred, London, N.W.2; F. N. Maxwell, Brough, near Sutton Coldfield, Warwick; T. Step, Hayes, Kent; N. A. Botes, Woodford Green, Essex; E. P. Winer, Ryde, I.O.W.; E. Danter, West Bromwich; A. Taibot, Woodford Green, Essex; D. Crichton, Glasgow, E.I.

Before dealing with the prize-winning model cranes I must refer readers to another kind of crane, which is illustrated on the Contest Announcements page in this issue. This remarkable model, which it will be seen reproduces a crane bird, is a competitor’s effort to find a suitable model for entry in the “Crane” Contest! Of course he does not really think that the “Crane” Model-building Contest was intended for models of the non-mechanical kind, for he accompanied the model of the bird with one of a portable steam-driven crane. He is to be congratulated on his inspiration in hitting on the idea of the bird, however, and the Editor was so pleased with the originality of this entry that he decided to reward its builder with a special prize of £10/6. The bird is the work of D. A. Theedon, South Farnborough, Hants. Incidentally readers will find elsewhere in this issue details of a new competition, in which models of any kind of animal, bird, fish or reptile may be entered.

K. W. Cameron sent two models.

The first is a block-setting crane. It is of “free lance” design, but is based on two illustrations of unusual “Titans” that appeared on pages 55 and 113 of the February and March, 1925, issues of the “M.M.” It is interesting to note that the model was built specially so that it could be used to build a miniature breakwater in connection with a model railway system, a task that it carried out admirably.

All the usual features, rotation of the jib, hoisting and slewing, ar incorporated in the model, and the entire mechanism is driven by an
Electric Motor. Fidler’s block-setting gear also is a prominent feature of the model. The working of the crane is controlled from four separate levers, one for starting and stopping the Motor, two for the four movements of the crane, and another for operating the brake gear. The gear box is very compact and occupies a space measuring only $51\times2\frac{1}{2}\times2\frac{1}{2}$. The driving Motor is housed in the rear of the boom so that its weight may be utilised as a counterbalance.

The other model submitted by Cameron is a portable Electric Crane, the design of which is based on the fine crane at Southampton Docks, a photograph of which appeared in the January 1931 issue of the Magazine.

Some idea of the size of this fine model, which requires two Electric Motors to drive it, will be gained from the following details. The base weighs 18 lb. and the body and jib 21 lb. These figures extend over a scale to which the model is built representing weights of 229 and 437 tons respectively, a total scale weight of 686 tons. When properly counterbalanced by placing a sufficient weight in the rear of the model, it will lift a load of 20 lb., representing a scale load of 416 tons. Altogether 1,100 nuts and bolts are used in the structure.

The cover of the September 1928 issue of the "M.M." illustrated the wonderful 400-ton "Demag" Floating Block-setting Crane that forms the prototype of the fine model built by Kenneth Holland, Liverpool, which tied for First Prize with the entries of K. W. Cameron and A. M. Campbell. This model is illustrated here, and is a splendid example of an "M.M." article providing a subject for model-builders.

I am describing this model somewhat fully for I think other readers will want to build similar models for themselves. Each curved side of the hull is built up of three 12½" Braced Girders with the addition of nine 12¼" Strips, two above and one below each of the Braced Girders. The pointed stern of the ship is formed by joining the sides by Hinges. The main deck is constructed from Flat Plates, the centre portion containing eight 5½"X3½" Flat Plates and three 5½"X2½" Flat Plates, slanted at each side by two 5½"X2½", one 2½"X2½" and one 5½"X8½" Flat Plates.

The port portion of the main deck consists of two 5½"X2½" Flanged Plates and two 3½"X2½" Flanged Plates, and the irregular space in the stern is filled in with three 2½"X2½" Flat Plates and one 2½"X3½" Triangular Plate. The sides of the top deck are composed of two 9½" Braced Girders, and the deck itself is constructed from two 5½"X2½" Flanged Plates buttered together by their flanges.

The funnel is constructed from two Boilers extended by a Boiler End that is held in place by a long Rod passed through the funnel. The steam pipe is an 8" Rod extended by a 2" Rod, and is fastened to the funnel by two Handrail Supports.

Realistic sirens are made from Threaded Pins. Each ventilator is formed from three Couplings and a Collar secured to a 3½" Threaded Rod, which carries at its upper end a 3½" Contra Wheel. The anchor winch in the stern is formed from two ½" loose Pulleys held on Rods in two 2½"X1½" Angle Brackets, and the anchors are represented by Hooks (part No. 57). The cabin on top deck is made from four Girder Brackets and six 2½" Flat Girders.

The life boats, each of which is made from two 2½" Angle Girders, hang in davits made from 3½" Rods with tension Springs pressed upon them and bent over with Meccano Cord.

The crane cab consists of a 2½"X2½" Flanged Plate with Windmill Sails for the sides and 2½" Flat Girders for the ends, and is mounted on four 3½" Flanged Wheels that travel on rails formed from Angle Girders bolted to the upper surface of the bridge structure.

A three sheave pulley block formed from three ½" loose Pulleys mounted on a short Rod four Channel Bearing is bolted to the underside of the crane. The device for gripping the block comprises four ½" Strips bolted to holes in the concrete, which hold open 1½" Strips so grip the sides of the concrete. The crab is an endless length of Sprocket Chain, which runs over a 1½" Sprocket Wheel at each end of the Bridge.

Motive power is supplied by an Electric Motor. A ½" Bevel on one end of the Motor armature engages a 1½" Bevel on a short Rod on which is wound the hoisting cord. The crab and hoisting mechanism can be thrown out of engagement with the Motor simply by operating two Rods, which control the movements of two slidable Rods that carry Finions and project outside the ship at the stern. Port, starboard, mast-head, and tail lights are fitted, and the whole is wired-up in series, the current for the lamps being supplied by three flash-lamp batteries. Ingenious use of Dredger Buckets is made to hold them in.

The model built by Angus M. Campbell is based on the 50-ton crane at the Southampton Docks. The model closely resembles the real crane in appearance, and also reproduces faithfully each of the movements of the prototype. It consists of three parts: the base, the top structure, which contains the machinery and control cabinets, counterweight structure, and the whole of the crane.

The whole of the crane is on the from a 6-volt top structure rotates power being obtained Motor supplied with current from an Accumulator, which is fitted into the body of the crane. The Motor is placed in the rear of the cabin, and by means of two built-up clutches drives the hoisting and lowering gear, and also luffs the Jib.

The Third Prize was by P. D. Williams, with steam shovel that is pillar tracks and is dent movements. Four the main driving shaft, jib and working the each side of a main twice by a ½" Pinion Gear Wheel. Between driving shaft there is a gear reduction gears, carries a ½" Pinion and When the lever is in Gear rests between the driving shaft, but when the lever is pulled back the 57-teeth Gear engages with the ½" Pinion, and power is then transmitted to a Contra Wheel from which it is transferred by a vertical Rod to the lowering mechanism. When the control lever is pushed forward its ½" Pinion engages a 57-teeth Gear Wheel on the driving shaft and so transmits the drive by Sprockets and Chain to Rack Strips on the bucket arm. The travelling motion (Continued on page 119).
Longer runs - heavier loads - with Hornby Trains!

Even last year's Hornby Trains have been improved. The locomotives are fitted with stronger mechanical components, giving even greater hauling power. The Rolling Stock is also improved, with new and improved units. The Railway Accessories are up to the same high standard as the locomotives.

Hornby Trains, Rolling Stock and Accessories are always the best, they are better than ever now. In 1921, No. 1 Lighting, covered the amazing distance of 182 ft. on one charge. In 1922, Coaches, the same locomotive ran 150 ft. on one charge. All these could only be accomplished by a Hornby!

For every boy who is keen on model trains, make friends with your dealer.

Make friends with your dealer.

The illustration below shows No. 2 Special true-to-scale the standard compound Scottish Railway. The realistic Hornby No. 2 not only extremely powerful, but they also provide a good selection for locomotive operation. The Hornby No. 2 shown is suitable for a variety of purposes, whether in goods or passenger traffic, in goods or passenger depots, or in the streets.

The globes of these trains can be fitted with a miniature lighting system, wired up to a small accumulator or drycells. When lighted up, they look extremely effective.

Hornby Trains are British and Guaranteed.

HORNBY
BRITISH AND
GUARANTEE

Are you entitled to wear this badge? If not, write to the Secretary of the Hornby Railway Company, Old Swan, Liverpool.
with the new Hornby Trains!

The new models have been eclipsed by the wonderful new models! Their mechanisms that give even longer runs, with Stock greatly improved, and many new models and Accessories are supreme! Always the leaders, now! The Locomotives are the longest passenger sets tested by Hornby No. 1 Locomotive, running on one winding! Hauling three No. 1 Pullman cars on one winding. This wonderful performance!

Your dealer—He can help you

The diagram shows one of the famous Hornby 0-4-0 Locomotives, representing the real-life compound class of the London, Midland and Scottish. The Locomotive is about to enter one of Hornby No. 2 Engine Sheds. These sheds are extremely attractive in appearance, also providing splendid accommodation for locomotives out of the way of dirt and dust. Hornby Lamp Standard No. 1 is suitable for use in a number of positions, such as goods yards, locomotive depots, and stations.

Some of these stands can be fitted with red lamps and up to a small accumulator or dry battery, thus lighting up the stands extremely.
Are you entitled to wear this badge? If not, write to the Secretary of the Hornby Railway Company, Old Swan, Liverpool.

HORNBY BOOK OF TRAINS 1931-2

Get your copy to-day

48 Pages
Price 3d.

Better Even Than Last Year!
This splendid new edition of the famous Hornby Book of Trains is the best yet! It tells how our railway track has developed from crude rails laid on stone sleepers. It tells how the modern passenger coach has grown from an open truck. It contains fascinating articles about the special features of the four British railway groups—page after page of most interesting reading and every page beautifully illustrated. All the splendid Hornby Locomotives, Rolling Stock and Accessories are depicted in full colour and there are details and prices of every item in the Hornby System. You must have this fine book—get a copy to-day!

How to Obtain the Book
The Hornby Book of Trains may be obtained from any Meccano dealer, price 3d., or direct from Meccano Ltd. (Dept. A.M.), Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool, price 4½d. post free. In the latter case a remittance in stamps should be sent and the name and address of the sender should be clearly written. There is no reduction if more than one copy is ordered.

ORDERS FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND CANADA
There are special editions of the Hornby Book of Trains for South Africa and Canada and copies have already been despatched to our agents to fill orders received. The South African price is 6d. post paid and the Canadian 12 cents post paid.
Readers living in South Africa or Canada who require copies should send their orders to the addresses given below.
Readers living in countries other than those mentioned should order from Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool, sending a remittance of 6d. with their order.

Overseas Agencies:
SOUTH AFRICA: Arthur E. Harris, 142 Market Street, Johannesburg (P.O. Box 1199).
CANADA: Meccano Ltd., 34 St. Patrick Street, Toronto.

MECCANO LTD.
(Dept. A.M.), Old Swan, Liverpool
Branch Notes

RAYLEIGH.—An interesting visit was paid to Southend L.N.E.R. locomotive depot. Engine No. 8000 "Clan Hamilton," was boarded by the members. This locomotive was in steam and the various controls were demonstrated by the fireman. The party returned home in the guard's van and the working of the vacuum brake was explained by the Chairman en route. Block telegraph working will be introduced as soon as the members have learned the code. Secretary: H. Arbin, 30, Eastwood Road, Rayleigh.

WESSEX-SUPER-MARE.—The Branch stock has been overhauled, engines and rolling stock having been cleaned and oiled and all rails and points carefully inspected and straightened where necessary. A permanent track has been laid down on baseboards and a satisfactory method of signalling by means of lights has been devised. It is proposed to fit the main line with a third rail and instal electric working on the layout. Secretary: Cedric E. Hysett, 8, Elmhurst Road, Weston-super-Mare.

GLOUCESTER.—Shelves have been erected in a large shed which is to serve as a clubroom, and on these a permanent layout has been screwed down. Electric light has been fitted up in the shed and the Chairman is making concrete bridges for the layout. Secretary: K. Barrow, 22, Painswick Road, Gloucester.

EAGLEHURST (PALMERS GREEN).—Banking work on gradients has been introduced and there was keen competition to show the best results when each member was made responsible for a section of track and any accidents on that section. Cricket has now been replaced by cycle runs. Fourteen cricket matches were won and seven lost during the season. A silver cup has been presented to the Branch and this will be held for three months by the most efficient and deserving member. A visit was paid to the Faraday Centenary Exhibition at the Royal Albert Hall, where a great deal was learned about the applications of electricity to transport. Secretary: Mr. P. D. Garton, 24, Elmdale Road, Palmers Green, London, N.13.

MAIDSTONE.—A new clubroom has been found which is much larger and more convenient than the last. The Branch is combining forces with the Maidstone Meccano Club with the object of holding an Exhibition, and a special committee has been appointed to carry out the necessary plans. The resignations of the Secretary and Treasurer have been accepted and two others appointed in their places. The new Secretary is W. R. G. Hills, "The Orchards," Ashford Road, Maidstone.

WEST NORWOOD.—A visit has been paid to the L.N.E.R. depot at Hornsey.

Branches in Course of Formation

The following new Branches of the Hornby Railway Company are at present in process of formation and any boys who are interested and desirous of linking up with this unique organisation should communicate with the promoters whose names and addresses are given here. All owners of Hornby trains or accessories are eligible for membership and the various secretaries will be pleased to extend a warm welcome to all who send in their applications:—

BIRMINGHAM.—J. W. Roome, 608, M. E. S. Fruiter's Station Road, Marston Green, Nr. Birmingham.

BOWDON.—P. Brotheron, Aberfoyle, Chesham Place, Bowdon.

CHIPPING NORTON.—Thomas Crotty, Newtown Manor, Kilkenny, Ireland.


MARSEY-BY-SEA.—A. Perrin, 103, High Street, Marske-by-Sea, Yorks.

NORWICH.—Hugh Bailey, 25, Civic Gardens, Mile Cross, Norwich.

SOUTHAMPTON.—V. Tami, 15, Trinity Road, Southampton.

OVERSEAS


AUSTRALIA.—T. Watson, 595, Parramatta Road, Leichhardt, N.S.W.


S. INDIA.—M. A. G. Lochan Rao, 2/99 Pedariar Begoda Street, George Town, Madras, S. India.

Branches Recently Incorporated

198. DISS (NORFOLK).—L. Young, 5, Sunny Side, Diss, Norfolk.

199. NOTTINGHAM HIGH SCHOOL MECCANO AND MODEL RAILWAY CLUB.—F. Nabarro, 4, Grosvenor Avenue, Mapperley Park, Nottingham.
XXXVIII.—REALISM IN LINESIDE EFFECTS

Almost all model railways have a gradual growth. They usually commence with a locomotive and a few coaches or wagons and the simplest possible track, and from this stage they develop and grow as their owners' enthusiasm and railway knowledge increase. At first, and in fact for a considerable period, it is natural for attention to be concentrated on the track itself and the running of the various trains. The object is to secure an interesting and railway-like layout, and to operate this by a frequent service of trains, both passenger and goods, signalled correctly as far as possible and perhaps running to a timetable.

During this stage of development little or no attention is paid to accessories and to what we may call "linese-side effects," and after a while the railway owner realises that although his line is working efficiently it has little resemblance to a real railway. The next stage is to consider carefully the possibilities of adding to the already efficient system the little touches of realism that make all the difference between an attractive-looking railway and a mere collection of rails, points and crossings.

The nature of the scheme of lineside effects to be adopted depends to a considerable extent upon whether the railway is laid down permanently or has to be taken up each time after use. In the former case more elaborate effects can be obtained, but even a simple portable layout can be made to appear very effective if the right methods are employed. Frequently a compromise between a permanent and a portable system is possible by agreement with the household authorities. Thus, while the railway may be allowed to remain in position for considerable periods it must not be regarded as a fixture, and must be capable of removal at any time on demand. This is quite a good arrangement, and has the advantage that the layout may be modified without difficulty, whereas extensive alterations to a permanent system generally involve a great deal of trouble.

Most layouts are arranged round a room, and one of the problems the railway owner has to face is that of eliminating the "corner effects" that are so obvious and unsatisfactory. Probably on one side of the layout this may be done by having an engine shed in one corner and perhaps a goods yard and depot in the other. Most likely this will be on the same side of the layout as the main station.

There now remain the other two corners of the room to be dealt with. An effective scheme is to arrange a tunnel on the curve, boring through a spur of a range of hills rising into the corner of the room, and filling it effectively. If a complete tunnel, such as that in the Hornby Series, is used, the material forming the hill may be laid over it and heaped up into the corner. Crumpled balls of newspaper may be used for the foundation of the hill, and for covering this there is quite a wide choice of materials. If green cloth of a suitable shade is available it may simply be laid over hill and tunnel and kept in the required position by drawing pins. A disused green curtain sometimes may be pressed into service, and if its surface is rough so much the better will be the appearance. An alternative is brown paper, dampened and crumpled and laid in position, and painted according to the characteristics of the ground that is to be represented. On a permanent layout glue or paste may be used to keep this paper in position, but for temporary purposes drawing pins will be found useful and quite satisfactory.

Artificial moss, pieces of loofah coloured green, and twigs with bits of sponge glued to them and painted
may be “planted” to represent bushes and trees. These should not be made too thick, for by keeping them small an illusion of distance is produced, which is far more satisfactory than the grotesque but frequently-seen effect of giant trees completely dwarfing the line.

A Viaduct is another useful accessory, and it is not difficult to employ it effectively. Some useful hints on this subject were given by “T o mmy Dodd” in the June “M.M.”, and the employment of a strip of glass having a rippled surface was suggested for the water course over which the Viaduct is supposed to be carrying the line. If such glass is not available a strip of tin-plate may be used, and looks very effective. The banks may be represented by brown paper painted, or by crepe paper of a suitable shade, which has the advantage that it may be moulded and stretched into the required position with little trouble. In order to finish up the stream on the wall side of the line a “waterfall” may be staged. A more or less rough ledge of rock may be imitated by dark brown paper fixed to the wall, the falling water being represented by streaks of silver paint. A certain number of “bushes” and “trees” may be dotted about and will complete the scene satisfactorily; or alternatively some suitable piece of scenic background may be employed. The boundaries of the railway property should be duly fenced in, as is the case in real practice. The Paled Fencing that is used on Hornby stations and platforms is available separately for use along the lineside. It may be employed in a great variety of situations, along the line at approaches to stations, or enclosing goods yards and railway premises generally. In one of the accompanying photographs, showing a tunnel and viaduct effectively employed at the corner of the layout, the Paled Fencing is in evidence.

Such accessories as signal cabins and cranes have been given a good deal of attention recently in the “M.M.”, so that readers will have these fresh in their minds. Due attention should be paid to the position of a signal cabin, so that the man supposed to be on duty there has an uninterrupted view of all that takes place under his control. The Platform Crane may be used alone in a goods yard where the Hornby Goods Platform is not provided, or it may be used in addition to this where a large amount of traffic is handled.

These various features will make a miniature railway system far more effective in appearance, but in order to complete the work in this direction some effort should be made to provide a suitable background for the line. Model railway enthusiasts, who have no confidence in their own artistic ability, persist in regarding the production of scenery as a task full of difficulty, and in fact out of the question for them. We wish to emphasise once more that this is not the case. Almost any model railway owner is capable of producing a scenic background sufficiently good to be effective, which is all that matters; and even if there are a few cases where this is not possible there is never much difficulty in enlisting the services of a friend, who has some aptitude with pencil and brush. It is quite possible, of course, to use a border of wallpaper frieze if a suitable one can be found. Nowadays such friezes are hard to find, however, and of the few that do exist the majority have the defect of repeating the same scene over and over again. This repetition is not a serious objection if the frieze represents only a general view of country with no details more conspicuous than trees; but the effect is decidedly objectionable if a windmill, a farmhouse, or an ancient castle

(Continued on page 1019)
MODEL railway owners are keenly interested in train operations that are not seen in everyday practice, and are eager to introduce similar working on their own layouts. As a general rule this is possible, although occasionally some extra equipment may be necessary. Examples of special working already dealt with in these pages have enabled readers to put interesting schemes into practice, but many other types of extraordinary traffic also lend themselves to reproduction on miniature railways. In carrying out schemes of this kind regular running must not be neglected, for a good deal of the fun of working extra trains is obtained from efforts to fit them into the normal routine.

The Royal Train makes an excellent “special” for a miniature railway. The train itself is of luxurious character and very smart appearance, and the elaborate arrangements to ensure safe working are particularly interesting to a railway enthusiast. For instance, facing points over which the train will pass are locked in order to prevent any possibility of derailment and shunting operations on adjoining lines are suspended during its passage.

The locomotive hauling the Royal Train carries four headlamps—one on each of the three buffer beam brackets, and one below the chimney. This gives us the opportunity to make up and operate in miniature a very distinguished-looking train. The Hornby No. 2 Special Pullman coaches, with their smart brown and cream livery and with their wheel tyres painted white, are excellent representatives of the vehicles of the real Royal Train. The miniature express locomotive employed should be polished for the occasion and, as one of our illustrations shows, it will present an imposing appearance when displaying headlamps on the four brackets provided for the purpose.

It was formerly the custom to decorate the engine of a Royal Train and even to whitewash the coal on the tender, but this has fallen into disuse. The display at the front of the miniature engine of a small crown or royal coat-of-arms of suitable size cut from a coloured advertisement will strengthen the appearance of importance that the four headlamps give.

Other interesting examples of special trains are seen when railway directors and chief officers are making a tour of inspection, or perhaps visiting a certain spot for a particular purpose, while District Engineers also have special vehicles for use when travelling to places where work is in progress. The coach used on a “special” of this kind is generally of the saloon type, and often has the rear part specially arranged for observation purposes. The locomotive employed is sometimes a respected veteran that has retired from active passenger service, and is used only on inspection work and similar light duties of a special kind. It is usually well-cleaned and polished and consequently has a very smart and well-kept appearance in spite of its age.

This practice suggests yet another interesting feature for reproduction on a miniature layout. The inspection saloon may be quite well imitated by a No. 1 Pullman coach, now replaced perhaps on first-class main line work by No. 2 Special vehicles. Provision of the locomotive should not be difficult, for most railway owners possess an old engine that is still in good condition, but is scarcely capable of taking its place in regular heavy-duty working. If this is of a type not now available it will represent even more realistically
the obsolete veterans usually employed as inspection engines, and a load of one coach, and that only a four-wheeler, should not cause any difficulty in the matter of haulage. One of the accompanying photographs shows an "inspection" engine and coach drawn up at a spot where engineering operations are in progress on the line. Fresh ballast is being put down from the work train, and the scene is given additional interest by the presence of the inspection unit. Another suggestion that introduces a realistic touch is contained in the same photograph. Readers will often have seen old coaches or brake van bodies mounted on the ballast at the lineside. These are used for several purposes. They may serve as ordinary platelayers' huts, for the storage of tools and stores, or as meal-time accommodation for the staff at some depot. Miniature owners to make good use of obsolete or worn-out rolling stock. In the illustration referred to, the body of a guard's van placed near the signal box is doing duty as a hut for the use of the gang engaged in the rebalasting that is in progress.

The running of coaching stock empty is sometimes necessary in order to work vehicles to a spot where they are required to form a train. This course may be followed in miniature, when the chief interest will be in the lamp code used on the locomotive. One lamp is placed over the right-hand buffer, and the other below the chimney, but variations from this are found in certain districts. Sometimes the empty coaches are attached at the rear of a goods train that may be going in the required direction. The opportunity is thus taken of getting them to their destination without requiring another locomotive, and without additional occupation of the line. This method may quite well be employed on a miniature system, for it will lend additional interest to operations, and the avoidance of the use of an extra locomotive is an important consideration.

Long trains of empty stock are usually made up when the vehicles in question are being returned to the carriage works for overhaul. The appearance of these trains is often interesting, owing to the variety of the rolling stock of which they are composed. Small and low-roofed local coaches are found mixed up with luxurious modern bogie coaches, with lofty roofs, that are possibly of all-steel construction and are without any of the projecting moldings as common on the older wooden coaches.

This brings us to an even more interesting "special"—one consisting of a number of locomotives coupled together and being towed to the works for repair. They look very curious like this, as the mixture of types is often remarkable. When these engines are ready for service once more they are often given trial runs down the main line, two or three being coupled together for the purpose. This scheme may be worked on a Hornby layout if several engines require attention. They may be worked to a convenient point on the layout and the necessary cleaning, adjustment and lubrication carried out. The locomotives concerned should all travel under their own power, for it is not advisable to force one clockwork locomotive along by

A representation of the Royal Train on a Hornby railway. It is distinguished by the fact that the locomotive hauling it—in this case a No. 2 Special Midland Compound—displays four headlamps, one on each bracket at the front end.

Tenders also make an interesting train load, and are of course quite easy for a locomotive to manage. One of our photographs shows what a fascinating appearance a train of this kind has on a miniature layout. The joining of the tenders together presents no special difficulty, as the couplings at their leading ends may have wire loops temporarily attached to them in order to enable them to be joined to other similar couplings, or to those already fitted at the rear ends of the vehicles in front of them.

Interesting trains are sometimes seen conveying traffic of the "horse and carriage" variety, though these have become more rare than formerly owing to the popularity of the motor car. It is still necessary to convey such traffic occasionally by rail, however, and readers will find its reproduction most fascinating.
### Aviation of To-day

With 48 coloured plates and 111 half-tone illustrations, also numerous line drawings in the text.

Cloth Gilt, 15/- net

### From Telegraphy to Television
The Story of Electrical Communications
By Lt.-Col. Chetwode-Crawley (Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O.)

With 38 half-tone plates and many diagrams in the text.

Cloth Gilt, 6/- net

### Stories of Engineering Adventure
By Edward Cressy

With 24 photographic illustrations, and diagrams in the text.

Cloth Gilt, 6/- net

### Railways of To-day
By Cecil J. Allen, M.Inst.

With 36 coloured plates, 200 half-tone illustrations, and many drawings in the text.

Cloth Gilt, 12/6 net

FREDERICK WARNE & CO. LTD.
Chandos House, Bedford Court, London, W.C.2
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### NEW HORNBY ACCESSORIES

Every owner of a Hornby Railway will be pleased to learn that he can now add life and interest to his station and goods yard by means of Posters, Poster Boards and a realistic Hoarding. Details of new Hornby goods are as follows:

- **M TUNNEL** - Price 2/6.
- **POSTERS IN MINIATURE.** These are reproductions of familiar national advertisements. They are intended to be pasted on the Station Hoardings or the Poster Boards described below, and are beautifully printed in full colours.
  - Packet of 5, Price 6d.
- **POSTER BOARDS** to carry Hornby Miniature Posters. They are provided with lugs for attachment to panel fencing, etc.
  - Packet of 6 (3 large, 3 small), Price 6d.
- **STATION HOARDING.** A strongly built accessory on which the miniature Posters may be mounted, as desired.
  - Price 6d.

MECCANO LTD., OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL

Sectional Illustration showing Poster Boards hanging on the fencing of a Hornby Station, together with a Station Hoarding.

---

### BUTTER-SCOTCH

But let it be Callard & Bowser’s it's fine

Sold in the original paper packets at 1d, 2d, 6d, & 1/- and in 6d & 1/2 round airtight tins

CALLARD & BOWSER LTD., DUKE'S ROAD, LONDON W.C.1

S.C.P.11/4
ALL model railway enthusiasts who have developed their hobby to any extent have felt from time to time the difficulty of making their stations look "alive." It is impossible to arrange for movement in a model station, and no matter how active and realistic the railway as a whole may be, a bare stretch of platform spoils the general effect by its stolid and unattractive appearance. In order to break up the monotony of the Hornby Station platforms and to provide a suggestion of activity, certain miniature Platform Accessories were introduced to the system some time ago. The items include Luggage, Milk Cans and Platform Seating. When these are distributed at suitable points on a Hornby Station platform they effect a surprisingly great improvement in appearance. Although there is of course no actual movement, the tiny accessories give a strong suggestion of the daily activities of the average station.

These Railway Accessories proved enormously popular, but Hornby Railway enthusiasts were not satisfied—they wanted miniature railwaymen and passengers to add the final touch of realism. This month we are glad to be able to announce that the first step has been taken to satisfy this demand, in the form of six splendid little railwaymen issued in a set known as Modelled Miniatures No. 1. The figures represent a Stationmaster, a Ticket Collector, a Guard, a Locomotive Driver and two Porters. The miniature railway figures that have been available hitherto have all suffered from a stiff and stodgy appearance that made them very unattractive. These Hornby figures are free from this defect, and are remarkably life-like in appearance. Another point of great importance is that the figures are of the correct height for Hornby and all other No. 0 gauge railways. Thus they fit in perfectly with the general scheme, and do not dwarf everything in their neighbourhood when they are placed on a station platform or near an engine or train.

The Stationmaster has the dignity that is peculiar to his rank. He has an imposing personage in a long coat, and his gilt buttons and gold braided cap are visible signs of authority. He is standing in an attitude of attention, with a sheaf of papers in his hand. Surveying the scene with calmness, he is an impressive figure, and looks extremely well either on the passenger station or goods platform, superintending the business of the moment. No one without a ticket can hope to reach or leave a platform of a Hornby station where the Ticket Collector is on duty! He has a businesslike appearance, with his nippers in one hand and the other hand outstretched to take tickets. He has a short coat with silver buttons, and looks very efficient. In addition to his obvious use at the ticket barrier, he may also be "posed" at a carriage door, in order to enter the train during a stop at a station where tickets are examined or collected.

The Guard is thoroughly businesslike. His whistle is held to his mouth, and he is almost in the act of waving his flag as the signal for departure. He is equally suitable standing facing the train or with his back to it, so that he may be used on any station with ordinary or island platforms, and for trains in either direction.

The Locomotive Driver is attired in the blue overall suit of his calling, and his cap is of the correct shape. He is holding a long-spouted oil can in his hand, and his general appearance of activity shows that he is keen on his job.

The two Porters are energetic-looking men. One is carrying a suitcase and a hatbox, and the other is hurrying forward to attend to any job that may be necessary. The attitudes of both are well arranged, and they are attired in the sleeveless waistcoat in which we are accustomed to see them at work. The Porter who is not carrying luggage is a particularly useful figure, for he may be used anywhere on the layout—on the station platform, passenger or goods crossing the line, proceeding to the signal cabin, or in the goods yard when shunting operations are in progress.

This is a good opportunity for mentioning another new accessory, the M Tunnel, which undoubtedly will be warmly welcomed by Hornby Railway owners. This Tunnel has been produced in response to the insistence of those who require something simpler than the standard Tunnel, but who do not wish to employ the separate Tunnel and cover the remainder of the bore and the covering themselves. The new M Tunnel should appeal to all who aim at realistic effects, for it is covered in a special manner to represent rock, soil and vegetation.
OUTSTANDING FLIGHTS
LONGER—FASTER—HIGHER
WARNEFORD
Performance counts—not size!
AIRPLANES

LONG, FAST FLIGHTS AND
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED

The “MOTH” Tractor Price 4/6
Length 19 in., span 15½ in., fitted patent double-bearing and shock-proof chassis, 8 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller, covered red proofed silk. A splendid little, and beautifully finished. At the price this model is undoubtedly the finest value ever offered.

(Patent No. 298646).
Weight, 1 15/16 ounces. Distance, 850 feet.
Speed, 15 m.p.h. Ceiling, 50 feet.
Rises from the ground.

100% more Power with Geared Drive
The “RACER” Tractor Price 21/2
Length 32 in., span 31 in., fitted 12 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller, patent twin gear rocking bracket and shock-proof chassis. Reinforced frame, wing covered yellow proofed silk with identification discs. A fast and powerful machine, designed for the aeroplane enthusiast. The twin gear drive fitted to this machine gives 100 per cent. more power than a single unit.

(Patent No. 298646).
Weight, 7 ounces. Distance, 1,200 feet.
Speed, 19 m.p.h. Ceiling, 80 feet.
Rises from the ground.

SUPER PERFORMANCE DUE TO
WEIGHT REDUCTION

The Warneford “IMP” Tractor Price 6/6
Length 23 in., span 20¾ in., fitted 9 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller. This new model is of all-round increased performance, due to a general reduction in weight. It is fitted with the usual Warneford shock-proof chassis and a 9 in. hand-carved balanced propeller, and also a four-ribbed main-plane. This model, having a steel wire tail-plane, is capable of being set for stunting.

Weight, 21 ounces. Distance, 750 feet.
Speed, 12½ m.p.h. Ceiling, 60 feet.
Rises from the ground.

The “ZIPPER” Price 2/6
Special Features: A long bearing allowing no movement or wobble on the propeller—therefore a steady flyer. High-tension steel wire tail and rudder—therefore model can be adjusted for stunting. All aluminium wheels, fitted brass bearings. The model has an amazing performance as the whole aeroplane weighs less than one ounce. The finest machine ever produced at such a price. Fitted 7 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller, and covered green proofed silk.

(Patent No. 298646).
Weight, 1 oz. Distance, 400 feet.
Speed, 12½ m.p.h. Ceiling, 40 feet.
Rises from the ground.

During the Xmas Season WARNEFORD Experts will be in attendance at the following Stores:

Harrods, London.
Selfridges.
Gamages, Holborn.
Gamages, Cheapside.
Barkers, London.
Army & Navy Stores.
Whitelys, London.
Thomas Waills & Co. Ltd.
G. Cozens & Co. Ltd., Edgware Road.
Bon Marche Ltd., Brixton.
John Barnes Ltd., Euston Road.
Arding & Hobbs Ltd., Clapham.
Grant Bros. Ltd., Croydon.
Jones & Higgins Ltd., Peckham.
Belfast : Robb & Co. Ltd.
Birmingham : Lewis’s Ltd.
Bournemouth : J. E. Beale Ltd.
Bournemouth : Rights.
Darlington : Binn, Sons & Co. Ltd.
Derby : Midland Drapery Co. Ltd.
Eastbourne : J. E. Beale Ltd.
Edinburgh : Jemmett Ltd.
Glasgow : Lewis’s Royal Polytechnic Ltd.
Glasgow : Lumley’s Ltd.
Kingston-on-Thames : Bentalls Ltd.
Littlehampton : Townsend’s Ltd.
Liverpool : Lewis’s Ltd.
Liverpool : Blackier’s Ltd.
Manchester : Kendal Milne & Co.
Manchester : Lewis’s Ltd.
Newcastle-on-Tyne : Hy. A. Minton Ltd.
Norwich : Jarrold & Sons Ltd.
Nottingham : Toby’s Stores.
Plymouth : Spooner & Co. Ltd.
Scarborough : Rawstree & Sons Ltd.
Sheffield : Cole Bros. Ltd.
Southampton : Wm. McIlroy Ltd.
Southport : Bobby & Co. Ltd.
Sussex : Bobby & Co. Ltd.
Paris : A la Samaritaine.
Paris : Aux Trois Quarters.

For Stunting—The “Sports Model”

The “DEMON” Tractor Price 7/6
Length 25¾ in., span 23 in. Fitted 10 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller, patent double-bearing and shock-proof chassis, covered yellow proofed silk with identification discs. Weight and wind resistance are reduced to a minimum in this model, giving the utmost duration of flight.

(Patent No. 298646).
Weight, 3¾ ounces. Distance, 850 feet.
Speed, 16 m.p.h. Ceiling, 80 feet.
Rises from the ground.

FOR LONG AND STEADY FLIGHTS
The “SWIFT” Tractor Price 10/6
Length 30 in., span 26½ in., fitted 11 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller. Patent double-bearing and shock-proof chassis. Covered yellow proofed silk with identification discs. A long and very steady flight is obtainable with this model, which although of large dimensions is very easy to handle.

(Patent No. 298646).
Weight, 4 ounces. Distance, 1,250 feet.
Speed, 15 m.p.h. Ceiling, 100 feet.
Rises from the ground.

REALISTIC APPEARANCE and a
GOOD FLIGHT

The Warneford “Whippet” Fuselage Model Price 1/7/6
Length 29¾ in., span 30 in., fitted 11 in. hand-carved and balanced propeller, and covered orange proofed silk. This beautiful Fuselage Model Aeroplane has an excellent performance, is very strong, and has full adjustment of main-plane, tail, and fin. It is small and portable and is a suitable toy for experienced flyers and will give hours of enjoyment and pleasure.

Weight, 4½ ounces. Distance, 550 feet.
Speed, 17 m.p.h. Ceiling, 50 feet.
Rises from the ground.

Sole Manufacturer :
F. J. MEE (Dept. A), GREENWICH RD., LONDON, S.E.10.

Fine New Illustrated Price List, Post Free, on Application.
CONVERTING ORDINARY POINTS FOR CONTROL WORKING

As soon as the Hornby Control System is installed on a layout the desire is felt to apply it to as many of the existing hand-operated points as possible. The conversion of four or even more involves the substitution for the existing hand lever and sleeper of a specialist sleeper fitted with a bell crank and coupling to enable the points to be connected to the Lever Frame. This special control sleeper costs 8d. (postage 2d. extra), and may be obtained only by ordering it specially through a dealer or direct from Meccano Limited.

As the lever sleeper is soldered to the rails the application of heat is necessary to remove it. A soldering iron or a small self-boiling lamp burning methylated spirit may be used for this purpose. The old sleeper should first be heated at one end, and when the solder melts the bottom part of the sleeper should be forced away from the top. The other end is then heated and the bottom pulled right off. The point rod is removed by bouncing down the clip that holds it in its groove. Each rail is now heated where the lugs of the sleeper grip, and then the rod and the sleeper are removed. The top part of the sleeper may then be removed. The lever sleeper is placed in the position occupied by the old one and the switch rail is fixed in the link attached to the point end, as previously, to remove the coupling rods, and passed through the hole provided in the end of the switch rail assembly. If the bottom of the pin is supported upon some hard flat surface, a small hammer and punch will enable the necessary riveting of this pin to be carried out satisfactorily. The lugs of the sleeper should now be pressed home firmly, so that they grip the rails. A little soldering flux should be applied to each rail round the edges of these lugs, and a small piece of solder placed in position. Heat is then applied, and the solder will run round the edges of the lugs. This process is carried out for each rail, and the complete points are then put aside for a moment or two to let cool, before allowing the solder to set. Any excess of flux may be removed by wiping the rails with a rag dipped in methylated spirits, and the points are ready to connect up to the Lever Frame.

CLEANING CLOCKS MECHANISMS

When a clockwork locomotive has been in use some time, a fall-off in its power may be noticed, and inexperienced owners frequently are unable to explain this. Over-oiling may be the cause, for a surprising amount of dust sticks to oily bearings on locomotives that are often in use, and eventually this finds its way into the mechanism and reduces its efficiency. Thorough washing with petrol or paraffin will remove it.

In order to clean the mechanism, it is best to remove it from the body of the engine. The connecting rods of engines with outside cylinders may have to be removed, but this depends upon the type of engine and the means by which they are secured. It is better, therefore, to have a clean time to remove parts, and care should be taken to put the cranked pin nuts in a box or some other safe place to prevent them from being lost in the tin box lid, so that all oil and dirt falls into this. As the liquid passes through the mechanism, this may be wound up while it is held in the hand and the wheels allowed to revolve gently in order to assist the petrol or paraffin to work out the dirt.

The wheels and side plates of the mechanism should be wiped clean after washing and it should be left on one side until the petrol has evaporated. The moving parts of the mechanism should then be lightly oiled, and it is a good plan to introduce a few drops between the plates of the spring. Before replacing the mechanism, the engine itself should be cleaned up and the interior rubbed with a rag dipped in petrol as a certain amount of oil is flung about by the mechanism.

COAL IN WAGONS AND TENDERS—A great increase in realism is effected by providing locomotive tenders and wagons with coal. Merely placing coal in these vehicles makes them dirty, however, and any mishap or derailment results in the material being strewn untidily about. It is much more satisfactory to build a framework of cardboards that fits inside the wagon by tender in a position just below the top of its sides. This framework should be painted black. Pieces of coal of suitable size are then washed preferably by leaving them overnight in water, and when dry are strewn on top of the cardboards framework after this has been thinly coated with Seccotine or glue. As far as possible the coal should be heaped up in a realistic manner in order to give it the appearance of having been tipped into the vehicle. When the glue has set the load is ready for use. This method has the advantage of cleanliness and lightness, and when necessary the load may be removed from the wagon or tender without difficulty.

LARGER ENGINE SHEDS.—If you find that the present Hornby Engine Shed is not large enough for your requirements, we suggest that you join two No. 2 Sheds together to make a longer shed, or place them side by side. The effect obtained in either case will be found most realistic, as you will have noticed from photographs previously published in the "M.M." The introduction of a larger shed is out of the question on account of its immense size. (Reply to F. P. Taylor, Chester.)

GERMAN STATE RAILWAYS LOCOMOTIVES.—We are interested in your proposal that we should introduce into the Hornby Series a representation in miniature of a German State Railways locomotive. Such an engine would be useful in conjunction with the recently-introduced "Eisenbahn" coaches, and your suggestion will be carefully considered. (Reply to F. W. West, Oxford.)

CATTLE WAGON WITH DROP DOORS.—We are unable at the moment to introduce a new model of the Hornby Cattle Truck. Your suggested arrangement of the doors to conform to actual practice—the lower portion acting as a ramp—would be a great improvement, and possibly the feature will be incorporated in any revised design of these vehicles that may be brought out. (Reply to T. Winstanley, Lincoln.)

UNPRINTED EMBANKMENTS.—The production of a model embankment to be sold in lengths approximating the size of a building block is not on our list of current projects. We think, however, that such an accessory would be altogether welcomed by model railway owners, as they much prefer to construct their own embankments according to the conditions obtaining on their own layouts. If you wish to build an embankment on your line we suggest that you follow the hints given from time to time in these pages and study the photographs illustrating them. (Reply to D. Sudler, Gateshead.)

TUNNEL ENDS FOR DOUBLE TRACK.—This is an interesting idea and probably Hornby Train enthusiasts would like to see the introduction of such an accessory. We are filing the suggestion for consideration, and if a favourable decision is reached an announcement will be made. (Reply to T. P. M. Leigh, Malpas, Chepstow.)

DETACHABLE NAMEPLATES FOR HORNBY LOCOMOTIVES.—This is a novel scheme, but possibly you have not considered the fact that if the name of a locomotive were to be changed it would be necessary to alter its number also. At the moment these numbers are transferred on to the locomotives, no facilities are afforded for alterations, so that we regret your idea cannot be given further attention. (Reply to W. P. Brown, London, S. W. 17.)

NEW SERIES OF 4-4-0 LOCOMOTIVES.—At the moment we do not propose to go into the question of introducing a new series of 4-4-0 locomotives as the present ones are proving exceedingly popular. Next season however your idea may be considered, as there are of course many worthy prototypes at work in addition to those represented by our No. 2 Specials which would be well received if introduced. (Reply to T. E. F. Frodsham, Bradford.)

IN REPLY

Suggested Hornby Train Improvements

After undoing the nuts on the holding bolts beneath the engine, the mechanism may be carefully withdrawn from the housing. Petrol or paraffin should then be passed through the mechanism in order to wash out the clogging dirty dust. Petrol is better in the better of the two and it is a good plan to keep a separate oil can filled with the liquid chosen in order that it may be ready for use when required for this purpose. The mechanism should be allowed to stand in a disused
THE ENCHANTED CASTLE AND LUCKY DIP
Imprisoned in a castle is a Fairy Princess, guarded by a giant brute of a giant.
You must seize the big gun, fire at the giant and kill him, otherwise she may be there for years.
When he is killed she will come down from the castle and present a lucky parcel to you. Second Floor.

ZADA—THE THOUGHT READER
Zada can read your thoughts, describe with amazing accuracy any article you produce, answer any intelligent question. This lady is blindfolded and there is definitely no means of communication of any sort other than thought transmission. Ground Floor.
Admission, including tax, 6d.

BOYS! This year Gamages Christmas Bazaar is staged on a larger scale than ever before. It is the Bazaar of a thousand thrills. Here we describe briefly some of the special attractions which you will find of absorbing interest. But words cannot do justice to the marvellous array of Toys, Models, Games, Hobbies, etc. and the wonderful Christmas atmosphere which prevails throughout the store.

THE ROBOT MAN
Thousands upon thousands will want to see this amazing piece of mechanism, this almost human figure that moves . . . . and talks.
It will leave you thrilled and amazed, that human ingenuity can produce such a figure . . . a figure that may well be the forerunner of a ROBOT race of the future.
Admission, including tax, Adults 7d., Children 6d. First Floor.

Chapman’s Famous Circus
One long thrill. See the Two White School Horses from the Coliseum: Isabella, England’s foremost Lady rider; ‘Appy-Arry on the Wire; Chapman’s Clowns; The Five Wonderful Comic Black Bears; Two Girls and a Boy on a Trapeze; The Famous Six Royal Cream Ponies.
Admission by ticket only—price 7d., including tax. Performances 12, 2, 3, 4 and 5 o’clock. Saturdays 11 and 12 o’clock. Advance bookings. State time and date required to:
CHILDREN’S CIRCUS BUREAU, GROUND FLOOR.

Send for Copy of Gamages Famous Christmas Catalogue
H.R.C. Christmas Competition

True-to-Type Locomotives as Prizes

A FASCINATING LOCOMOTIVE PROBLEM

One of the finest Christmas presents a member of the H.R.C. could have is a Hornby No. 2 Special Locomotive and Tender, beautifully finished in the colours of any one of the four great railway groups. The ability this locomotive has shown for hauling heavy trains over long distances has made it a great favourite with all miniature railway owners. To receive one unexpectedly on the morning of Christmas Day would be a splendid surprise, and our competition this month is destined to give four H.R.C. members this pleasure.

In this simple, yet fascinating special contest, all that competitors are required to do is to identify the twelve locomotives of which portions are shown in the accompanying illustration. When he has traced the originals of the sections, each competitor is required to make a list in numerical order, giving the class and wheel arrangement of the locomotives concerned, together with the names of the companies owning them. The sender’s name and full address must appear at the end of the list, and each entrant also is required to state which No. 2 Special Locomotive and Tender he would like to have in the event of his being awarded one of the prizes. The No. 2 Special Locomotives and Tenders will be awarded to the senders of the four most accurate lists, and in addition to the principal prizes there will be others consisting of Hornby Train goods (or Meccano products, if preferred) to the value of 10/-. Neatness and novelty in presentation will be deciding factors if there is a tie for any one prize.

Envelopes containing entries should be clearly marked H.R.C. “Christmas Locomotive Contest” in the left-hand corner and should be addressed to Meccano Limited, Bins Road, Old Swan, Liverpool. Competitors are asked to note particularly that entries in the Home Section must arrive not later than 19th December, this date having been fixed in order to allow ample time for the despatch of prizes to reach the winners on Christmas Day. The Overseas Section closes on 31st March, 1932.

Entries received after the published closing dates will not be entertained and any not bearing the competitor’s H.R.C. membership number will not be accepted.

Railway Joke Contest

Most H.R.C. members will be familiar with the usual jokes that are made by habitual travellers upon their local railways. Any peculiarities or failing in the services, or the engines or stock employed, is immediately seized on and made the subject of a jest. Apart from this, however, we are sure that members know several stories connected with the actual working of a railway. Thus the guard who applies the brakes when going uphill so that the train cannot run away backward, and the porter who employs a different accent according to the class of the passengers he is addressing, are well-known characters.

For our contest this month we want members to send up “The Best Railway Joke” that they have heard. The Contest will be divided into two sections, Home and Overseas. Prizes of Hornby Train material (or Meccano products if preferred) to the value of 15/-. 10/6, 5/- and 2/6 respectively will be awarded to the senders of the four best jokes in each section.

Entries should be enclosed in an envelope marked H.R.C. “Railway Joke Contest” and posted to reach Meccano Ltd., Bins Road, Old Swan, Liverpool, by 31st December. The Overseas closing date is 31st March, 1932.

COMPETITION RESULTS

HOME


OVERSEAS

June “Errors Contest No. 2”—First: A. N. Steading (22603), Natal, S. Africa. Second: W. Moore (30918), Toronto, Canada. Third: A. Wallance (24241), Vancouver, B.C. Fourth: J. Wiltes (1423), Koonatol, G.F.S., S. Africa. Consecution Prizes: W. W. Munro (22734), Auckland, New Zealand; A. Davis (13740), Palmerston North, New Zealand; D. Mavisky (9386), New Plymouth, New Zealand; V. Blyth (13354), Johannesburg, S. Africa; J. Rayboure (17790), Claremont, S. Africa; D. Parsons (9994), Johannesburg, S. Africa; A. Gilsen (14770), Sydney, Australia; D. Gordon (34990), Parramatta, Victoria, Australia; R. W. Stansfield (77144), Melbourne, Australia; E. A. Gay (9086), Chichester, New Zealand; B. Neal (9942), Auckland, New Zealand; D. Culpan (28583), Finsbury, W. Australia.

June “Railway Photo” Contest—First: F. D. Asta (12936), Bombay, India. Second: F. Gilsen (14183), Valletta, Malta. Third: J. A. Coates (25960), Verdun, Quebec, Canada.
Have a

FRETWORK SET

this Christmas

You can build anything you like in wood if you have a set of Hobbies Fretwork Tools. Think of it. Make your own toys, build your own wooden models, make boxes, picture frames for the den, or such things as wireless speakers, calendars, pipe racks, work tables for your people. There is nothing you could choose which you’ll like better. The tools are good, British and reliable. There are Outfits from 1" to 45", and each with enough tools to make a start. You can commence right away to make up something useful in your spare time.

HOBBIES

BRITISH FRETWORK OUTFITS

A FREE BOOK

A new interesting booklet, "Father and Son Find Hobbies Fun," free on application to Dept. 96, Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

There are Outfits to suit every purse, each one containing a complete set of tools, with instructions how to use them. Modern fretwork designs are republished weekly and over 1000 things to make are illustrated in the Hobbies 1932 Catalogue. You can get a copy from any newsagent or bookstall.

Price 9d. or 1/- post free


The Ideal Outfit

The most popular set of tools in the world. Complete in a strong box, and including a 48-page handbook of instructions for the beginner, as well as wood and patterns for six simple articles to make. The tools include a 14 in. Cutting frame, and two dozen spare blades, a Drill and two spare bits, a polished metal Table, a special Plane, Hammer and Sandpaper block.

Ask for HOBBIES A1 Complete for 10/-

FREE GIFT

During December a special gift of an extra two dozen saws is being made with every A1 Outfit sold. These saws are equal to 1/- gift and will be supplied during December only. Such a present makes the Outfit better value than ever.
Puzzle No. 1.

The accompanying square contains the names of fifteen well-known types of aeroplanes, all of which have been mentioned in the "M.M." The names of these machines will be found by beginning at a certain letter and following the king's move in chess, which is one square at a time in any direction. Every letter in the square is used once, and only the actual name of each machine is used. For instance, D.H. "Moth" is given as "Moth."

Puzzle No. 2.

A mouse one day discovered a box in which there were several ears of corn, which he proceeded to carry off to his hole. He brought out with him three ears on each journey, and altogether he found it necessary to make nine journeys before the box was empty. How many ears of corn were there originally in the box?

Puzzle No. 3. Contributed by G. Robinson, Tarporley, Cheshire.

My first is in horse, but not in fool,
My second is in hothouse and also in vole,
My third is in rattle but not in baby,
My fourth is in mantle but not in lady,
My fifth is in black, but not in white,
My sixth is in wealthy, but not in fight.
My whole brings joy to many a boy.

Puzzle No. 4.

In the following collection of letters and dots, replace each dot by a vowel so as to form a sentence that reads the same backward and forward:—


Puzzle No. 5.

A spider and a fly were in a room measuring 30 ft. in length, 12 ft. in width and 12 ft. in height. The spider was in the middle of one of the end walls and exactly a foot away from the ceiling, while the fly was on the opposite wall also exactly in the middle but only a foot above the floor. The accompanying illustration shows this clearly.

The fly was sleeping and remained stationary all the time, but the spider saw his victim, crawled towards him and effected a capture. Naturally the spider wanted to get to the fly as quickly as possible. Which was his shortest route?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Puzzle No. 6.

At a certain hour yesterday morning my two clocks showed the same time. The alarm clock gained one minute an hour on correct time, while the grandfather clock lost two minutes every hour, with the result that this evening the alarm clock struck eight when the other clock struck seven. At what time yesterday did they agree?

Puzzle No. 7.

Construct a word square from five five-letter words that fit the following definitions:

- Red
- Indolly fellow
- A girl's name
- Flock
- Oblitterate


I am composed, please to observe,
Of many things together.
Beheaded, I am what you are
In very sultry weather.

Behead once more. This time you'll find
I'm different once again,
Yet all the time I'm close at hand.
A portion of your frame.

Puzzle No. 9.

All the letters of the alphabet are contained in the bag the little man is holding in the illustration to this puzzle. What letter must he take out, so that, when added to the pairs of letters on the board, it will make a word out of each?

Puzzle No. 10.

Tommy had not been very polite to his mistress at school and she was annoyed.

"As a punishment for your facetious remarks," she told him, "you can stay in after the others have gone home until you have discovered at least two words in which all the five vowels are given in their correct order."

One word was quickly discovered, but it took Tommy much longer to find the other one than he would have taken him to write 100 lines! What were the two words he eventually succeeded in writing down?

Puzzle No. 11.

In the figure illustrating this puzzle the seven vertical columns are to be filled by means of the clues given, putting vowels in the circles and consonants in the squares. When this has been done correctly, the first and third lines across will give the names of two famous speed kings.


Puzzle No. 12.

The hieroglyphic symbols shown in the illustration to this puzzle do not constitute a message to Meccano boys from an early Egyptian. They are only the remains of a proverb that was set up in defective type, a part of each letter being missing. The fragments of the letters in each word are in their correct order but the words themselves are jumbled. Can you identify the original proverb?

Puzzle No. 13.

Fifteen boys called at a friend's house last Good Friday. He invited them in and then discovered to his great surprise that he had only one hot cross bun to share with them. What time was it?
The Latest Gifts
To Suit All at HALFORDS

TRICYCLES
THE HALFORD ARCADIAN
British Made, 39/6
HALFORD ROYAL SCOT
Chromium Plated, 59/6

ROLLER SKATES
STREET SKATES
from 2/6 pair
"UNION" U.S.A.
SKATES
from 7/6 pair
ICE SKATES Stocked

CYCLES
THE HALFORD JUNIOR
BRITISH THROUGHOUT
Boys' or Girls' £3 1/4/6
Chromium Plated 7/6 extra

CYCLETTES
HALFORD SAFETY BIKE
The ARCADIAN, 22/6
HALFORD MIDGET
Chromium Plated, 49/6

MINIATURE DELIVERY VANS
TOY MOTORS
HALFORD ROYAL MAIL
British Made, 16/6
Large selection of Models at all
HALFORD DEPOTS

HORNBY TRAIN SETS
LARGE SELECTION OF CLOCKWORK AND ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS
AND LOCONS AT HALFORD DEPOTS
All British made

SCOUT LAMPS
BOY SCOUT SIGNAL LAMPS
from 1/4 as shown.

PISTOL LAMPS
PISTOL FLASH LAMPS
Price Complete 1/-
Latest Novelty

HANDICRAFT SETS
LARGE VARIETY OF FRETWORK OUTFITS,
TOOL SETS, from 1/6

STEAM ENGINES & WORKING MODELS
For ELECTRIC
DYNAMOS,
MOTORS and
SHOCKING COILS
Try HALFORDS

Please ask for Latest Free Catalogues—TOY—ELECTRICAL and WIRELESS. Obtainable
at your nearest HALFORD DEPOT in England or Wales or write direct to Head Office.—

239, CORPORATION ST., BIRMINGHAM
Competition Page

A Novel Drawing Contest: Christmas Decorations

In another competition on this page readers are asked to write to the Editor to tell him what part of the Christmas celebrations they enjoy best of all. We wonder how many will declare for the important preliminaries of decorating the home!

Most of our readers doubtless have lent a hand at the job, and possibly even tried to supervise the efforts to produce a colourful decorative scheme with bunting and paper streamers, holly and mistletoe, Christmas trees and crackers. Unfortunately, the task is one in which “grown-ups” also revel, and suggestions from the young folk are apt to be treated rather scornfully. That seems a bit unfair, so our competition this month is designed to allow our readers to demonstrate — on paper, at least — that they are equally capable of doing the work in artistic style.

The sketch reproduced here shows a typical small room from which all decorations in the nature of pictures, ornaments, flowers, etc., have been removed, and competitors are asked to complete the picture to show how the room would look if they were allowed a free hand in decorating it for Christmas. There are no restrictions of any kind. Any suitable decorative material may be introduced to secure the best effect, and the finished sketch may be in black-and-white or in colours. Competitors need not cut the original picture from the magazine unless they prefer to do so; a tracing of the sketch will serve equally well.

Entries will be divided into two sections, A for those from boys aged 16 and over, B for those from boys under 16, and prizes of Meccano or Hornby Train products (to be chosen from our current catalogues by the winners) to the value of 21/- and 10/- respectively will be awarded to the best and second-best entries in each section.

In judging the entries, ingenuity of arrangement will be considered in addition to the quality of the finished drawing. Therefore a moderately executed drawing showing merit in its general scheme of arrangement will have just as good a chance of winning a prize as a good drawing that has only small merit from a decorative point of view. In order that young entrants may compete on level terms with the older boys of their section, allowance also will be made for each competitor’s age.

Entries must be addressed “Christmas Decorations, Meccano Magazine, Old Swan, Liverpool,” and should reach this office not later than 31st December. Overseas closing date, 31st March, 1932.

The Best Part of Christmas

Christmas is essentially a festival for young folk. A boy’s problem then is not how to amuse himself, but what next to enjoy. With so many opportunities for enjoyment it is not surprising that opinions vary as to the most delightful feature. To encourage readers to give the Editor their views, prizes are offered this month for the best letters on the subject “What I enjoyed best at Christmas.”

The letters received will be divided into two groups—A for those from readers aged 16 and over, and B for those from readers under 16. Meccano or Hornby Train goods (to be chosen by the winners) to the value of 21/- and 10/- respectively will be awarded to the writers of the best and second-best letters in each group.

Letters should be addressed to the Editor, “Meccano Magazine, Old Swan, Liverpool,” and should be marked “Christmas” in the top left corner. Closing date, 30th January. Overseas, 31st March.
COME AND SEE

THIS FLYING EXPRESS

on Hamleys' wonderful model railway

There was never a model railway like it before! Think of it—over 300 feet of rail taking up the whole of the gallery on the first floor of Hamleys' big shop, in Regent Street. Hornby Expresses, goods trains, life-like down to the very smallest detail. A dock-side, with 14 points, actually loading freight—the latest signalling devices—bridges—rivers—lighted villages and stations. Here is the most complete railway system in a miniature that has ever been shown in London. This is something you simply mustn't miss.

HAMLEYS MORE MARVELLOUS THAN EVER!

Hamleys has been entirely reconstructed this year. It is full of the most exciting things imaginable. Working models of all descriptions—toys—books—torches—guns—tents—a pond with boats—and a host of other things you must see.

Come as soon as you can to

Hamleys

REGENT STREET

THE FINEST TOYSHOP IN THE WORLD

HAMLEY BROTHERS LTD., 200-202 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.
NO FOOLING HIM!

A silver-voiced tenor "found" in a factory was on trial before a very known London manager. He sang a variety of ballads about "erriets and open and happy homes. The manager was impressed, but, with a view to an engagement ventured to suggest one improvement.

"I should like to hear an 'h' or two," he said.

"Can't teach me anything about music, guv'nor," was the quick reply. "There ain't no 'u' in 'the honest path, gee!'"

When I woke up at last," said Mary, describing her nightmare, "I was still terribly frightened and my heart was beating a regular tattoo."

"What on?" her brother asked facetiously.

"Why, on the drums of my ears, silly," retorted Mary.

Brown had not been able to do much with the labour-saving device he had patented owing to the fact that he had no money.

"I hear that a prominent banker has become interested in your device," said a friend.

"Yes," replied Brown, "and with his backing I can now go forward."

The clubman who was slightly deaf was talking to a new member and asked his name.

"Constantinewhitely, sir," said the younger man.

"I beg your pardon?" queried the deaf one.

"Constantinewhitely."

"I beg your pardon, sir, but I didn't get it the first time. It sounded just like Constantinewhitely to me."

"Smith! What do you mean by coming to school with your hair in that disgraceful condition?"

"No comb, ma'am!

"Well, why couldn't you use your father's comb?"

"No hair, ma'am!"

Vicar: "Good morning, Giles; did you enjoy your bus ride at the week-end?"

Giles: "Didn't get a chance to ride, sir. Every bus as came along was full of them there hikers."

Abraham: "Our Isaac has had a shop only a week and it has already been on fire once."

Levy: "I'm so glad. I always said he had a flair for business."

Customer: "Hey! You're giving me a piece of bone!"

Boucher: "Oh no, I'm not, you're paying for it."

The estate agent had shown numerous houses to the prospective tenant, but not one had been satisfactory.

"Now, there is a house without a flaw," he said at last, hopefully.

"My goodness" exclaimed the client, "that must certainly not do. What do you expect me to walk on?"

Young Jack, just home from his first visit to the country, was telling the folks of its wonders.

"And what do you think, mother," he said, "out on the farm they get milk from cows, and it's just as good as what we get from the milkman."

"Do fishes go about in schools, mother?"

"Yes, dear."

"Then do they have a holiday when the teacher gets caught on a hook?"

Atric: "Is this the way to the manager, sonny?"

Office Boy: "Yes, sir. Keep right on till you come to a notice 'No Admittance,' go straight through till you see a sign 'Keep Out,' carry on till you come to a door marked 'Private,' and go straight in!"

FINDING A CALLING

The foreman was interviewing an applicant for employment.

"I'm very sorry but I really have nothing for you at the moment," the foreman said, "why, I've very men working for me at present that I can't even remember all their names."

"Well, then," replied the applicant, "take me on to keep a record of their names for you."

"It was the first time he had lunched at the new restaurant.

I should say that you have a spotlessly clean kitchen here," he said to the manager.

The manager was naturally delighted at this remark.

"Very good of you to say so, sir," he replied. "May I ask what makes you think that?"

"Well," replied the diner, "everything I have had so far has tasted of soap."

An Order Promptly Executed

Proprietor: "Anyone given any orders while I've been away?"

Assistant: "Yes, sir. One man came in and ordered me to put up my hands while he emptied the till."

Little Billie was spending his holidays in the country. One day he came home to lunch and announced proudly that the blacksmith had given him some work to do.

"But a little chap like you can't shoe horses," said his father laughingly.

"Perhaps not, replying Billie," but I can shoe flies."

Henry was working away in the tool-shed when suddenly he let out a terrific yell. "What's wrong, Henry?" called Mother.

"I hit the wrong nail."

The colonel wanted a horse, but as he could not afford to buy a thoroughbred he had to be satisfied with an old hack.

"This one, sir," said the dealer, "as been bred in the best military traditions."

The colonel purchased the horse and a few days later angrily returned to the dealer.

"I thought you said that this horse was bred in the best military traditions," he shouted.

"So he is," returned the dealer, "be'd sooner die than run."

"My boy, you will only get on by energy, enterprise and perseverance. Why, one of the world's richest men came here without a shirt to his back, and now he has millions."

Millions! Good heavens How many does he put on at a time?"

WITH MALICE AFORETHOUGHT

"No," said the boaster, "not once have I been involved in an accident of any kind."

"But you told us only yesterday that you were once tied up by a bull," returned the bystander.

"That wasn't an accident," he replied. "The bull did that deliberately."

Jim: "I hear you're working in a cinema, now."

"Jack: Certain. And as you work in a bank, you'll be able to get me some free bank notes, won't you?"

The auctioneer could not raise a bid, no matter how frantically he raved. He made one last effort.

"Von't anyone give me a bid?" he demanded plaintively. "I will," said a man standing near the door.

"Splendid," shouted the delighted auctioneer. "What will you bid?"

"I'll bid you good-night," said the man, moving off.

Teacher had been giving a natural history lesson and stressed the example set by the ants.

"They are really wonderful," she said, "they seem to do nothing but work."

"Please miss," broke in Smith, "I do not agree with you. Every time we've had a picnic the ants have been there, too."

Sergeant (to recruit): "You got a bull that time?"

Recruit: "Splendid, Sir. I was beginning to despair of doing anything."

Sergeant: "But it is a prize bull in that field a couple of hundred yards to the left of Sergeant Jones."

An American was motoring in England with an English friend. Driving past a large estate he saw two huge dogs, carved out of granite, on either side of the entrance.

"How often do you feed these dogs?" he asked jocularly.

The Englishman was equal to the occasion.

"Whenever they bark, of course," he replied.

Little Mary, who had fallen over and hurt herself, was crying badly.

"I wouldn't cry like that if I were you," said the kind lady who had picked her up.

"Well," said Mary between sobs, "you can cry any way you like, but this is my way."

Uncle: "When you leave school you must do something to become famous, my boy. Just think of Stainton's great feat."

Johnny: "And Charlie Chaplin's."

A group of workmen were discussing the origin of man. One of the party remained silent, and a companion turned to him and demanded his opinion.

"I ain't goin' to say," he replied doggedly, "I remember as I was Henry Green and me threw that out once before, and it's settled as far as I am concerned."

"What conclusion did you arrive at?"

"Well," he said slowly, "Henry, he arrived at the 'episcopal,' an' me at the police station."

Smith: "Travel certainly broadens the mind."

"And contracts the pocket book."

Brown: "I see you are wearing an orphan hat."

Smith: "Don't be funny, it's a Panama hat."

Brown: "Quite so, but it is an orphan hat, just the same."

Smith: "How do you make that out?"

Brown: "Because it has no Pa-na-ma, of course!"
Even father
will be fascinated!

THE 9 POINTS OF THE TRI-ANG TRUCK

1. All parts built to scale, of heavy gauge steel.
2. Bright red and black stove-enamelled, with nickel-plated radiator and fittings.
3. Body tips by one turn of steel handle.
4. Driven mechanically by momentum flywheel—a push, and it goes by itself.
5. Real steering by wheel in cab.
6. 6 wheels with big balloon rubber tyres.
7. Loaded with 6 dove-tailed hard-wood boxes.
8. Weight 6-lbs. Length 20 ins. A boy can sit on it.

This is something more than an ordinary toy. It is a real engineering job, made from the finest British steel by British craftsmen. A life-like mechanical motor truck driven by a powerful momentum flywheel. A motor truck that will last and last. Every boy will love this model. Every parent will be fascinated by it. Study the 9 points of the Tri-ang truck. Think what a present it would make! And it costs only 10s. 6d. at any toyshop!

TRI-ANG
6 WHEELED TRANSPORT
TRUCK 10/6

The toy sensation of the Season
ILLUMINATING INFORMATION

The lecturer had travelled extensively in the Frozen North.

"The Eskimos: are so fond of fat as an article of diet," he said, "that often they would eat our candles."

"A little light luncheon," murmured one of his students.

"Are you going to the lecture to-night?"

"Yes.

"I'll advise you to stay away. It's sure to be awfully boring.

"I'm afraid I can't get out of it—l'm the lecturer."

"I thought you said young Williams was a good man. I don't see him around your office any more."

"Well, I said that was he was tired with zeal and energy."

The memory training expert was giving his first lecture at the great school.

"Now," he said, "let us suppose you wish to remember the name of a poet—Bobby Burns, for instance. To do this fix in your mind's eye a picture of a policeman in flames. See—Bobby Burns?

Yes, I see," said a bright pupil. "But what if we still don't remember and think that it represents Robert Browning?"

The police constable was "on the carpet."

"Why did you let him get away?" demanded his chief.

Well, Sir, he took a mean advantage of me," said the constable hopefully. "He ran across the grass in the park where there was a notice 'Keep off the grass'."

Astronomer (to distinguished visitor): "The light of the star I'm going to show you now, takes millions of light years to reach the earth."

Visitor: "Very interesting, I'm sure. But I don't think I could wait so long."

The bald man had asked for a bottle of hair restorer.

"Yes, sir," the assistant said. "This preparation is sure to make the hair grow."

"Is that so?" inquired the bald man. "In that case please wrap up a brush and cough with it."

Throughout the whole of the evening Mr. Borem had waited to be asked to recite. At last his opportunity came.

"Won't you do something for us, Mr. Borem?" asked the hostess.

"I'm afraid it's getting late," he protested, slipping away; "Besides the guests are beginning to go."

"Yes, but not too much," said the hostess absent-mindedly."

New resident: "And do the people here borrow much?"

Old Resident: "Borrow! Why I feel more at home at any house in the street than I do in my own."

The Scotsman who had worn the same hat for fifteen years, but at last decided that he really must have a new one. Sorrowfully he walked into the only hat shop in his village.

"Hello, mon," he sighed, "here I am again."

BE PREPARED!

The manager of the building firm stared in amazement at the scene of desolation.

"What happened?" asked his foreman.

The foreman scratched his head in perplexity.

As soon as we started to take the scaffolding away the whole thing fell down," he explained. "You feel it," snapped the manager. "Didn't I tell you there was a scaffolding until the wall paper was up?" he added.

Judge: "What happened after the prisoner gave you the first blow?"

Witness: "I gave him a third one."

"You mean a second one?"

No, I gave him the second one."

"Where did you get that rotten cigar you gave me yesterday?"

What do you mean by rotten? That was a two-for-a-shilling cigar."

"Well then, who got the tempeeny one?"

A MARKED MAN

Junior Partner: "Why on earth did you engage that man as cashier? He squints, has a crooked nose, cauliflower ears, and a bad limp."

Senior Partner: "Just think how easy he'll be to identify if ever he gets away!"

The steam was almost on the move when Paddy rushed up and jumped from the quay to the ship. He fell and his head came into violent contact with the deck that he was stunned and did not recover until about ten minutes after the vessel had started. As Paddy was being lowered into the water, he saw that the land was nearly a quarter of a mile away, "what a jump!"

"Do you know what the earwig said as it fell off the table?"

"Earwig?"

SURE TO MAKE A SPLASH!

The master plumber was discussing his apprentice.

"I've never seen a fellow take so long over a job," he said. "You make one guy spend, that lad'll go far."

Brown: "I say, James, will you lend me sixpence for my bus fare home?"

Jones: "I'm very sorry, but I've only got half-a-crown."

Brown: "Good! I'll take a taxi."

The manager of the circus was interrupted by a deputation. "What's the matter now?" he demanded.

It was the India-rubber Man who was in trouble. "Every time the Strong Man writes a letter he uses me to try and rub out the mistakes," he complained.

Clergyman (to father who has just had his baby christened): "Homer?"

"I suppose Homer is your favourite poet?"

Father: "Poet! Lor', no sir! I keep pigeons."

Very Amateur Photographer: "Have my films developed all right?"

Would-be Funny Chemist: "The answer is in the negative."

The dear old soul entered the chemist's shop and approached the counter nervously. "Are you fully qualified, my man?" she asked.

Yes, madam. "You understand all about your business?"

Certainly, madam."

"You're registered?"

Of course, madam."

"Is that your certificate I see hanging over there?"

It is, madam."

Well, then, you can get me a box of cough tablets."

Salesman: "And now that you have decided on the furniture, how would you like the payments?"

Customer: "Permanently deferred."

Why have you got three pairs of glasses, Grandpa?" asked Bill.

"Well," said Grandpa, "I must have one pair for reading and another for ordinary wear."

But what is the third pair for?" queried Bill.

"Oh!" replied Grandpa. "I use those to hunt for the other two."

An editor was interviewing a prospective new member of his staff.

"Why don't you tell me that you had had three years of newspaper experience when you only left school last year?" he asked.

Why did you reply the youth, "you advertised for a writer with imagination, didn't you?"

Employer: "Now I want a very careful chauffeur—one who doesn't take the slightest risks."

"I'm just the man for you, sir. Can I have my salary in advance?"

The village grocer was endeavouring to insure his shop against fire. "What facilities for extinguishing fire are there in your village?" disaster insurance official questioned him.

The man scratched his head, pondered for a moment, and answered: "Well, there's the rain!"

"You know, Brown has uncanny luck as a fisherman. He can almost talk the trout out of the water."

"Really? He must use baited breath."

EASY ADVICE TO FOLLOW

Prison Doctor (absent-mindedly, to convict): "And whatever you do, don't attempt to go out in this bad weather!"

The landlord demanded his long overdue rent.

"Please let me know what you intend to do, pay up or get out!" he concluded his threatening letter.

The reply came by return of post: "Dear Sir, I remain, Yours faithfully, John Brown."

"You don't think black hens are cleverer than white, one member replied, as he saw that the land was nearly a quarter of a mile away, "what a jump!"

The two waiters were standing by the table over which the tired diner had fallen asleep.

"I've already wakened him twice," said the first waiter, "and I'm going to waken him again now.

"Why don't you have him taken out?" suggested the second waiter, who was fed up with the performance.

"Nothing doing," replied the first waiter, shaking his head. "Every time I waken him up he pays his bill."

Ticket Collector: "That child looks more than three years old."

Mother: "I know he does, but he's had a lot of trouble."

"I pride myself on my sense of humour. I certainly know how to appreciate a good joke."

You do. I've heard you tell the same joke twenty times and laugh at it every time."

Bill: "I have decided to buy that watch dog that you offered me the other day."

Dick: "I'm sorry but you are too late: it's been stolen."

Explorer (going for a swim): "Are there any sharks about here?"

Native: "No, they're afraid of the crocodiles."

Lady: "Oh, so you've been in touch with royalty have you?"

Tramp: "Yes, ma'am, I was once stung by a queen bee."

The man who was cleaning the hall saw the victorious boxer carefully examining the empty ring.

"What had you in mind about winning over the scene of your triumph?" he demanded.

Tramp: "I replied the boxer, merely looking for a piece of an orange."

Gentleman: "Why on earth are you fastening a muzzle on your little brother!"

Big Brother: "Because I am just sending him to buy some toffee for me."

"Please ma'am," said the tramp, "will you kindly lend me a cake of soap?"

The good lady was surprised. "Do you really mean to say you want some soap?" she asked incredulously. "Yes, ma'am," replied the tramp. "My mate's got the hiccups and I want to scare him."

NOT OUT FOR BIG GAME

R.A.F. Sergeant: "Know anything of an aeroplane that's come down near here, Sonny?"

Johnny (holding out his caputal): "N-no, sir, I've only been sheepdipper." The jobbing gardener was working in Mr. and Mrs. Newswold's garden. In the afternoon the young housewife carried him a cup of tea and a plate of cakes. They are all housemaids, she explained. "Take your pick, gardener."

The toiler shook his head. "I haven't got one with me, ma," he replied. "If it's only one to you, I'd sooner have a slice of bread and jam."

"That pig is almost white, isn't he?"

"Yes, but we call him 'Inky.'"

"Why?"

"Because he keeps running out of the pen."
Excellent Gifts

LUCAS

"KING OF THE ROAD" CYCLEALITIES

—just the thing for you and your friends!

Go to your Dealers and see the wide range of Lucas Accessories — Splendid Gifts to give your friends, and for your friends and relations to give to you!

LAMPS — Prices 2/- to 27/6. BELLS — 9d. to 6/6. ETC.

FREE. Write for Illustrated Literature describing the full range. Post Free. JOSEPH LUCAS LTD., DEPT. X, BIRMINGHAM.

LUCAS DYNAMO SETS, the finest light-givers for cycles, give a brilliant beam. Prices 17/6 to 27/6

LUCAS "GIRDER" WRENCHES grip like a vice without rocking. Sizes 31/4. 41/2. 71/4 in. Prices 2/9 to 7/6

The famous "LUCAS-CHALLIS" BELL No. A4 — used by many well-known clubs. Piercing ring and strongly made. Price 2/9

LUCAS "SILVER KING" No. 300, acknowledged "the World's best oil lamp." Double-concave lens, large oil vessel, etc. Price 16/6

LUCAS ELECTRIC BATTERY LAMP No. 69A gives brilliant light, and will withstand vibration. With Hand-lamp carrying handle. Complete. 3/2

LUCAS "CALCIA CLUB" No. 142 (acrylate) has patent quick-action carbide container fixing, sliding front, etc. Price 7/6

GREAT XMAS NOVELTY PACKET

A special packet of 107 different unused stamps issued during the past twelve months, including Commemoratives such as Kingsford Smith (Australia), New Delhi (India), British Guiana (Jubilee), N. Borneo (native), Belgium (castles), Brazil (revolution), Portugal (St. Anthony), etc., and pictorials from Gibraltar, Jaipur, New Guinea (bird of paradise set), S.W. Africa, Ruanda-Urundi (set of 6), Fr. Soudan, Tunis, Lebanon, etc.

Also air stamps from New Guinea (2 issues), Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Luxemburg and Tripolitania and general issues from Andorra, Vatican City and other interesting countries.

THIS FINE PACKET 107 UNUSED POST EXTRA. (ASK FOR NEW ISSUES) 10/- S 3870

OUR BIG CATALOGUE OF ALBUMS, STAMPS AND ACCESSORIES. BE SURE AND WRITE FOR IT BEFORE CHOOSING WHAT YOU WILL HAVE FOR XMAS.

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD.
(By appointment to H.M. the King)
DEPT. S.15, 391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

IT'S A GIFT!

You can give nothing better to your cycling friends than a "Terry" Saddle

It's a gift they would appreciate just as much as you would yourself if you were the recipient.

If you do not already ride a "Terry," just take Dad round to your agent's and let him see the model suitable for your weight.

Write for our full lists of specialities.

In C.T.C. and ordinary models. Price 15/6 each. State your weight when ordering.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD., Manufacturers, REDDITCH, Eng.
Est. 1855.
How to Get More Fun—(Cont. from page 1001) appears at intervals of every two feet or so! A length of blue wallpaper of a suitable shade forms a useful basis for a scenic background. On this the various details of the country the railway is supposed to traverse should be roughly drawn in ordinary pencil, and when the outline scheme is considered fairly satisfactory, colouring may be proceeded with, either paints or coloured chalks being used as preferred. The great mistake that is so often made at this stage is that of trying to include too much detail. This not only adds enormously to the difficulty of the work, but even when it is carried out successfully it is not effective when looked at from the required distance. Broad effects only should be aimed at, similar to those that are to be seen on the splendid posters issued year by year by the various railway companies. In the case of a portable layout the wallpaper may be simply pinned to the wall; but where the railway is a fixture it is more satisfactory to paste it round the walls of the room, so that it is held securely and permanently in position.

The advantage of this method of preparing scenery is that trees, fields, farms and all the usual features of the countryside may be introduced as required. A particularly interesting point is that where footbridges and level crossings are installed, the footpaths and roadways leading up to them may be realistically depicted.

A good example of the blending of different scenes is shown in the photograph on page 1000, taken on the layout of Mr. J. Grime of Belfast.

Christmas Gifts! Ask for these two splendid new books by your Editor

How to Build a Model Railway
By ELLISON HAWKSS
With 40 illustrations 330 pages

The Romance of Transport
By ELLISON HAWKSS
With 48 illustrations 332 pages

From all booksellers, 7½ net each

—HARRAP—

Model-Building Results—(Cont. from page 995) is obtained by gearing a J. Pinion with a 37-teeth Gear Wheel on the Gear Frame, which has a vertical shaft carrying a Gear connected to the cater.

Another good model in this Section is the railway breakdown crane illustrated here. It was built by J. A. Kingsley, of smartphone, and is one of the greatest models of this kind that I have had the pleasure of seeing in recent competitions.

In Section B, Allan Greenhalgh took First Prize, with a model railway crane, known as a crane. An illuminated steam engine gives the model an appearance of reality. The hoisting block makes use of a 57-46 foot rope, for the sides of the pulley housing, and unfortunately these appear too large for the portions of the remainder of the remainder of the crane.

The model, which otherwise is very neatly and soundly constructed.

John Hall, a young competitor from Louth, Lincolnshire, exhibited a model of a steam-driven derricrane, which incorporates a Meccano Steam Engine driving an excellently arranged gear box. The model will be considered in 2019. The steam engine, in a Second Prize that it secured.

The Third Prize winner in Section B, John Roberts, earned his success with a steam-driven job crane that is capable of three movements, swivelling, hoisting and lifting. This model also is driven by a Meccano Steam Engine, and the various gears are brought into engagement by the operation of three push-pull levers conveniently situated at the rear of the model.

The smaller prize-winning models included a travelling crane by James McBrown; a swivelling hammerhead crane by N. N. Liddle, and a fine bulk coal loading transporter by Harry Causer.

I was particularly pleased to see that many of the hundreds of fine photographs sent in for this Contest show marked improvement in sharpness and clearness on these submitted in recent Contest. A sharp photograph is a great aid to the judges in deciding the merits of a model, and on this account I hope that the improvements displayed will be maintained in future competitions.

I hope to illustrate one or two of the prize-winning models in future issues.

A New Transformer
Since publishing the 1933 Hornby Train catalogue and the Combined Meccano and Hornby Train catalogue we have introduced a new Transformer, the type of which is 27/6. This replaces the one list at 27/6 in these catalogues.

The new Transformer is available for all standard voltages from 100 to 250 inclusive, at all standard frequencies, and the transformer is designed for readers who have already obtained copies of the new price lists to make a note of this alteration in the pages on which the Transformer is featured.

Puzzle Your Friends—(Continued from page 957)

You will now have a short tube with a loop of tape inside it. You can make this loop as tight or as loose as you like, as shown in Fig. 8.

Take your six coloured handkerchiefs and place them one at a time into one end of the cardboard tube. The tape will prevent them from being pushed right through, and when you lay the tube flat on your table and place a fairly thick book in front of it as shown in Fig. 8, the book sides the tube from the audience.

Pick up your sheet of paper, show both sides of it, and lay it down on the book with one edge projecting a little from the tube. Now display the six white handkerchiefs and lay them beside the book. Pick up the other side of the tube, and show the audience that you have the tube beside the book. You then take the tape off and show the audience that you have the six handkerchiefs to the audience.

You can now unroll the paper tube and show it to the audience as made by bending the edge of the cloth. See Fig. 11. You may unroll the paper tube and show it to the audience.

An Ingenious Short Wave Adaptor
Most readers who possess wireless broadcast receivers will have wished at some time or other that they could cut out their sets to receive the broadcasts from the large number of European and American stations that employ waves below 100 m. in length. Hitherto it has not been possible to do this without going to considerable expense and a great deal of trouble. This has now been overcome, however, by means of an interesting device called the Elexe Short Wave Adaptor, introduced by J. Eastick & Sons, 118, Bournhill Road, London, E.C.I.

This adaptor consists of a single-valve oscillating detector unit built into a small cabinet, and the necessary connections to an existing set can be made in a few moments. The set thus converted is from 16 m. to 60 m., while if required a special receiver can be supplied for the 80 m. to 190 m. wave band is supplied.

The whole set is simplicity itself, and the results obtained are surprisingly good. The price of the adaptor is £1, and we strongly recommend it.

An attractive product of the same firm is the Elexe Frame Aerial. This has been specially designed for use with all types of receivers, and is particularly valuable in cases of interference due to a local transmitter; for by means of it the interfering stations may be eliminated without any troublesome adjustment, and it is equally effective with either long or short waves, the change from one to the other being effected by a switch. The price of the frame aerial is £1, and actual tests have shown it to be remarkably efficient.

Another interesting item is the T.L.C. type of terminal, an improvement on one already marketed by the Wickham Company, and which spade ends and bare wire can be connected, and which also has a double spring base to ensure good contact without soldering. In addition to these features the new terminal has a non-detachable head and a removable spring base. A. L. Wickham & Co., Ltd., of Manchester, have increased, however, the price has been reduced from 4½d. to 3½d.

For Cheltenham Readers
An Interesting Model-building Competition was held at the Great Western Exhibition held at the racecourse, Cheltenham, for model railway clubs from all over the country. The entries were of a high standard and the Meccano representatives who judged the models were greatly pleased with the quality of the models. The winner was Mr. W. Hudson, Age 13, with a splendid model of a Hammerhead Crane, driven by an electric motor and fitted with clutch and brake. The models were then tested by Mr. P. A. Wright, Manager of the Furniture Van complete with furniture; and the winners were presented with a model of a Steam Lorry. A special prize was awarded to the Cheltenham Rotary Club for their model of an 0-6-0 Tank Locomotive. The prize-winning models were shown in the windows of Pontoys Limited, and attracted considerable attention.
SETS (POSTAGE EXTRA)

10 Argentina ... 4d. 5 Iraq ... 2d.
10 Brazil ... 4d. 5 Poland ... 1 1/2d.
10 Chile ... 4d. 5 Bulgaria ... 1 1/2d.
10 Ecuador ... 5d. 5 Egypt (Mihrab) ... 1 1/2d.
10 Guatemala ... 5d. 5 Ceylon ... 1 1/2d.
10 Honduras ... 5d. 5 Latvia ... 1 1/2d.
10 Mexico ... 5d. 5 Luxembourg ... 1 1/2d.
10 Nicaragua ... 5d. 5 Barbados ... 1 1/2d.
10 Peru ... 5d. 5 Trinidad ... 1 1/2d.
10 Salvador ... 5d. 5 Bolivia ... 1 1/2d.
10 Venezuela ... 5d. 5 Costa Rica ... 1 1/2d.
102 Argentina ... 5d. 5 Persia ... 2 1/2d.
10 per 5d. 2 1/2d. 5 1/2d. 6d.
10 Brazil ... 1 1/2d. 2 1/2d. 4d. 6d.
J. RUSSELL,
Chetwynd, Shanklin Drive, Westcliff-on-Sea.

10 URUGUAY 8 LUXEMBOURG
100 TITLES OF COUNTRIES

FREE Six Mint Colonials FREE
I send FREE SIX MINT BRITISH COLONIALS, one each from MOROCCO AGENCIES, ZANZIBAR, KENYA, TURKS and CAICOS Is., SOUDAN and CAYMAN ISLANDS—and ALL MINT, to any collector at Home or Abroad, writing a chat-sized letter or a large illustrated Postcard. (Write to No. 108 West Cliff, Margate.) Over 1,000 items: Stamps, Postcards, Accessories—in fact EVERYTHING FOR THE STAMP COLLECTOR. Prices from 1d. (over 206 sets at 1d. each) to 40/-. Send a postcard only—no cash—and ask for No. 206.

EDWARD SANDELL, 10-11, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

ABYSSINIA PACKET FREE
A fine packet of all different stamps containing the new 1931 issue of Abyssinia, a large pictorial, Ruanda-Urundi, another issue large pictorial, Japan earthquake stamp, Albania 1939 pictorial, a fine set of 3 Dutch West Indies, Kouang-Tchao, Lebanon pictorial, Monaco, Cameroon, Ceylon, etc., free to all asking to see my famous approval sheets and enclosing 2d. for postage and packing (abroad 3d.).

AMES 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-, and upwards.
S. HAMMOND, 2, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY, LANCS.

FREE—ABYSSINIA PACKET
Which is missing from nearly all collections, and include Abyssinia (deer), Belgium (Brussels Exhibition), China (1937), France (Mint Provisional), Hungary, Mozambique Co. (Pictorial), Italy (1934), Persia (1931), Romania (Charity, Cat. 3d.), Turkey (Mint), Venezuela (Cat. 1/3), etc.; To all stamp collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 4d.), I will send this fine packet absolutely free. Only one gift to each applicant.

G. P. KEEF, MORTIMER LODGE, WIMBLEDON PARK, LONDON, S.W.19

“NEWORIENTAL” PACKET
FREE 6 diff. GREECE First Cat. 5/-
SET OF MALAY TIGERS
Over 50 DIFFERENT STAMPS
This wonderful offer includes classic first type issue of Greece, 5 diff., cat. 5/-, “Malay Tigers,” Turkey, over 50 diff., Cat. 5/-, Absolutely Free to Genuine Approval Applicants.
J. BURTON, 31, ONSLOW ROAD, LIVERPOOL.

FREE 25 Colonials to genuine Approval applicants. —J. Hayes, 75, Trinity Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.

FREE-Triangular & “Latakia” Pkt.
Pkt. includes a mint THREE-CORNERED PICTORIAL stamp, new “LATAKIA,” unused, depicting the beautiful Syrian city of HAMAH, showing quaint Eastern Mosques and Minarets, a MINT BRITISH COLONIAL, an unused PERSIAN ZOO stamp, BRITISH MOROCCO AGENCIES (mint), a beautiful unused pictorial SAAR, showing overhead transport across a river, and a grand set of 12 UNUSED AIRMAILS, showing aeroplanes, birds, etc. ALL FREE to genuine approval applicants for postage.

SHOWELL BROS. (M.M.4), 42, VANBRUGH HILL, LONDON, S.E.3

THE MECCANO MAGAZINE

THE BEST CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR THE STAMP COLLECTOR IS THE 1932 EDITION OF THE STANDARD CATALOGUE OF THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE WORLD
This catalogue contains nearly 1,000 pages and more than 6,000 illustrations. It is the ideal catalogue for the beginner or general collector, as it includes only standard varieties, minor varieties of shade and perforation being omitted.

Price 7/6 post free anywhere.
OUR NEW ANNUAL PRICE LIST OF SETS AND PACKETS FOR 1932 contains 118 pages printed full of bargains in sets and packets unused and used. A copy of this List will be forwarded gratis and post free on request.

WHITFIELD KING & CO., IPSWICH, SUFFOLK.

COURTESY VICTOR BANCROFT

THEMECCANO MAGAZINE
STAMP STATUARY

 FEW boys have any real love for their history lessons, and we confess that in our school days we, too, often wondered whether it was so important that we should commit to memory; among other things, the date upon which Great Britain occupied Egypt. History failed to observe the excessive cooking of a batch of scones! Years after we left school we discovered a new and more interesting way of learning history—by studying stamp designs featuring the statues and monuments erected to the memory of famous men and incidents of history. Facts in history that we did not trouble to learn at school have since been imbibed readily in this way.

History lessons have become a pleasant evening pastime! In recent days our interest in such stamps has been revived by the appearance of two new issues from the famous statues. The first of these is Sudan’s new air stamp set issued for use on mail carried over the London-South Africa air route, showing in silhouette a statue of General Gordon, the hero of Khartoum, against an expansive desert background, broken only by the winding course of the River Nile.

The statue illustrated stands outside the Governor-General’s residence at Khartoum, barely a stone’s throw from the site of the Old Palace in which General Gordon and his garrison were massacred on 26th January, 1885, two days before a relief column arrived to rescue the beleaguered forces.

Beyond question this is the most beautiful of all our Colonial air issues. It comprises eight values ranging from 5 millimes to 5 piastres in denomination, with the design illustrated common to them all.

From France comes a new two Franc pictorial stamp showing what is probably the best known monument in the world, the Arc de Triomphe. Standing in the centre of the Place de l’Etoile at the head of the Champs Elysées, it rises 167½ ft. above the ground. It is 147 ft. in width, and from front to rear measures 222 ft.

The construction of the arch was decreed by Napoleon on 12th February, 1806, to replace an existing arch, and was planned by the architect Chalgrin. It was inaugurated on 29th July, 1836, and bears the names of the chief victors of the period and of the First Republic, and those of 386 Generals who took part in the wars, in addition to many beautiful bas-reliefs by the most famous artists of the epoch.

On 11th November, 1920, the remains of an unknown soldier who fell in the Great War were interred beneath the Arch. A small fire is constantly kept burning on this Unknown Warrior’s Tomb, which is always covered with wreaths from various organisations and personalities, paying homage to the heroism of the men who sacrificed their lives for their country.

The structure has recently been fitted with two electric lifts that enable sightseers to go to the top in comfort, instead of climbing up the tortuous stairways. A magnificent view of the surrounding area is obtained from the terrace, and the vista down the Champs Elysées to the original and much smaller monument in the Jardins des Tuilleries at its foot is a sight never to be forgotten.

Our friends across the Atlantic probably would dispute the reference to the Arc de Triomphe as the best known monument in the world, and would desire to give this honour to their own great Statue of Liberty, standing on Bedloe’s Island at the entrance to New York Harbour. This statue was a gift from France to America to celebrate the first centenary of American Independence. Its cost was defrayed by public subscription in France, and it was executed in bronze by the great French sculptor Bartholdi. Its base is on an eminence 150 ft. above sea level, and from the base to the tip of its flaming torch is a further 151 ft. The statue is illustrated on the 15c. value of the current U.S. issue, but a much more striking picture of the statue appeared on a Uruguayan issue in 1919 celebrating the conclusion of the Peace Treaty at the end of the Great War. Both stamps are illustrated here.

On a scale only slightly less magnificent than the Arc de Triomphe is the arch illustrated on the ½ anna stamp of India’s New Delhi commemorative issue. This arch also is a war memorial, erected to the memory of the Indian troops who died in the Great War. It stands 75 ft. clear above its surroundings and completely dominates the foot of the great 1,200-ft. roadway, King’s Way, the main artery of the city. Surmounting the arch is a dome that rises a further 70 ft. When the arch was planned it was intended that a pillar of smoke should ascend perpetually from the dome as a living tribute to the Dead. For reasons of economy, however, that project had to be abandoned, and the smoke cloud now appears only on special occasions.

No reference in a British stamp article to war memorial monuments would be complete without including the great British war memorial that stands at the Menin Gate at Ypres. The Ypres Salient was one of the key positions in the Great War, and continuously for more than three years it was the centre of a fierce struggle. More than 90 per cent. of the British troops occupying the Salient passed through the Menin Gate on their way to the trenches, and no more fitting place could have been chosen for a British War Memorial on the actual battlefields. The walls of the memorial are covered by panels on which are inscribed the names of “missing” British soldiers whose bodies could not be found after the battles of Ypres. Our illustration is from the 35c. value of the Belgian 1929 Anti-Tuberculosis issue.

Our next specimen takes (Continued on page 1022)
100,000 STAMPS FREE!

Spend only the postage for a selection of our World-Famous Approvals. Hundreds of hinge-mounted spaces fillers sent, all less than 1d. each. Thousands of Numbered Views amazed and delighted with the value and vast variety. You alone shall give you entirely FREE—100 all different SYRIA, Lebanon and Aloscus (unused), or 25 Fine old BAVARIA (Ludwigs, etc.), or 5 scarce ICELAND (view of Reykjavik National Museum, etc.), or 25 SCOTLAND (all different). Further along with interesting Lists, etc., will be included full details of the above gigantic gift-scheme.

1½d. For only 2d. extra, complete copy only, and you get the biggest and best Stamp Packet advertised.

M. N. Envelope, 5d. Mystery Parcel of 5,000 UNKNOWN Stamps, Mostly Foreign, 5s. 1½d. Overseas, 5/6.

MY CHRISTMAS PRESENT

During December I shall mount and write up each air mail cover I sell free of charge. Early application for approval is advised. Covers from 1d. to 3d. As usual each new client will receive set of French Colonials gratis. "Murray Field" packets of 25 for 6d. are the best obtainable value.

ODERUS, Importer

(Dept. E), 68, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, N.8.

SENT BY AIR MAIL

The celebrated Richmond 6d. and 1½d. packets of stamps, having been obtained by us on approval by Air Mail on receipt of 4d. for postage. The new and attractive Swiss Pro Inventaire Set, 1931, appears December, 1½d. complete set Offered again no charge.

PHILLIPS,

Richmond, St. Legler, Sur Vevey, Switzerland.

AIR MAIL STAMPS AND WALLET FREE!

A fine Packet Wallet, filled with Air Mail Stamps, given FREE to every applicant requesting Approvals. Send 1½d. stamp for postage.

S. L. SHELEY,

HILLSIDE ROAD, BILLERICAY, ESSEX.

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS, INCLUDING COLONIALS!

For this low price you get a complete set of 100 different stamps, including Colonial, including Roy, King. Free to applicants for my 6d. Stamps, and cheap Sets. Without 1½d. stamp. Postage 1½d.

S. H. FLEETING,

ST. WINIFREDS, CHESTILTON ROAD, CHESTER.

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS 1000 ON APPROVAL FROM WHICH YOU MAY SELECT ANY 100 FOR 3½d.

This selection includes up to the thousand commonest stamps, but contains specimens priced at 5d. or more, so that you are sure of getting 100 stamps of the catalogue value of 2½d. or more. Not to exceed 100 stamps of any one country. No return allowed. POSTAGE 1½d. extra. Selections sent if desired.

J. N. MORRIS, 8, Audley Road, Folkestone, Kent.

125 Different Stamps Free

To introduce my Approval Service to serious collectors, I am offering 125 Different Stamps Free to genuine applicants who request my Approval Books and Packet of Stamps. Unusually limited to 60 each, less 3d. in the 1½d. discount. This exclusive packet includes British and French Colonials, Pictorials, etc.

ERIC J. WATTS, 48, LONDON ROAD, NORTHAMPTON.

THE "109" PACKET!

XMAS GIFT FREE!

To all readers of the "M.M." this festive season, we are presenting FREE to all those requesting our famous Approvals, this wonderful Packet of 109 Different Stamps, including AERO TRIANGULAR, Set of Pictorial U.S.A., RARE ABYSSINIAN PROVISIONAL, USED, RARE BR. SOMALILAND, Etc., Etc. To those not requiring Approvals the price of packet is 1½d. A limited number of packets are being reserved for overseas readers.

EXPRESS STAMP SERVICE, Dept. "B," 11, REGENT ST., CHELTEMHAM, ENG.

For further Stamp advertisements see pages 1018 and 1047.
Stamp Collecting—Continued from page 1021

us back rather more than a century to the greatest sailor that the British Navy has ever known, Lord Nelson, to whose memory many splendid memorials have been erected. The monument illustrated here is from the Barbados issue of 1856 to commemorate the centenary of Nelson's great sailing feat—a 24 days' crossing of the Atlantic—that saved the comparatively defenseless British fleet from an attack by a French fleet commanded by Admiral Villeneuve. The Barbados monument is of special interest also because it was the first state-issued stamp in the world.

The 18 pi value of the Cyprus British Rule Jubilee issue of February, 1928, dips even further into British history, for it shows a statue of Richard I, Cœur de Lion, who ruled England from 1189 to 1199. Richard Cœur de Lion's special claim to fame are his Crusades in the Holy Land, and it was in the course of the Third Crusade that British contact with Cyprus was first established. Richard paused at the island, on his way to Palestine, to conquer it as a punishment against its Hebrew ruler for disloyalty to Richard's betrothed wife, Berengaria of Navarre, who, a little time previously, had been forced by gales to anchor off Limassol.

After mastering the island, Richard and Berengaria were married there on 12th May, 1191, and a medieval chapel at Limassol in which the ceremony is said to have taken place, is still displayed to visitors. Richard sold the island to the Templars, but a year later it passed into the hands of the Frenchman Guy de Lusignan, and for almost 500 years remained the seat of a French Kingdom. Subsequently it was conquered by the Turks, and remained a province of the Ottoman Empire until 1878, when the Young Turks, with the consent of the British authorities, consented that the island should be governed by the British, although remaining nominally Turkish territory. The entry of Turkey into the Great War automatically nullified that convention, and in May, 1925, Cyprus attained the full status of a British colony. The statue illustrated on the stamp, by the way, does not stand in Cyprus itself. It is the statue that stands outside the Houses of Parliament at Westminster. London readers may recall that the sword in King Richard's hand was broken in the great gales of November, 1928.

To the best of our recollection this is only the third occasion on which a pre-Victorian British monarch has been illustrated on a stamp. King Charles I was illustrated on the Barbados tercentenary issue of 1927, and James I on Newfoundland's tricentenary issue of August, 1910. These stamps do not come within the scope of the present article, however, and must be left for reference on another occasion.

We thank Stanley Gibbons Ltd. (see advertisement page 1018) for their courtesy in loaning the stamps from which the illustrations for our stamp pages have been made.

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on New Issues

Italian Special Air Issue

Scenes reminiscent of the Port Fonad melee took place in Rome on 27th June last, when there was placed on sale a quantity of the special 7l.70 stamps used to frank mail carried by an Italian air squadron on a formation flight from Rome to Rio de Janeiro in December last. The quantity available for sale was only 1,500, only one copy was sold to each applicant. The supply was hopelessly inadequate and, with the prospect of disappointment before them, many would-be purchasers scrimmaged for places in the hope of obtaining any serious accidents occurred. The stamps are commanding a very high price already, as it is understood that no further supplies will be issued at face value.

New Belgian Colonial Set

The standard of interest in Belgian Colonial issues is always a healthy one and the recently issued long set of new stamps for Ruanda-Urundi makes a striking addition to the list. The designs are full of interest, for each set is in the form of a pictorial story of native life in this Belgian Mandated Territory. There are 14 stamps in the series, ranging from 10c. to 20 fr. in value. Brie y listed the designs are as follows:—10c., Mountain country in Ruanda; 15c., a native warrior; 25c., The kraal of a chief; 40c., Two cowherds; 50c., Head of a buffalo; 60c., A young native porter; 75c., An old woman with her 1 f., Wives of Urundi chieftains; 1l.25, A native mother and child; 2l. The manufacture of wooden pots; 3l.25, A native woman at work; 4l., A potter of the Watubu tribe; 5l., A native dancer; 10f., Native warriors; 20l., A prince of the ruling dynasty.

Gibraltar Makes a Change

It must be unique for a country to change the design of its stamps because tourist visitors have ignored them. That, however, is an underlying reason for the appearance of a pictorial design for Gibraltar's 1d. and 1½d. values, after 45 years' strict adherence to monarch's head design. The new stamp was illustrated in our last issue.

It seems that British tourists, misled by the likeness of Gibraltar's King's head stamps to those of Great Britain on casual inspection, have been using G.B. stamps to frank their homeward mail. The new stamps are sufficiently distinctive to remove any possibility of future confusion. They show a splendid view of the Gibraltar peninsula, and in the foreground a British Naval vessel.

The Austrian Poets Commemorated

The Austrian charity issue to which we referred in a note in the October "M.M." appeared on 12th September, and although the poets of Austria have not the same wide appeal as their country's musicians, the issue is certain to attain great popularity. It consists in six stamps and was sold only in complete sets at double face value.

Each of the portraits displayed is of a poet who was at the zenith of his fame in the 19th century, and considerable interest surrounds them all. Franz Grillparzer, whose portrait appears on the 20 gr. value illustrated here, is certainly the outstanding man of the group. He is principally famous for the greatest dramatic poets of the age, but like many another genius his life was not happy and his great plays vividly illustrate the ups and downs of his career. Strangely enough, it was in the midst of his greatest troubles that Grillparzer did his greatest work.

Ferdinand Raimund (1790-1836), who is shown on the 10 gr. value, was originally a stage comedian, but subsequently he devoted himself to the writing of serious drama of high merit. In common with many other greats, Raimund was a melancholy man, and the transfer of public popularity to a rival playwright, Johann Nestroy, led him to take his life. Johann Nestroy (1801-1869), whose portrait appears on the 30 gr. stamp, was chiefly famed for his farces and comedies.

Adalbert Stifter (1805-1868) appears on the 40 gr. stamp. He is principally famous for his descriptive poems on the woodlands of his native Bohemia. The 50 gr. stamp bears a portrait of Ludwig Anzengruber (1858-1889), who, of a later period than the poets already referred to. His greatest successes were simple plays and poems and one of his plays, "Die Pfarre von Kriesfeld," still enjoys a substantial vogue in Austria. Peter Rosegger (1843-1918) is shown on the 1 sch. value.

An event of outstanding interest to our stamp collecting readers, The Schoolboys' Stamp Exhibition, is to be held in London from 1st to 9th January. The organisers have arranged a most attractive programme, and the Editor of "M.M." is arranging for "M.M." readers to be admitted free on 7th January. Further details will be announced in our January issue.
You must have all the wheat

Every part of the wheat grain contributes something vital to the health and growth of the human body, especially during youth. The inner layers and germ are rich in proteins and minerals which build up flesh and bone. The kernel supplies energising carbohydrates, which are the 'fuel' foods. The bran in the outermost skins is necessary to keep the digestive tract active and so promote health in the way nature intended.

Shredded Wheat contains the whole of the wheat, steam cooked, shredded and baked. This process makes it crisp and appetising and, by breaking down the starch cells, converts the wheat into a form which our bodies can assimilate and digest. It is to this exclusive process that Shredded Wheat owes its unique qualities.

Give Shredded Wheat a good trial for breakfast, lunch or supper. You will like it more the more you have, either with milk, fruit or with butter and cheese.

SHREDDED WHEAT

Shredded Wheat is made by British labour, from Empire-grown wheat only, by The Shredded Wheat Co. Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

This happy Fellow chose a famous

B.S.A. Air Rifle

And who wouldn't be happy with the finest of all Christmas gifts—a famous B.S.A. Air Rifle.

You, too, should choose a B.S.A. Air Rifle! It will be your proudest possession for many, many years and the envy of all your chums.

Remember, B.S.A. Air Rifles are ALL-BRITISH and fully guaranteed. They have a fixed riffled barrel, patented cocking mechanism, are deadly accurate and remarkably hard-hitting.

Tell dad that you must have a B.S.A. Air Rifle this year, and remind him that no licence is necessary to purchase or to use in the house or garden and that B.S.A. Pellets cost only 2/6 per 1,000—33 accurate shots for a penny.

The B.S.A. Target Holder makes indoor shooting perfectly safe.

Choose wisely, choose British, choose a B.S.A. Air Rifle.

Post the coupon NOW

B.S.A. Guns Ltd., 92, Small Heath, Birmingham.
Please send B.S.A. Air Rifle Leaflet.

Name

Address

“NIPIT”
(BRITISH MADE)

The best GAME of the year. With plenty of “PEP” in it. A good game is always a good investment.

Price 7/6

The New “Sunshine” Motor Car

Well made, handsome appearance, each car fitted with a “sunshine” hood (which can be neatly rolled up), also a luggage box; bumpers, back and front, strong rockwork, with automatic check action. Without lamps, 7/- each. With two head lights, 8/6 each.

If unable to obtain from your Store or Dealer, write

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD.
Here's something useful for Christmas!

**THE ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR**

Add to the pleasures of Christmas and the New Year by fitting one of these new Gramophone Motors.

**SYNCHRO-BLUE** A synchronous motor, for 50 cycles, A.C. supply only. Extremely simple and robust in construction—entirely new departure. Lowest priced British-made motor.  
39/6

**GOLDEN-DISC** Induction-disc motor. Undoubtedly the best type for A.C. circuits. Complete with unique automatic start and stop switch, and every refinement. A motor of exceptionally high quality.  
75/-

**STANDARD-RED** Direct current or universal motor, of which many thousands have been sold. The proved motor for heavy duty on D.C. or A.C. circuits.  
126/-

Stocked by all High-class Dealers.

---

**The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.**  
**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS**  
Head Office: Rugby, England  
Works: Rugby, Birmingham, Willesden, Coventry and Chesterfield.
LOTT’S CHEMISTRY

Sometimes at school you have to work and think very hard about rather dull subjects, but in the midst of them there are always visits to the Physics lab., and better still, the Chemistry lab., to look forward to. But how slow the experiments are at times, just a lot of tests and readings with nothing much happening at all. There would be trouble too, if to liven things up a bit, you got out some magnesium ribbon and burned it in the lab., or made a little sulphuretted hydrogen on your own account.

That’s where Lott’s Chemistry comes in. Possessing a set you can do plenty of exciting things with chemicals for yourself, just as often as you like.

The experiments given in the Instruction books have been selected and arranged by a Doctor of Science, but this time he has left out all the uninteresting parts. Working these experiments in your own way will give you the chance to grasp things, which you scarcely have time to learn at school, and will keep you interested for a long while to come.

Ask your Lott’s Bricks dealer for full particulars or write to us for descriptive leaflet and specimen pages from the Instruction book.

**BOX 1.** Contains 18 chemicals, test-tubes, tin dishes, filter papers, litmus paper, magnesium ribbon, glass tubing, test-tube cleaning brush, and Book of 42 Experiments. **PRICE 3/6**

**BOX 2.** Contains 22 chemicals, Bunsen Burner, with rubber connecting tube, large and small test-tubes, tin dishes, filter papers, litmus paper, magnesium ribbon, glass tubing, test-tube cleaning brush and Book of 60 Experiments. **PRICE 6/-**

**BOX 3.** Contains 30 chemicals, Bunsen Burner, with rubber connecting tube, large and small test-tubes, tin dishes, crucible, flask, glass funnel, filter papers, litmus paper, magnesium ribbon, glass tubing, delivery tube, test-tube cleaning brush and Book of 131 Experiments. **PRICE 10/6**

---

**Christmas Gifts**

FOR USE THE YEAR ROUND

There is no better gift for a boy or girl than a ‘Blackbird.’ It is a full-sized pen, substantial in appearance and so well made that its very possession brings a sense of pride and self-respect.

**BLACKBIRD SELF-FILLER**

MADE IN ENGLAND

‘Blackbird’ Pens may be obtained of all Stationers and Jewellers. Black 7/6 to 10/6; Blue or Jade 10/6; non-self-filling 6/-. Postage 3d. extra under 10/-. Illustrated list post free from Mabie, Todd & Co. Ltd., Swan House, 133 & 135, Oxford Street, London, W.1. Branches at: 79, High Holborn, W.C.1; 111, Cheapside, E.C.2; 95, Regent Street, W.1; and at Exchange Street, Manchester.


“Swan” Ink Works: Dingle, Liverpool.

**Use**

‘SWAN’ INK

Obtainable in Blue-Black, Red, Blue, Green or Violet.

---

LOTT’S BRICKS LTD., WATFORD, HERTS.
The Boy's Own Paper

Some of the contents of this bumper number:

A Thrilling New Serial


Long Complete Stories


Articles
Hobbies
Sport
Competitions

A 32-page Photogravure Supplement

Containing full-page plates of West Bromwich Albion, Wycombe Wanderers, The Springboks. Pages of photogravure portraits of your favourite "B.O.P." authors and artists, and many other illustrations of interest.

A Colour-plate, size 11 ins. by 8 ins., "THE BUCK-JUMPER"

See that you get your copy early

Now on Sale of all Bookstalls, etc.
GET LOTT’S BRICKS THIS CHRISTMAS

Lott’s Bricks are British-Made Stone Toy Building Bricks. They will give you many happy hours building fine models. Here are brief particulars of the various series.

LOTT’S BRICKS. These are the original bricks which are suitable for constructing all kinds of stone buildings, from a great Cathedral down to a small Farm Shelter.

TUDOR BLOCKS. A really delightful series of stone bricks, with which many beautiful buildings in the old English half-timbered style can be made. The designs include Cottages, Market Buildings, Village Halls and old Manor Houses with thatched roofs.

LODOMO. This is a new Lott’s Bricks development. Each set contains bricks charmingly coloured to represent windows, doors and correctly bonded brickwork. Extremely realistic models in modern styles can be made. These are particularly suitable for Model Railways and other miniature displays.

RAILWAY BOX. A splendid new set, which will appeal instantly to every boy interested in Model Railways.

ACCESSORY SETS. These are special collections of windows, doors, and herringbone bond base bricks for use with Lott’s Bricks and Tudor Blocks, which do not contain windows and doors.

PRICES:

Lott’s Bricks, Complete Sets
at 2/-. 3/-, 5/-, 10/-, 17/-, 25/-, 35/-.

Tudor Blocks at 3/-6., 7/-6., 21/-, 35/-.

Lodomo at 3/-6., 7/-6., 12/-6.

Obtainable at all leading stores and Toy dealers. Send a postcard for complete catalogue illustrated in colours.

LOTT’S BRICKS LTD., WATFORD, HERTS.

Popular Christmas Presents

Great Western Railway

Jig-Saw Puzzles

ANNE HATHAWAY’S COTTAGE
A charming picture.

CATHEDRAL
Exeter Cathedral, by Fred Taylor, R.I., on one side and on the other a useful map of the G.W.R.

CORNISH RIVIERA EXPRESS
A picture of this famous train on one of the most picturesque parts of its journey.

CORNISH FISHING VILLAGE
Quaint, restful and beautiful.

GEORGIOUS DEVON
Springtime in Devon—SINGLE BRIDGE
Two of the most colourful parts of Devon adequately pictured.

KING GEORGE V
A picture in colours of the most powerful passenger locomotive in England. (Also in 300 pieces, 3/-6.)

MOUNTAINS OF KILLARNEY
A picture poem of blue hills, white roads, cattle, and a placid stream.

RAILWAY STATION
Frith’s famous picture. Costumes and characters at Paddington in 1862.

ST. DAVID’S CATHEDRAL
A wonderful subject, nobly treated, showing the majestic interior of this very old Cathedral.

SWANSEA DOCKS
A unique bird’s-eye view of a busy dock. The detail makes it a very interesting picture.

WARWICK CASTLE
Its most beautiful aspect, framed by trees, river and sky.

WINDSOR CASTLE
Historic pageantry, with the Round Tower as a background.

KING ARTHUR ON DARTMOOR
A cavalcade of chivalry.

THE TORBAY EXPRESS
The famous Express on the Teignmouth sea-wall.

THE VIKINGS LANDING AT ST. IVES
An artist’s conception of old Cornwall and its old-time invaders.

TWO BOOKS FOR BOYS OF ALL AGES


OBTAINABLE from ANY BOOKSTALL
or BOOKSELLER
or direct from The Supt. of the Line, G.W.R., Paddington Station, London, W.2
"WHAT A GAME ..."

Yes, Yes, 50—no, 60—no, 90—yes, 90. Ah! a good start. Now another shot—15, no—40, no—good. All "lost" balls back, because the ball went into "the triangle." What excitement! Play on, Ted. See if you can beat 850.

EVERY SHOT GIVES A THRILL

Fascinating to the last degree. Just as entertaining for Aunts and Uncles, and Mothers and Fathers. They simply cannot resist it.

Our slogan is EVERY HOME ITS CORINTHIAN, and we are confident that Corinthian Bagatelle is going to be a boon to many thousands of aomes this winter. There is no end to the number of games that can be played—"Highest score," "Lowest score," "Hidden number," "Nearest 500," "Cricket," "Golf," "Penalties." Never was there such a board as this, and it can’t wear out, no cloth to tear. Nothing to replace, first cost—last cost.

The skilful shot will reap its reward, but the lucky chap will always have a few happy flukes.

Remember, Corinthian Bagatelle is the Master Board, and do not be put off with a copy.

Corinthian is fitted with the Springy Steel Pin, which adds so much to the game. N.B. Springy Steel.

Ask your local dealer to demonstrate. In case of difficulty, write to the manufacturers.

ABBEY SPORTS
CO. LTD., 125, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1
the firm that introduced Toc-Toc Bat-Pistol and Clico Potato Pistol. Also wholesale agents for Warneford Aeroplanes.

The Best Gift of all . . . A RILEY "HOME" BILLIARD TABLE!

It will give endless pleasure to all the family for many, many years

All the family will welcome a Riley "Home" Billiard Table as a Christmas Gift. What enjoyment they will have from it! . . . not only during the festive season, but every evening after dinner. It's a regular home magnet that never fails to fascinate both old and young.

Send a first payment of 3½ to-day, and you will receive the 6-ft. size "Home" Billiard Table which rests on an ordinary dining table. The balance you pay monthly as you pay. Cash price £11-19-6. Other sizes and prices are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft. 4 ins.</td>
<td>£7 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft. 10 ins.</td>
<td>£9 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ft. 4 ins. x 3 ft. 4 ins.</td>
<td>£11 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 ft. 4 ins. x 3 ft. 10 ins.</td>
<td>£13 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 4 ins. x 4 ft. 4 ins.</td>
<td>£16 2 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDER BY POST if you cannot call. We pay carriage in Great Britain and guarantee satisfaction.

KENDAL MILNE & CO.
DEANSGATE
MANCHESTER

32 FREE Billiard Tables. Send for details and price list.

BILLIARD AND DINGEN-TABLE (2 Days’ Free Trial)

RILEY'S COMBINE

This is the Riley "Cabriolet" design, 6-ft. size, £34-16-6, or 13 or 20 monthly payments.

WRITE FOR ART LIST

E. J. RILEY LTD., DEP. 147, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
These shops keep a stock of Sutcliffe Steel Speedboats:

ASHTON-U-LYNE: Lumb, Market Avenue.
BARROW: James Kerr.
BATH: J. S. Common, Corridor.
BAYLEY: M. A. & K. Western.
BELFAST: Anderson & McAuley, J. Robb & Co. Ltd.
BECKENHAM: Barks Library.
BIRMINGHAM: Barnby's Ltd. Spaldings.
BLACKPOOL: Sellen's Bazaar.
Bognor: R. G. Goodacre.
BOLTON: James Morris.
BOSCOMBE: Noah's Ark.
BOURNEMOUTH: J. E. Beale Ltd.
BRIDGTON: W. Gosney.
BRISTOL: S. H. Archer.
BROMLEY: F. Medhurst Ltd.
BURY: Sam Taylor.
BUFFTON: Harold Hunt.
CHELMSFORD: F. Spaldings & Sons.
CHISWICK: Lucas & Co.
CLACTON: H. D. Simmonds.
COLDWYN BAY: J. Homan Ltd.
COVENTRY: R. H. Jepson.
CROYDON: Alliders.
DERBY: Sutcliffe Trottories.
DEWSBURY: Bickers Ltd.
DUBLIN: Dixon, Suffolk Street.
DUNDEE: Drafen & Jarvis.
EASTBOURNE: J. E. Beale Ltd.
FELIXSTOWE: W. S. Cole Ltd.
FILEY: E. Wise.
FOLKESTONE: Luptons. Spaldings.
GRIMSBY: Wm. Haw.
GT. YARMOUTH: Allen's.
GUILDFORD: Dolls' Hospital.
HARROW: Greenhill Bazaar.
HARROW: John Piggott Ltd.
HULL: H. J. Piggots Ltd. Rushworths.
HUMBERSIDE: J. E. Beale Ltd.
INFERNESS: Fraser & Co.
IPSWICH: W. S. Cole Ltd.
KENDAL: Townley & Taylor.
KINGSTON: Bentalls.
LEicester: Watson-Cairns Ltd.
LEICESTER: Frank Berry, Robothams Ltd.

A SUTCLIFFE STEEL SPEEDBOAT for YOU this Christmas

BRITISH MADE

A Fine Present for Any Boy

LEIGH-ON-SEA: F. A. Johnson.
LEITH: Spence & Spence.
LINCOLN: Bycroft's.
LLANDUDNO: Bunneys. J. Homan Ltd.
LONDONERS: H. Price & Co.
LONG EATON: J. & H. Lacey.
MACCLESFIELD: Tom Wood (Chemists) Ltd. Spaldings.
NEWCASTLE: Alfreds.
NORTHAMPTON: W. Mark & Co. Ltd.
NOTTINGHAM: Beechcroft & Son.
O'BAN: Wm. Rankin.
OTTLEY: Broadstreet.
PAINTON: R. W. Godfrey.
PLYMOUTH: Spooner & Co.
PORTSMOUTH: G. C. Bull.
PRESTON: R. Marsden & Sons.
READING: E. Hill & Son.
REDRUTH: Thos Jarvis Ltd.
RHODES: Groves Bros.
ROMFORD: Ajax Co.
ROTHERHAM: Wm. Cooper.
ST. ANNES: A. V. Warden, Toyalnd.
SALFORD: Sun-Ray Photo Co.
SHEFFIELD: Hobbies.
SHERBROOKE: Dyer & Co.
SKEPTON: Slatters.
SOUTH SHIELDS: J. Carruthers.
SUNDERLAND: Saxon's Ltd.
SUTTON: Odd & Sons.
TAMWORTH: Sports Co.
TAUNTON: Meckan & Lewis.
TRALEE: E. M. Collins.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS: Porters.
UXBRIDGE: Randall's Stores.
WALTON-ON-ThAMES: Sports House.
WATFORD: Goodsons Bazaar.
WESTGATE-ON-SEA: A. W. Polden.
WESSEX: J. E. Watson & Sons.
WESTMINSTER: Fancy Fair.
WHITBY: Bingate & Glegg.
WINCHESTER: J. E. Watson & Sons.
WINDSOR: Messenger.
WOKING: Sports House.
WOLVERHAMPTON: Beattie's.
WORCESTER: Mrs. Bradbury.
WORTHING: Walter Bros.
YORK: T. & E. Hoppes.
8 GIFT BOOKS for BOYS of ALL AGES

It would be difficult to find a gift for any boy that would give so much pleasure as one of the splendid annuals illustrated on this page. There are books to suit every taste and every age, and all are full book size, strongly bound in cloth or stout boards with cloth backs and Brightly Coloured Glossy Covers.

All these Annuals are now on sale at all Newsagents, Booksellers and wherever books are sold.

FOR all boys between the ages of eleven and sixteen who like to know how things work, who like to make things, who like to read about the mechanical marvels of to-day.

ADVENTURE! Athletics! Stories and articles touching on every phase of a schoolboy's life, together with a wealth of illustrations.

UP-TO-DATE attractions for all bright boys. Aeroplanes, Locomotives, Railways, Motor-Cars and Cycles, Ships, Blimps, etc., dealt with in cheery, chatty fashion. Complete stories, coloured plates and hundreds of other illustrations.

WILL make a splendid gift to the manly type of boy between the ages of ten and fifteen. It is packed with real-life stories of school and sport, thrilling adventure yarns and articles.

ZOO animals and birds, and wild life generally, presented by well-known writers and Nature photographers in a manner that appeals instantly to all boys.

FINK boys of all ages from ten to seventeen. Contains a host of stories of school, sport, mystery and adventure; useful articles. Bound in cloth with coloured wrapper.
I say, Boys! Look!

XMAS PRESENTS

**INDCOL PLAYMATE CINEMA SET**

Extra Films can be supplied at £5.6 per box

Complete with Battery, Bulb, Four Films, and Slides... £10.6 each
Other Sizes £8.11-£12.6 each

**INDUCTION COIL**

Guaranteed to cause some fun £6.9 each
Made of Bakelite

**INDCOL ELECTRIC HOUSE CURRENT CINEMA SET**

£25 each

**INDCOL PLAYMATE VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE WITH MODELS**

Great fun! £8.6 each
Other Sizes £4.6 and £6.6 each

All post free

If unable to obtain Indcol Playmate toys locally, write to:

Indcol, Dept. 75, 83-86, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4
THERE ARE GOOD TIMES COMING NOW

BOYS! Buy "RANLITE" Britain's Best.

THE FASTEST AND MOST MODERN CARS EVER MADE—BEAUTIFUL JOBS

AUSTIN, SINGER & GOLDEN ARROW MODELS ARE UNSURPASSED FOR BEAUTY OF FINISH AND CONSTRUCTION. YOU CAN, IF YOU WISH, BE YOUR OWN MECHANIC AND BUILD YOUR OWN CAR. EXAMINE THEM. SEE THE SLIDING ROOF, STUB AXLES, TRACK RODS, BUMPERS, LUGGAGE CARRIER, DUNLOP SEMI-PNEUMATIC TYRES, THEY ARE ALL THERE ON "RANLITE" MODELS.

YOU CAN EVEN FIT AN A.G.L., REMOTE CONTROL AND STEER THE CAR WHEN IN MOTION. FURTHER, YOU NEED NEVER LOOSE THE USE OF YOUR CAR... THEY ARE BACKED BY A UNIQUE SPARES SERVICE. TRULY THEY ARE REMARKABLE CARS. YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS ONLY TOO ANXIOUS TO SHOW YOU THE RANGE. DON'T DELAY, GO TO-DAY AND CHOOSE YOUR CAR FROM THE VARIETY OF BODY COLOURS AVAILABLE, INCLUDING BLACK, RED, GREEN AND BLACK, YELLOW AND BLACK, AND MOTTLED. ALL PRODUCED BY—BRITISH INDUSTRY.

AND REMEMBER:—
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER MODEL THAN A "RANLITE" MODEL

27/6  GOLDEN ARROW RACING CAR  27/6
Manufactured by—Automobiles (Geographical) Ltd., Halifax, Yorks., England

TWO SEASONABLE GIFT-BOOKS

ENGINES
by
E. N. da C. ANDRADE

"A first rate book. It explains simply, clearly, concisely, 'how it works'—the 'it' being anything from a 4,000 h.p. Diesel engine or a twelve coupled locomotive, to an ice machine."

Daily Express.

"An ideal book for the amateur engineer."

Model Engineer.

Illustrated

7/6 net

Published by G. BELL & SONS, LONDON, W.C.2. Of all Booksellers

THE BOYS' BOOK OF FOOTBALL
by
JOHN GRAVES

A book for Soccer players of all ages, brimful of hints and helpful advice. "What a Carthusian... does not know about football isn't knowledge. And so in this finely written volume we get the real gospel of the game." Morning Post.

Profusely illustrated with action photos

5/- net
This working model Gas Engine

Was machined almost entirely on a

**DRUMMOND 3 1/2 inch**

BORING AND SCREW CUTTING LATHE

The maker writes:

"... a 1 H.P. Gas Engine ... made from a set of Hartop castings ... the whole of the machining has been done on a 3 1/2 in. Drummond Lathe, except the valves, rings and gears, which were supplied with the castings. There is nothing in the actual machining to remark about, but I have had to contrive and scheme quite a bit to swing and support the pieces and tools to avoid strain and chatter in so small a lathe!"

(Signed) J. E. RUSHTON.

Let us tell you about our

3 1/2 and 4" Lathes. Interesting booklets free.

Write now!

DRUMMOND BROS. LTD., East Hill, GUILDFORD

---

WARD, LOCK & CO.’S

**The WONDER BOOKS**

Picture Boards, 10 x 7½. 256 pages. 12 colour plates and hundreds of illustrations in tints. 6/6 net. Also Handsome Cloth, 7/6 net.

New Volume.

**THE WONDER BOOK OF SCIENCE**

In this delightful book some of the most famous living authorities tell the story of modern discoveries and theories.

Other WONDER BOOKS constantly brought up to date:

- The Wonder Book of MOTORS.
- The Wonder Book of AIRCRAFT.
- The Wonder Book of INVENTIONS.
- The Wonder Book of SHIPS.
- The Wonder Book of ANIMALS.
- The Wonder Book of THE NAVY.
- The Wonder Book of ENGINEERING WONDERS.
- The Wonder Book of WHY & WHAT?
- The Wonder Book of SOLIDERS.
- The Wonder Book of EMPIRE.
- The Wonder Book of RAILWAYS.
- The Wonder Book of PETS.

A Zoo in every home.

The Wonder Book of THE NAVY. Any aspect of naval life dealt with by well-known experts and officers.

The Wonder Book of ENGINEERING WONDERS. Tells all the latest achievements of engineering science.

The Wonder Book of WHY & WHAT? Answers to children’s questions on all sorts of subjects.

The Wonder Book of SOLIDERS. A mine of information on the Army of to-day.

The Wonder Book of EMPIRE. Tales all about the lands under the Union Jack.

The Wonder Book of RAILWAYS. Scores of chatty articles about railways and locomotives all over the world.

The Wonder Book of PETS. Described and abundantly illustrated, with many practical hints by experts on how to keep them.


---

**FASCINATING BOOKS**

**The Handy Boy’s Book**

Cloth. 7½ x 5½. Fully illustrated. 3/6 net.

Comprising nearly 250 simple yet effective tricks with Cards, Coins, Handkerchiefs, Chemicals, Hats, etc. Parlour Tricks, Mesmeric and Magnetic Tricks, Shadowography, etc., which may be performed by the veriest novice at a trifling cost. Nearly 200 Photographs.

**Boy’s Book of Conjuring**

Cloth. 7½ x 5. Fully illustrated. 2/6 net.

A most useful handbook describing this fascinating hobby in all its branches. Many diagrams and illustrations.

**All About Photography**

Cloth. 7½ x 5. Fully illustrated. 2/6 net.

A manual describing photography in all its branches. Many diagrams and illustrations.

**How to Play Hockey**

By HARRY E. HASLAM.

With Special Section on “The Woman’s Game.”

Fully illustrated. 2/6 net.

**Nature Stories**

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS.

Picture Design. 3/6 net. Illustrated.

KINGS IN EXILE.

THE HOUSE IN THE WATER.

THE SECRETS TRAILS.

THE LEDGE ON BALD FACE.

C. LUCAS, Hobbies Depot
35, Manchester Street, Liverpool
HOBBIES GOODS ARE BRITISH

CHEAP OUTFITS

H.1 ... 1/- Post 6d.
H.2 ... 2/6 6d.
Ensign ... 4/6 8d.
Nelson ... 6/- 9d.
Dominion ... 7/- 9d.

Hobbies Catalogue
Contains 300 pages. Post free 1/- Worth much more.

H.2 2/6

Price 7/6

SPECIAL NEW LINES

MECCANO AEROPLANE OUTFITS

9/- Box makes 6. 16/6 Box makes 20.

ELECTRICAL OUTFITS

3/6 5/6 7/- 10/- 15/- 21/- 30/- Postage 6d. extra.

OUR 1932 RACING YACHT

23 ft. long (British) ... Price 29/6. Post 6d.
Write for details. Money back if not approved.

OF COURSE WE SELL MECCANO AND HORNBY TRAINS. FREE LISTS

A fine book for Engine Lovers.

"LOCOMOTIVES OF THE SOUTHERN"

Containing 72 pages of photographs and descriptive matter regarding Southern Railway Engines, including the mighty "Lord Nelson" and the famous "King Arthur" Types.

Price 1/-

POST CARDS

"Atlantic Coast Express" 1d. each. Express Engines, Goods Engines and Express Trains.
Price 6d. per set.

Also "Schools" Class Plates (Sepia) 1/- Post Free.
from Advertising Dept., Southern Railway, Waterloo Station, S.E. 1.

THE FAMOUS S.S.S. PUP

Wing Span 16½" Weight under 1½ ozs.

Price 1/11

Fitted with 7" unbreakable propeller operating in a special ball-joint bearing to absorb shock. Simplicity of design combined with high flying efficiency. Covered with Yellow Oiled Proofed Silk with identification discs.

A MAGNIFICENT FLYER LOOPS, STUNTS AND RISES FROM THE GROUND

OTHER MODELS

S.S.S. MOTH ... ... ... ... ... Price 2/6
" RED IMP ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4/6
" BLUE BIRD ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6/-
" SEAGULL ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7/6
" HAWK ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10/-

Obtainable at all the leading stores, and all branches of W. H. Smith & Son Ltd.

PRICE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION

Sole Manufacturers:

SEAGULL SCIENTIFIC SPORTS CO.
(Dept. M), 1133, LONDON ROAD, LEIGH-ON-SEA
Telephone No.: Leigh-on-Sea 76277.
ESSEX
ELECTRICITY!!
A WORD TO THRILL THE HEART OF EVERY MODERN BOY
BECOME AN EXPERT IN THIS MOST ABSORBING SCIENCE OF ALL

ELECTRICAL SETS

WILL LET YOU IN TO ALL ITS SECRETS

Here is a page of wonderful outfits, arranged by experts, that every boy just must have. Think of the thrills and excitement of performing scientific experiments yourself. The marvels of the modern universe—dynamos, electric motors, telephones, telegraphs, electric bells, etc., etc., unfolded in a clear and simple manner. Every boy can be a young electrician with a deep and practical knowledge of the science. Make your own batteries, lighting set, ammeters, voltmeters, etc., and build your own working models. NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.

THE FIRST AND ONLY SETS OF THEIR KIND ON THE MARKET

ALL BRITISH MADE

Here is an illustration of the No. 3 ELECTRICAL SET. With it you can perform over fifty intensely interesting experiments in magnetism and electricity, and in addition it contains a complete set of parts for building the B.G.L. MEDICAL SHOCKING COIL. The price of this set is 18/6. Other prices: 7/6, 12/6, 27/6, 2 Guinea, 3½ Guinea, and 5 Guinea. All sets contain instruction booklet with over 60 illustrations, written by a Bachelor of Science.

THE B.G.L.

Electric Motor
BUILD THIS POWERFUL MOTOR YOURSELF
The B.G.L. Electric Motor Kit supplies all the necessary parts and complete booklet of instructions whereby anyone can construct a powerful and efficient model without any previous experience. Price, complete with fully illustrated instructional booklet ... ... 7/6

THE B.G.L.

Medical Shocking Coil
This attractive outfit provides hours of fascinating constructional work, and when finished great fun and amusement are provided for all. Price, complete with full instructions 5/11

The B.G.L. Morse Telegraph Set
BUILD THIS WONDERFUL OUTFIT YOURSELF with the complete set of parts supplied.
When finished you can send messages to your friends in nearby houses. Wonderfully interesting to make. Perfectly simple to use. Complete with Morse code and full instructions for assembling, fitting and using. Price, each 7/6

THE B.G.L.

Home Telephone Set
NOT A TOY BUT A REALLY EFFICIENT INSTRUMENT
This is the most wonderful and useful constructional outfit ever produced. All the necessary parts and full instructions are supplied for fitting up two complete instruments. NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
No. 1. Comprising two polished wall instruments and all necessary fittings ... 21/-
No. 2. Mahogany Cabinets and all parts specially finished ... ... ... 42/-

THE B.G.L.

CHEMICAL CABINETS

THE ALL-BRITISH OUTFITS
No need to introduce the B.G.L. CHEMICAL CABINETS. In spite of the many imitations now appearing on the market, the B.G.L. Cabinets are and always have been the standard equipment for all boys with an interest in chemistry.

Prices : 3/6, 5/-, 8/-, 12/6, 21/-, 30/-, 52/-, 67/½, and 105/-

THE ARTICLES LISTED ABOVE ARE OBTAINABLE AT ALL LEADING STORES, TOYSHOPS AND SPORTS DEALERS. IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY SEND NAME OF NEAREST DEALER TO: BRITISH GAMES LTD.

19, 20, 21, Clerkenwell Close, LONDON, E.C.1
BOYS! If you want your models to stay stuck—use Seccotine—the “strong man” of adhesives! Not just because we say so, but because it is proved the finest adhesive in the world. The Royal Air Force use it, so does the Admiralty, so did the Schneider Cup Seaplane Builders! So take a tip from those who KNOW. Say “Seccotine” always and you’ll always be satisfied. In tubes everywhere, 4½d., 6d. and 9d. Ask your Dad to write for interesting booklet.

(Dept. M), McCAW, STEVENSON & ORR LTD.
The Linenhall Works, Belfast

For nearly 40 years model makers all over the world have relied on SECCOTINE
SUM-FLITE

Boys! Here's endless pleasure for winter days

"SUM-FLITE" is a fascinating and realistic model which will fly indoors for five minutes and cover a distance of about a mile.

Banking in circles, swift and light.
Some Flier — Sum-Flite.

"SUM-FLITE" demonstrates in a practical way the principles that govern flight and is only held captive by a fine cord. It is not a mere mechanical toy, but a wonderful Flying Model, scientifically designed and soundly constructed.

"SUM-FLITE" is absolutely "Fool-Proof" and will give you hours of fun and enjoyment.

Attractively boxed with full instructions.

Price 4/6 each

Obtainable from all leading stores and high-class toy and sports dealers. In case of any difficulty write direct to:

BRITISH GAMES LTD.,
COME ON BOYS!
4 Fine Model Aeroplanes
to choose from! ★

THE ATLAS MONOPLANE

THE ARGOSY MONOPLANE
A fine Monoplane with racing lines and streamline fuselage. Special wing tip skids to prevent wing damage. Guaranteed to rise off the ground and fly 600 feet. This is the model to race your boy friends. Only 5/-. Postage 6d.

THE FIREFLY MONOPLANE
This is the big brother to the Argosy. 10½ in. propeller, 30 in. span and 650 feet flight. Only 7/6. Postage 6d.

THE VELORE MONOPLANE
Built on same lines as the Firefly but bigger still. 12 in. carved propeller, 36 in. span and 700 feet flight. Only 10/6. Postage 9d.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL LARGE STORES
AND TOY SHOPS

IF YOU CAN'T GET YOUR PEOPLE TO
BUY YOU ONE—AND THEY OUGHT TO, SAVE UP BY YOURSELF. ANY OF
THOSE MODELS WILL MAKE YOU THE
LOCAL CHAMPION.

IF YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY IN PROCURING
YOUR MODEL, PLEASE WRITE DIRECT TO US,
ENCLOSING POSTAL ORDER.

William E. Appleby Ltd.
CRAMLINGTON AIRSHIP STATION
NORTHUMBERLAND

The Finest Display of
British-Made Scale Models
in the World

When in London or Manchester call at Bassett-Lowke Ltd. and see the wonderful show of Models of every description. If you are passing through Northampton call and see them being made—in any case send for our Catalogue “Everything for Models.” Over 300 pages fully illustrated. Ask for Catalogue No. 17 and send one shilling.

For Sailing Yachts, Power Boats, Ships’ Fittings, and everything for the model ship builder send for Section S/17, post free 6d.

Bassett-Lowke Ltd., Northampton
LONDON:
112, High Holborn, W.C.1.
MANCHESTER:
28, Corporation Street,
EDINBURGH:
At Anderson’s, The Arcade, 105, Princes Street.

DANDY BOOKS
FOR XMAS

Three Hefty Volumes of Good Things For Boys

Get Them Early!
BOYS! Here Is A REAL
Super All-Steel "Adana" Automatic Self-Inking PRINTING MACHINE!
WILL PRINT ANYTHING FROM A Chemist's Label to an Illustrated Magazine

BOYS! Here is something you’ve often wished for—a Real Printing Machine! Not a toy or a model but an Automatic Self-Inking All-Steel Adana Machine which uses real Printer's Metal Type and produces work just like that done by Professional Printers.

There’s not a more exciting or interesting hobby than printing on my Wonderful Invention. You can print your own Note-headings and Visiting Cards—Entertainment Programmes—Party Invitation Cards—School Magazines and a 101 other interesting things. It’s so fascinating that you’ll want to spend every spare moment at it!

WHAT A WONDERFUL XMAS GIFT!

Here are some of the things my Machine will print:
- School Magazines
- Fixture Cards
- Concert Programmes
- Dance Invitations
- Note-headings
- Visiting Cards
- Menus
- Tradesmen’s Bills
- Club Notices
- Etc., Etc.

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
NO BOY SHOULD POSSIBLY MISS!

No more "make-shift" rubber stamps or duplicators—here’s the real thing and so low in price that you MUST NOT miss the chance of getting it!

Let me tell you all about my Wonderful Machine and what it will do. Send the coupon alongside TO-DAY and I will send you FREE actual samples of work produced and explain how I will let you have it on Special Terms.

No boy should miss this Splendid Bargain. It is a Real Commercial Machine, for many men make Spare Time Money by printing on it for Local Tradesmen, etc. Find out all about it NOW. Send the Coupon alongside at once to Mr. D. A. ADANA (Dept. M.C.10), 17, Church St., Twickenham, Middlesex.

If you are able, come and visit our new Showrooms at Ludgate House, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4, and see this wonderful machine actually at work for yourself.


Price

45/-

To Mr. D. A. Adana (Dept. M.C.10), 17, Church St., Twickenham, Middlesex.

Dear Sir,

Please send me at once and FREE, full details of your Wonderful Adana Printing Machine—together with full samples of ACTUAL Work produced, and Easy Payment Terms.

Cut out this Coupon and Post at once with your full name and address attached.
Here's the perfect runabout for which you've waited!

This Runabout has been specially designed to meet the demand for something strong and practical in wheel toys.

The "BAT" RUNABOUT is a front wheel drive three-wheeler being propelled by means of pedals attached to a two-throw crank on the front axle. It is steered by means of a tiller connected to the rear wheel and can be turned in a 3 ft. radius.

It has been designed on sound engineering principles and incorporates great strength with lightness. The chassis is built up of seasoned wood side members with strong metal brackets. A comfortable wooden seat is placed over the centre of the chassis and the controls come nicely to hand.

THE "BAT" RUNABOUT

Price
42/6

Finished in light blue with gold points and red wheels.

AUTOMATIC PRESSINGS LTD.,
"Bat" Works,
BLACKHEATH, nr. Birmingham.

100 PRIZES MUST BE WON—ENTER NOW

Our unique Typewriting Competition to help the Hospitals.

Specimen of writing:

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Prices:
A 5'6" B 8'9" C 14' D 16'6" E 21'6"

FROM ALL HIGH-CLASS TOY DEALERS AND STORES

Send for Illustrated List and FREE GIFT, Post Free.

SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER CO.
Room 15, 1, Newman St., Oxford St., London, W.1

Electric Lighting Dynamos

A remarkably efficient and easy to work dynamo. The bulb can be made to glow by merely turning the spindle sharply between the fingers.

5/11 Post 8d. (Inland). Send for one to-day.

SPECIAL NOVELTIES.

Medical Cells, 2/6, with battery case, 3/9; Electric Boat Motors, 7/6; Model Steam Traction Engines, 5/6; Vertical Steam Engines, 2/6, with Whistle, 3/6; Horizontal Steam Engines, 4/5, with Whistle, 5/9.

All postages extra.

CENTRAL 'HANDY' DYNAMOS, 11, Friars St., IPSWICH.

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUSES!

WHAT ENGINEERS DO

7/6 net
OLD MAN OF THE WOODS

2/6 net

THE MAGIC SPECTACLES

2/6 net

TOULMIN, 21, SOHO SQ., LONDON, W.1

"MECCANO MAGAZINE" BINDERS

Your Magazines may be kept clean and tidy by enclosing them in one of these special binders we supply. Two sizes, price 5/- and 4/6 post free, from Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool.

BE TALL

Your Height increased in 14 days on money back.

The amazing Stebbing System soon brings 3-5 inches increase and new energy. Valuable Health Course, also Success and Popularity Course, included FREE with System, sent for 5/- P.O. Details free. The first original, and one GENUINE guaranteed system.

STEBBING SYSTEM (M), 28, Dean Rd., London, N.W.2.

LUMINOUS PAINT NOVELTIES

14 in. Dancing Skeletons (ready powdered), 15/- Full size Skull Masks 9d., Hand Oil, Spectacle Oil, etc. Very spooky in the dark—harmless and lasting. Send 1/- stamp for list and sample Luminous Eye or Skull.

SYLVESTER (Dept. M), NARBOROUGH, LEICESTER.

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE AT 1/-


WRITE FOR PROSPECTUSES!

BUTTERFLIES, BIRDS’ EGGS, PLANTS, etc.

Obtain your supplies of Books, Collecting Apparatus and Specimens from WATKINS & DONCASTER, Dept. M, 36, Strand, London, W.2 (P.O. Box 126), "Phone Temple Bar 9451. Full Catalogue Post Free"

1/6 The Bully Boy Pea Pistol

THE WORLDS FAMOUS "SILKRITE" FOUNTAIN PEN

REDUCED TO POST

THE GREATEST PEN VALUE EVER OFFERED.

Gold plated, Mounts and Safety Clip rich enamel.

Brand new model.

Body given the handsome appearance of an expanded pen and it writes as well as it looks. Carries large ink supply! Irresistible simulation! SILKRITE has a delightfully responsive touch that makes writing a joy. Years for 1/- only. Why pay 10/- and get a plain pen back in full if not delighted!

5/- Ingersoll Crown Pocket Watch

1/6 Ingersoll Crown Pocket Watch

The Ideal Christmas Gift to any Boy or Father.

Made to stand hard wear and tear.

Twelve months’ written Guarantee given with each watch.

Nickel Case, Plain Dial, 5/-.
Luminous Dial, 7/6.
Postage and Packing 6d. extra.

Send Today to:
E. WISTOW, 19, UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.17.
HEALTH STAMINA!

I promise you Robust Health with Doubled Strength and Stamina in 30 days or I will refund your money. Buy a further guarantee to give you 10 inches added all round development in this short time. The Guaranteed Stebbing 4-in-1 Course brings: (1) Perfect Health and Strength; (2) real Staying Power; (3) Self-control and VIRILE MANNERS; (4) a Secrecy.

Advisory. No strain. Complete Course 5/-

LIONEL STEBBING, Stebbing Institute (M.),
28, Dean Road, London, N.W.2.

BOYS! — RADIO

The CHAKOPHONE
UNIVERSAL AERIAL TUNING UNIT

with reaction
will make you a wireless expert

It is simplicity itself to fit it and connect up. It is right up to date in design and gives very selective results. It is better than the old Chakophone Luxe Tuner, which is replaced by this. This is saying a lot. Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you what a beautiful job that Unit is.

PRICE 10/-

fully priced with large wiring diagram.

Entirely British made
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd.
Eagle Works, Warwic

FLAGES and FUNNELS
of the British Mercantile Marine

Reproduction of the House Flags and Funnel Markings of upwards of 400 Principal British Shipping Companies
Printed in 10 colours on Sheet, 35½” x 22½”

Prices:

Paper Sheet suitable for Framing, 1/9 post free
Mounted on Cloth and folded in cover, 3/9 post free

From
The Journal of Commerce Office, 17, James Street, LIVERPOOL.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Well Assorted Mixtures, including many scarce issues—4,000 cards, 3/6 post free, Great Britain. 2,000 cards, 4/6 post free, Great Britain. 1,000 cards, 2/6 post free, Great Britain. 500 cards, 1/6 post free, Great Britain. 1,300 different sets in stock.


Boys—Buy British!

We hold full stock of HORNBY TRAINS, Eligoss Clockwork, MECCANO OUTFITS, and all Accessory Parts.

English-made CONJURING OUTFITS, SPEED BOATS, FRETWORK OUTFITS, INDOOR GAMES, PUZZLES, SPORTS GOODS, and PASTIMES.

ODD & SONS,
The Well-known Store, 133/135, HIGH STREET, SUTTON, SURREY.

BUILD YOUR OWN MODEL GALEON

Here is a fascinating hobby: Build one of these beautiful Models with STUDEITTE Galleon Kits. The S T R A N D Magazine says: “The completed model looks worth at least a ten pound note. A joy forever.”


Anyone reasonably handy can assemble them.

British made. Send 1/2d. stamp for list.

Models also of 17th Century Cannon & Sedan Chair.

STUDEITTE HANDCRAFTS (C), Kent St., Birmingham.

FOYLES’ BARGAIN OFFER

SOLDERING AND BRAZING. By Yares. The author explains with great clearness and simplicity, with the help of numerous illustrations, all that the amateur should know. Pub. at 2/6 net. Offered at 2/4 post free on approval. Quote Offer 561.

For a Book on any Hobby

any sport, or on any other conceivable subject, send to FOYLES. They can supply the book you want. Over 2,000,000 volumes in new and second-hand—in stock. Send for Catalogue 561 (free), stating definite requirements and interests.

FOYLES FOR BOOKS

119-125, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

EXHIBITION IN JOHANNESBURG

Mr. A. E. Harris, the agent of Meccano Ltd. for South Africa, recently held an interesting exhibition of Meccano models at his showrooms, 142, Market St., Johannesburg. Almost half of the 45 models on view were equipped with Meccano Electric Motors and were in operation practically throughout the entire exhibition. The models shown included such well-known examples as the reproduction of the Meccano system as the Motor Chassis, with representations of the famous racing cars driven by Sir Malcolm Campbell, "Bluebird," and Sir Henry Segar's "Golden Arrow," the Big Wheel, Eiffel Tower, Blocketting Crane, Travelling Gangway, Watt's Steam Engine and other types of Steam Engines and a number of Bridges.

The large number of visitors who attended the exhibition were greatly interested in all the models, and particular interest was given to a well-known model of the Shaft of Goldenhus Deep, one of the famous gold mines of the Rand. This model was constructed by a ten-year old member of the Malvern Model Club, which model, combined with the rest of the Turfentine M.C. in the construction of special models for display at Mr. Harris's exhibition.

Chocolates for Christmas

To those who propose to give chocolates as presents this Christmas, Cadbury's offer a remarkably wide selection of beautiful boxes, varied in design and price to suit the tastes and pocket of everybody. In each item, from the simplest cartoon to the magnificent cabinet, Cadbury's quality is a constant feature. British-made chocolates can more than hold their own with their foreign competitors, and this is particularly the case with the splendid products of Bournville, the largest cocoa and chocolate factory in the world. We take this opportunity of drawing attention to the remarkable series of gifts obtainable for the coupon to be found in packets of Bournville cocoa. We strongly advise all readers to obtain a copy of the revised details of this gift scheme, available on application to the Gift Dept., Cadbury Brothers Ltd., Bournville.

An Interesting Runabout

The "Bat" runabout manufactured by Automatic Pressings Ltd., Bat Works, Blackheath, near Birmingham, is an interesting sporting toy for any youngster. It is a three-wheeled vehicle with front wheel drive, propelled by pedals attached to a two-throw crank on the front axle. It is steered by a tiller connected to the rear wheel, and as it can be turned in a radius of 3 ft. it is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
What About Your Future?

Are you content with the position you occupy now—with the money you are earning—or do you wish for something better and something more?

Ask yourself these questions: then carefully consider what you ought to do. Don't for a moment imagine that integrity, punctuality, and length of service will of themselves carry you far. The one thing more than any other that enables a man to rise above his fellows and win a way into the better-paid jobs is a sound and practical technical training. He cannot possibly get such a training in the course of his everyday work.

One hour a day spent the I.C.S. spare-time way will give you the best training of its kind in the world. During the last 40 years 4,000,000 students have been benefitted by I.C.S. training. Tens of thousands have won remarkable success. Why not you also?

Let us tell you how you can improve yourself in your calling. Our 400 Courses include the following:

- Accountancy & Book-keeping
- Advertising
- Architecture & Building
- Commercial Art
- Commercial Training
- Draughtsmanship
- Engineering (all branches)
- French and Spanish
- General Education
- Insurance
- Plumbing
- Professional and Technical Exams.
- Salesmanship
- Scientific Management
- Short-hand-Typewriting
- Textiles
- Window Dressing
- Wireless Engineering
- Woodworking

Write to-day for Booklet containing full information regarding the Courses in which you are most interested. It will be sent gratis and post free.

International Correspondence Schools Ltd.,

BOYS MAKE YOUR OWN LEAD SOLDIERS
Cowboys, Indians, Animals, Zulus, Model Farmyard Sets, Keddo, etc.
Our Casting Moulds make thousands from any scrap lead


KENSINGTON MODEL DOCKYARD

Sailing Yachts & Fittings
MECCANO OUTFITS AND PARTS
HORNY TRAINS
ELECTRIC TORCHES & MOTORS
BOWMEN STEAM LAUNCHES
ELECTRIC, CLOCKWORK AND STEAM BOATS
AIR GUNS AND AIR PISTOLS
ICE AND ROLLER SKATES
WARNEFORD AEROPLANES AND SPARE PARTS
FOOTBALL, HOCKEY, TENNIS

LIST "M" POST FREE
C. H. LORBERG
185, Kensington High St., London, W.8

BUILD YOUR OWN LINESIDE MODELS

SET OF FARM BUILDINGS
Soft Wood, planned and cut to size, Hinges, Nails and Screws and Full Instructions for building

6-STALL STABLE
PIC STY
CART SHED
SHEEP SHED

3/9

Post Free
WM. GOSLING & SON LTD.
(Dep't M),
110, Northwood Street, Birmingham.

BAILEY'S "SUPER" PUMP, Celluloid Covered (Made in Two Styles)

ONE WITH STEEL LINING at 2/3, OR ALUMINIUM LINING at 2/6, 15" x 1" SIZE.

The linings are SOLID DRAWN, cartridge fashion, each pump being drawn from its own metal blank, therefore there are NO solderings or loose pieces to leak. THIS IS THE ONLY SOLID CARTRIDGE DRAWN PUMP MADE ANYWHERE. DO NOT BE MISLED WITH IMITATIONS.

APEX ALUMINIUM ALLOY PUMP

drawn from the solid blank in our 200 ton presses like a cartridge.

In POLISHED OR BLACK ENAMELLED at 1/6 each for 15" x 1/2" Size.

If your dealer cannot supply, send the cash and we will send you the Pump you ask for in return

Apex Inflator Co. Ltd., Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham

JENNERS PRINCES STREET EDINBURGH

AGENTS

for MECCANO and
Hornby Trains

A complete stock of all Hornby Trains Accessories and Meccano Parts

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS

Marvellously accurate for target practice.
No license required to purchase.
Senior 45/-. Mark 1 30/-. Junior 20/-.

Write for Full Details—WELEY & SCOTT LTP,
87, Weamin Street, Birmingham, Eng.


BAILEY'S PATENT "SUPER" CELLULOID MUD GUARD
INSTANTLY DETACHABLE AND ADJUSTABLE
Extra Thick Flanges

ALL Steel parts are Electro Zined before enamelling. VERY LIGHT, STRONG AND RIGID. In 26" and 28" sizes for Round or "D" Stay or for Braided Lugs.

PRICE 4/9 Per Pair

APEX LUMINEX

The Patent Fittings allow of 1" Adjustments

BAILEY'S "SUPER" CELLULOID MUDGUARD
PROV. PATENT 286209

PROF. PAT.
Meccano & Hornby Train Supplies

All the dealers whose advertisements appear on this and the opposite page carry full stock of Meccano Outfits, Accessory Outfits, and Meccano parts, Hornby Trains and Hornby Train Accessories all the year round. The names are arranged in alphabetical order of town.

JOHN N. PIPER, 118, Union Street, ABERDEEN. Tel. 2797

HARRY BROWN, 1, Cross Street, ALTRINCHAM. Tel. 2221

BENNETT WATTS, 10, Silver Street, AYLESBURY.

J. BELL, 10, Lower Garfield St., Royal Avenue, BELFAST.

GILPIN BROS., 138, Bradbury Place, BELFAST.

PATTERSONS, of Bridge Street, BELFAST.

J. ROBB & CO. LTD., Castle Place, BELFAST.

H. HIRST, 256, Grange Road, BIRKENHEAD.

L. W. WALKER, 262, Green Lane, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

MERCER'S DOLLS' HOSPITAL, 68, Darwen Street, BLACKBURN.

SELLENS BAZAAR, 54, Waterloo Road, BLACKPOOL, S.S.

BROWN MUFF & CO. LTD., Tel. 2890 BRADFORD.

RUSHWORTHS LIMITED, Kirkgate, BRADFORD.

C. E. READ, 64, High Street, BRIERLEY HILL.

JOHN TAYLOR, 28, Preston Street, BRIGHTON. Tel.: Brighton 1357

S. H. ARTHUR, 11 & 12, Tower Arcade, BRISTOL. 15 & 16, Narrow Wine Street, BRISTOL. Tel. 511

C. E. CONEYBEARE, 470-2, Stapleton Road, Eastville, BRISTOL.

M. W. DUNSCOMBE LTD., 5 & 7, St. Augustine's Parade, BRISTOL.

GYLES BROS. LTD., Tel. 2888 24, Bridge Street, BRISTOL. 188, Whiteladies Road, Clifton, BRISTOL. Tel. 143

HUSBAND & SONS, 8, St. Augustine's Parade, Tramways Centre, BRISTOL.

SALANSON LTD., 20, High Street, BRISTOL. Optic House, 119, Queen St., CARDIFF.

SAM TAYLOR, 16, Silver Street, BURY. Tel. 329

HAROLD HUNT, 38, Spring Gardens, BUXTON. Tel. 202

S. DAVIS, 50, Broad Street, CHESHAM. 3, Station Parade, Croxley Green.

DONALDSON'S CAMERA HOUSE, Metropole Buildings, CORK.

R. H. JEPSON, 1, Cross Cheaping, COVENTRY. Tel. 4968 1, Queen's Road, NUNEATON.

E. A. ANELAY, Parkgate, DARLINGTON. Tel. 2925

G. A. HAYWARD, 15 & 16, Skinnegate, DARLINGTON. *Phone 2277

SHEARD, BINNINGTON & CO., 44, High Street, DONCASTER. Tel. 85

JAMES L. DIXON, 14, Suffolk Street (off Grafton St.), DUBLIN. Tel.: Dublin 21826

A. CURRIE, The Emporium, 92, High Street, DUMBARTON. Tel. 82

DIXON'S, 41, High Street, DUNDEE. Tel. 5810

H. F. MARTIN, 226, Hilltown, DUNDEE.

W. T. MARTIN, 199, Princes St., Weilgate, 87, High Street, Lochlee, DUNDEE.

PHINS LIMITED, 45, Murraygate, DUNDEE.

SMITH BROTHERS, 3-15, Murraygate, DUNDEE. Tel. 5041

ANDERSONS, The Arcade & 105, Princes Street, EDINBURGH.

FLEMING'S STORES LTD., 2 & 4, Earl Grey Street, EDINBURGH. Tel. 26588

Devon & Somerset Stores Ltd., Tel. 2638 Toy & Sports Dealers, Telegrams: Stores, Exeter EXETER.

NEWMAN & SON, Cash Stores, FAKENHAM.

JOHN GRAY, 6, Market Street, GALASHIELS.

CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD, 22-23, Argyll Arcade, GLASGOW. Model MAKERS to the Admiralty, Railway Cotts., etc.

LUMLEY'S, Lumley House, Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW.

PETTIGREW & STEPHENS Ltd., Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW.

R. WYLIE HILL & CO. LTD., 20, Buchanan St. & Argyll Arcade, GLASGOW, c.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. Watson</td>
<td>Guildford Doll's Hospital, Swan Lane, GUILDFORD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Poulton</td>
<td>Toyland, 75 &amp; 77, High Street, HOUNSLOW, Middlesex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priestley's</td>
<td>62, Prince's Avenue, Hull</td>
<td>6040</td>
<td>Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye Olde Toy Shoppe</td>
<td>Chariot Street, Hull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townley &amp; Taylor</td>
<td>Tel. 576, Kendal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentsalls Ltd.</td>
<td>Kingston-on-Thames, Tel. 1001 Kingston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibb &amp; Watson</td>
<td>270-274, High Street, Kirrcaldy</td>
<td>2538</td>
<td>Kirrcaldy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotham's Limited</td>
<td>32/4/6/8, Belvoir Street, Leicester</td>
<td>60809</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. T. Weightman</td>
<td>198, Charnwood Street, Leicester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. &amp; B. Blackman &amp; Sons</td>
<td>11a-17, Fortress Road, Kentish Town, London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bon Marché Ltd.</td>
<td>Brixton, London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dempsey &amp; Co.</td>
<td>69, South Side, Clapham Comm., London, S.W.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denny's</td>
<td>190, Uxbridge Road, Shepherds Bush, London, W.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Holdron Ltd.</td>
<td>Rye Lane, Peckham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Humphrys &amp; Son</td>
<td>269/271/273 &amp; 275, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledwith Bros.</td>
<td>42 &amp; 44, Walworth Road, London, S.E.17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percival &amp; Co.</td>
<td>140, High Street, Wat. 0120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quin &amp; Axtens</td>
<td>412-440, Brixton Road, London, S.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. J. Wain &amp; Son</td>
<td>478, Kingsland Road, Dalston, London, E.8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright &amp; Co.</td>
<td>265-267, High Street, Stratford, E.15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. R. Potter &amp; Son</td>
<td>43, Market Place, Loughborough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. G. Partridge &amp; Co.</td>
<td>10, Chapel Street, Luton</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>Luton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. Wilkinson &amp; Son</td>
<td>57, High Street, Maidenstone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Inman, Manchester</td>
<td>105, Lapwing Lane, Didsbury, Tel. 1518, 179,Dickenson Rd, Rusholme, Tel. 2241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Wiles Ltd.</td>
<td>124, Market Street, Manchester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mansfield &amp; Sutton Co-op. Soc. Ltd.</td>
<td>Queen Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Scupham &amp; Sons Ltd.</td>
<td>35, Linthorpe Road, Middleborough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. Warner (for Boys' Toys)</td>
<td>Barras Bridge (Next Grand Hotel), Newcastle-on-Tyne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Mark &amp; Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>27, The Drapery, Northampton</td>
<td>461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poole's</td>
<td>The Picture Framers, at branches, Northampton, Kettering, Bedford, Wellingborough, Rushden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meccano and Hornby Train Stockists continued on next page
FOLLOW THE BIG MEN
in the Railway World
and Electrify Your Railway
FERRANTI Transformers

Specially designed in collaboration with Meccano Ltd. for use with Meccano Models.
Run your trains from the A.C. Mains. Simple, efficient, safe! SHOCK-PROOF.
PRICES 30/- and 35/- according to voltage and frequency.
FERRANTI Ltd. - HOLLINWOOD - LANCASHIRE

BOND’S FUSELAGE MODEL AEROPLANES

Which
Really
Fly

The Dragonfly covered in Fuselage Aeroplane has a wing span of 16½" and length 14½".
Price 4/9, postage 6d. The Hawk, similar to above, but with 20" wing span.
Price 8/3, postage 9d. The Swallow, fitted with extra powerful elastic motor, and having 31" wing span.
Price 16/-, postage 9d. (Continental models). We stock Balsa Wood for Model Aeroplanes.
Send for Bond’s 1931-1932 Catalogue, which contains everything for the Model Maker.
Price 6d. post-free. We stock Meccano and Hornby Models, also all types of Locomotives, Railway Equipment,
Boats and Aeroplanes.
BOND’S 0’ EUSTON ROAD LTD.
254, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
Phone: Museum 7137.

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
Most popular Monthly for all interested in Railways throughout the World
Profusely Illustrated
Price 1/- net
Annual Subscription 13/6 to All Parts

THE RAILWAY YEAR BOOK
Price 5/- net
By post, 5/-
The Whitaker of the Railway World
Most complete railway reference book
Up-to-date and reliable
33, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER
LONDON, S.W.1

GET THIS COMPLETE ‘MODERN BOY’ ELECTRICAL OUTFIT!

Harless — Instructive — Useful.
A practical, well-made set for the young electrician. Plenty of experimental work.
4- volt battery for driving own models. Full book of experiments and instructions with every set, 16 parts, as shown. Stocked by all good toy shops and direct from:
J. BLACKMANS LTD.,
9, Liverpool Terrace, Worthing.

L. MYERSCOUG, 57, South Rd., WATERLOO.
Branches: Crosby & Litherland.
W. L. LEWIS & SONS, 51, Church Street,
Phone No. 210 WHEYBRIDGE, Surrey.
F. CHAMBERLAIN, 57/59, Albert Road,
WIDNES.

PICKERING'S, 28, High Ousegate,
York.

Call or Write
HOME CINEMATOGRAPHY for EVERY BOY

MOST FASCINATING EDUCATIONAL HOBBY
Send for particulars and illustrated list of this wonderful hobby
within the reach of everyone. Films of all lengths and subjects,
accessories of every description, and projectors at all prices from
8/- to £16. Our list explains everything.
FORD’S (Dept. M.A.), 276, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
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Price 6d. post-free. We stock Meccano and Hornby Models, also all types of Locomotives, Railway Equipment,
Boats and Aeroplanes.
BOND’S O’ EUSTON ROAD LTD.
254, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
Phone: Museum 7137.
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accessories of every description, and projectors at all prices from
8/- to £16. Our list explains everything.
FORD’S (Dept. M.A.), 276, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
READERS' SALES


Sale. Two Magic Lantern, 150 Slides, 25c.—or offer.—E. Vines, Jcn. with Wimborne Rd., Highcliffe, Hants.

Sale. Sheaf Knife, 3/-; 6-Chamber Blank Cartridge Gun, 3/-—Parker, 45, Station Road, King's Heath, Birmingham.

Wanted. A small Petrol Motor, suitable for Motor Cycles. Tested sample offer accepted.—M. Bunbury, Woodland, Windsor.


Collected 100 Lancashire postcards, & Oystk Track Ltd. Est. offer best.—Davies, "Frestorm", Hornscombe, Greenhithe, Kent.

Sale. Two colour Postcards of Locomotives, Trains, Stations, etc. Any quantity.—J. Wild, Arcade Cinema, Bridgwater.


Three quarter Violin, Bow, and Case, new condition. Suit Youth, 10/6. Kodak Bulls Eye Roll Film Camera. New, 2 pairs Headphones and Brownie Case, 12/—British and Foreign Copper Scrap. Also a lot of 1500 Splinter Powder, 30/-, 125 Pounds of Westlund Dynamite, 12/—Pathé Cinematograph, cost 85/—. Charlie Chaplin Reel, & Annabelle Reel, £2 50, Railbridge Road, Westan, London, E.11.

For Sale. Farmyard things and Railway Porters, Bridges and other Oddments, 9/- per 100 lbs. Robertson, Railway Goods, 55, Redbridge Road, Wanstead, London, E.11.

Bay Ex-War Tank Loco's. For various purposes. Stamps for particulars.—Chapman, 286, Penton Pl., Walworth, S.E.1, 100 Stamps, "Lincoln" Album cata. £4 17/—, N. North, Parade, Linlithgow.


"Mechano Magazine," Jan. 1932-Dec. 1936, complete.—B. Green, 45, Oldbury Road, Halesowen.

Stamps Advertisements contd. from p. 1022

Stamps for application—Reginod, 74, Souain Rd., Southend-on-Sea.

VIEWS OF ALBANIA

The superb 1925 Overprinted Issues. 3 Sets (including the rare unsigned pair), together with a few issued 8/9, great value. 1 set (7 cat.) 9/-, 7/3, 11/ Short Set (5) 11d. GEORGE LAZENBY, 16, Redburn Drive, Shiplake, Yorks.

92,000 Well Assorted Foreign Stamps

Clearing 1/—per 1,000 post free.

THE CENTRAL STAMP CLUMP

23, Bostock Road, Ardingdon, Berks.

THE "MYSTERY" PACKET.

FREE OF CHARGE.

Send for your "MYSTERY" PACKET.

A stamp packet for postage with a request for a selection of stamps on approval and I send a quantity of stamps (approx. between 600 and 1,000) of standard value. Just as imported from many countries, Europe, Asia, Africa, America, Australia, all regions. Without approval, post free 1/—.

**HORNBY TRAINS**

**A PERFECT MINIATURE RAILWAY**

The splendid fun of running a Hornby Railway is real and lasting, because of the exceptional strength and reliable mechanism of the Hornby Locomotives, the realistic Hornby Rolling Stock, and the wide range of Hornby Accessories—all built in perfect proportion and all beautifully finished.

Hornby Clockwork Locomotives are the longest-running locomotives in the world. The motors that are fitted are of the highest possible quality, being perfect pieces of mechanism with accurately cut gears that ensure smooth and steady running.

Almost every operation in modern railway practice can be carried out with a Hornby Railway—passenger and goods traffic, signalling, shunting, loading and unloading. There is never-ending fun and thrills all the time. A Hornby is a perfect miniature railway.

**COMPLETENESS OF THE SYSTEM**

From the day of their introduction Hornby Trains have always represented the latest model railway practice. Designs are continually being improved and new items added so that the system is complete in almost every detail. Hornby Trains are the acknowledged leaders!

There is a comprehensive range of Locomotives, driven by clockwork or electric motors; Rolling Stock of all kinds—Passenger Coaches, Pullman Cars, Trucks, Wagons, Vans; and Accessories—Stations, Tunnels, Bridges, Signals, Level Crossings, etc.

The trains throughout are beautifully finished in every respect and in almost every case are available in the colours of the L.M.S., L.N.E., G.W. and Southern Railways, representing both goods and passenger traffic.

---

**PRICES OF HORNBY TRAINS FROM 5/- TO 8/6/-**

Manufactured by

**MECCANO LTD.**

Old Swan, Liverpool

---

The No. 2 Special Pullman Coach is one of the finest models in the Hornby system. One of the Hornby L.M.S.R. Standard Compounds. These fine Locomotives are very powerful and have an exceptionally long run.

The Hornby Station No. 2 is based upon the design of the average wayside station. The Hornby Station No. 2

Miniature luggage gives a suggestion of activity to the station platform.

The Hornby Single Arm Lamp Standard, is a very effective accessory for a station or a goods yard.
Boys!
Build your own Model Aeroplanes

MECCANO
AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR OUTFITS

Boys, these new Aeroplane Outfits are great! They enable you to build wonderful models of aeroplanes—the most realistic you ever saw.
An Illustrated Manual of models is included in each Outfit, showing how to build a number of different types of machines, both monoplanes and biplanes. Many other splendid models may be built by varying the positions of the parts, which are all interchangeable on the famous Meccano principle. These parts can be used in conjunction with the standard Meccano parts, and may be bought separately from your dealer.

If you want to know something about aeronautics the first step is to understand how aeroplanes are designed and constructed, so that you may be able to recognise at a glance the different types. Buy an Outfit to-day, and become an aeronautical engineer!

MECCANO AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR OUTFIT No. 1
High and low wing monoplanes may be built with this Outfit, while interesting model biplanes, representing standard types, may also be constructed. The biplanes include models based on the single-seat fighter type of military aircraft, and on the popular light aeroplane. PRICE 9/±
The Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Accessory Outfit No. 1A, costing 5/6, will convert a No. 1 Outfit into a No. 2.

CLOCKWORK MOTORS FOR MECCANO AERO CLOCKWORK MOTOR No. 1
This long-running motor is specially designed to fit into the fuselage of a Meccano Aeroplane Model. It will rotate the propeller at high speed, thus greatly adding to the realism of the model. PRICE 2/±

MECCANO AERPLANES
MECCANO AERO CLOCKWORK MOTOR No. 2
This is a more powerful motor. In addition to rotating the propeller it also drives the landing wheels, making the machine taxi along the floor in a most realistic manner. An adjustable tail wheel is supplied with the motor. PRICE 4/6

Meccano Limited, Old Swan, Liverpool